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Preface
Personal fascination
Industrial heritage and the role of the
landscape architect within transformation
while preserving its industrial identity
within an unforeseen future.
Key words: industrial heritage, identity,
industrial landscape, flexibility
For the last couple of years I have been visiting
a wide range of sites in the field of landscape
architecture all around the Netherlands. Projects
where famous companies in the field of work
as H+N+S, West 8 or Karres+Brands worked on,
or lesser known landscape architects took my
interest. From squares to parks, from urban
development till ecological designs and from
cemeteries till zoo’s, the projects I visited have a
diverse function.
During this journey I got fascinated by old
industrial sites that got a new impulse. Places
where you can imagine the steamy machines,
where you can drink your cup of tea in an old
factory where you can still smell the oil and
almost hear the deafening noise of hard working
people. Places where you can really experience
the history, the story of place, can be found in
for example the RSDM wharf in Amsterdam,
where artists created a total new function. On
a smaller scale I was immediately attracted to
the DRU terrain in Ulft, where a former enamel
factory is now transformed to cultural hotspot.
Having a fascination for rezoned cultural
heritage places I took this topic for this master
thesis. Strolling around Groningen three years
ago, hunting for another project to explore, I
cycled past the desolated terrain of the former
sugar factory in Groningen. A dramatically,
sad, demolished site with a interesting history.



I questioned myself how it was possible that
nobody seemed to care about this plot as a
place full of challenges and opportunities for
landscape architects to transform this space
into live again.
Not like what is happening in urban
development where an (old) building gets
demolished, the plot gets raked, clearing all
former structures and start all over again from
scratch with a new project. Here hundreds if
not thousands of people have memories of a
place that’s prematurely demolished, without
an option of a second life was investigated. But
from a total different point of view: the point of
view of a landscape architect where the identity
of this former industrial place remains and even
got strengthened by the tools the landscape
architects has with green and blue structures to
give such an industrial heritage place give new
energy by redeveloping.
Having this terrain in my heart and mind, I
realised that with this research I could change
times for this old industrial icon and give it
new energy. A painful and exciting exploration
brought me to the plans and ideas that are
laying in front of you now. A journey that
brought together both my profession as
landscape architect, as well as my love for the
agricultural background and fascination for
nature.

Abstract
English
Key-words: identity, flexibility, unforeseen
developments, industrial heritage
Future of the place, place of the future.
The niche of the landscape architect within
transformations of industrial heritage sites in
times of uncertainties.
In the past few years the interest for industrial
heritage grew (Nijhof, 2000; Bayer, 2015; Janssen,
2012). Studies have been done in order to get
a better insight in the role of transformation,
but the role of the landscape architect within
transformation is lacking. Dealing with the
neglected terrain of the former FrieschGroningsche sugar factory in Groningen where
landscape structures remain as characteristics
of the industrial past, the main question can be
asked: In what way can the design by a landscape
architect challenge unforeseen developments
while preserving landscape identity of industrial
heritage in the case of the Friesch-Groningsche
sugar factory in Groningen?

heritage, is by making use of casco-approach
(Kerkstra, 1991), while preserving landscape
identity by using the set of design tools resulting
from the research. Research-through-designing on
the design case helped to implement the design
tools into a process plan by making use of a model
(Lenzholzer, 2013).
It seems reasonable to assume that the
landscape architect could deal with unforeseen
developments in time, money and owner on a
long period. The most important advice given
is not to design in future images, but in process
based interventions on short and long term
by using a powerful framework fitting with the
landscape characteristics of an industrial heritage
site.
There is an opportunity for the landscape
architect to be seen as the artist who can
influence the experience of the user on an
industrial heritage site, while providing space for
unforeseen developments.

The results of a questionnaire, mental mapping
approach, photo analysis and map studies on five
case studies by research on design showed that
the landscape architect can use a set of design
tools, in order to help to provide the identity of
former industrial sites experienced through the
eyes of the public.
It became clear that the landscape architect can
influence the physical (non-aesthetic) structures
by using a set of design tools, in order to influence
the substantive aesthetic properties of the
user, resulting in evaluative aesthetic properties
affected (Zangwill, 2007; van der Jagt, 2014).
Based on the results, it can be concluded that
the most effective way to deal with unforeseen
developments within transformation of industrial



Guide to the
reader
This thesis consists of a theoretical base,
underpinning a design on the topic of industrial
heritage in the case of the Friesch-Groningsche
sugar factory in Groningen. The following text
explains the flow chart, which can be found on the
next page (fig. 1).
To introduce the topic, chapter 1 first introduces
the reader to the history of industrial heritage
in general, by focussing on the period of postindustrialisation in the Netherlands and explores
the boundaries of current research on the topic
of industrial heritage. Explaining the scope of this
research: the former sugar factory in Groningen,
leading to the problem statement, formulation
the knowledge gap and research aim by ending
in research questions and the relevance of this
thesis topic within the wider context.
Chapter 2 specifically focusses on the theoretical
framework by which the thesis is conducted. It
explains theories surrounding leading concepts on
the base of rezoning, identity and flexibility.
Chapter 3 describes the research design by which
the thesis is conducted. In three parts it explains
the research strategies for qualitative design and
by which methodology that is aimed to achieve.
The methods and techniques are addressed from
three perspectives: that of the user, designer and
owner.
Chapter 4 specifically focuses on the design case
by explaining the turbulent history of the former
sugar factory in Groningen and the attempts to
breathe new life into this area.



Chapter 5 filters a set of design tools out of the
results of research done on five case studies,
both in the Netherlands and in Germany. Several
methods are used to gain knowledge. This chapter
concludes with a set of design tools.
Thereafter, in chapter 6 the research outcomes in
the form of the set of design tools, are translated
into a design for the former sugar factory. The
design case will be first analysed, from where a
concept will be shown, whereas paragraph 6.3
gives a comprehensive explanation about the
future design strategy on a long term, elaborated
with a set of detailed interventions that fit within
this larger strategy. Interventions then are linked
back to the set of design tools derived from the
results in chapter 5.
To conclude, chapter 7 reflects on the research
and its methods to come to points of discussion
and conclusion.
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1.
Introduction
Before starting this research about the
role of the landscape architect within the
transformation of a site with a rich industrial
history while preserving its unique character
that can handle an unforeseen future, this
chapter will first explore the history of industrial
heritage in the Netherlands. Illustrated by
topics as the function, the appearance and
the industrial landscapes and tourism, the
reader will get a broad overview. After that
the boundaries of current research as a global
and national phenomenon in the broad field
and typically for landscape architecture will be
discussed, as well as the role of the government
within industrial heritage preservation. The
history of Dutch sugar factories in general will
be elaborated, down to the scale level of the
sugar factory in Groningen. A knowledge gap
will be defined which will lead to the problem
statement, resulting in research questions,
elaborated by the aim of this research in
paragraph 7. A hypothesis will be described as
well as the relevance of the topic on several
fields, concluding with a structure of this thesis.



1.1 Industrial heritage - history
1.1.1 History: Industrialisation in the
Netherlands – the castles and cathedrals
of progression
The industrialisation of the 19th/20th century
transformed the Dutch landscape dramatically.
It brought our cities ’cathedrals of progression’,
due to spectacular growth in production and
prosperity from ’the Second Golden Era’ how we
could call the industrialisation from the end of
the 18th century (Bayer, Bovens, Husslage, Boer,
& Vermeer, 2015a). This industrial growth in the
Netherlands continued till the first half of the
20thcentury (Bayer, Bovens, Husslage, Boer, &
Vermeer, 2015b).
The crisis in the 1930’s stopped this huge
growth, but only had a temporary effect on the
production. World War I had an impact on the
production capacity, but during the reconstruction
in the 1950’s the industry in our country expanded
again. Thanks to technological innovation even
after the World War II there were increasing
investments in the industry (de Boer, 1995). The
production process did not change dramatically,
but the factories scaled up (Burger, Keessen,
Kunst, & Middelhoff, 1989). The functionalistic
style of the 1920’s became popular to built new
constructions, but with the latest materials:
instead of the traditional materials as brick, new

fig. 2 remains of the former sugar factory in Groningen (2015)

materials as concrete and sheetiron were used
(Bayer et al., 2015a).
Due to more efficient production processes
elsewhere in Europe and increasing labour costs
among others, a lot of factories within Dutch
industry in several fields as textiles, mining and
shipbuilding had to close their doors during
the 1960’s of the previous century (Bayer et al.,
2015a). The closure of the Tilburg textile factory
in 1968 was an important signal to the people: we
have to change (de Boer, 2015).
From the 1970’s a lot of industrial fields got into
trouble. One factory after the other closed its
doors. Expansions, mergers and acquisitions also
contributed to the fast growing vacant buildings
and created big problems of employment (Nijhof,
2004). The industry created jobs (picture 3), but
also totally changed our cities. Often factories
moved to other places in the city as in Rotterdam,
where for example a lot of companies moved
closer to the sea. This way gaps began to fall in
the urban tissue of cities in the Netherlands.
Due to suburbanization, urban renewal and
environmental policies, a lot of old buildings
from the industrial era in the 19th century were
standing on the ’wrong’ place in the city (Nijhof,
2000; Nijhof, 2004).
Municipalities did not know what to do with
the old factories. A lot of employees who had
worked in the factories found it horrible to be
remembered by the old plants. Weather and
wind had free reign on the vacant buildings
where businesses closed (fig. 2). The solution was
demolition for housing (Sauter, 2008; Bayer et al.,
2015) due to the loss of their original function and
the development pressure on the ground (Nijhof,
2000). The economy wanted to move forward.
The services sector was the future and land was
needed to build new industrial and residential
areas (de Boer, 2015).

fig. 3 working in the factory during the beet campaign

fig. 4 sugar factory in process, 1946

If the old factories were not demolished, they
stood idly waiting for a new time. 1975 was an
important year, because for the first time an
fig. 5 remains after demolishment, 2015



inventory of industrial heritage in the Netherlands
was made. As a result in the period 1985-1994
the matter of course of demolition began to
reduce (de Boer, 2015; Nijhof, 2000; Nijhof
2004). This resulted in increasing importance
of the Federation Industrial Heritage (FIEN)
(Nijhof, 2000) and the establishment of the
’Projectbureau Industrieel Erfgoed’ (PIE) in 1992,
focussing on a more professional way of selected
preservation. This way places just outside the city
boarders got into the view: old industrial zones
along canals and rivers, port areas and big scale
plant sites (Nijhof, 2004).
Many people’s eyes were opened at that time,
especially in politics. More and more larger parties
such as municipalities and market operators like
housing corporations or property developers
discovered that the old industrial buildings
were interesting for a second life, both in an
architectural and economical way. Old factory
buildings, warehouses, water towers and stations
were often saved from demolition by the actions
of local initiators who devoted themselves to
conservation (Nijhof, 2000). Rezoning became the
solution for protection of these buildings with a
common specific industrial signature (fig. 7). The
exterior of the industrial heritage maintained,
but the plant itself took a new function as living,
working and for recreation alternative (Sauter,
2008) (fig. 8).
The interest for the industrial history resulted
in the ’Commission industrial heritage’ that was
introduced in 1988, and published in 1990 the
report ‘Het industrieel erfgoed en de kunst van
het vernietigen’ (Nijhof, 1990). 1996 followed
as being ‘the year of cultural heritage’ (Bayer
et al., 2015a). Old industrial sites, such as
the Westergasfabriek (fig. 6), grew in a short
time towards new cultural hotspots. A lot of
developers, and a municipalities came to visit the
place for inspiration. They saw that it is of value
to give such a place a new feature, often culturally
(de Boer, 2015).



Last but not least the mindshift that took place is
decisive, though ”balancing between demolition
and redevelopment has become a matter of
course” (Nijhof, 2000, pp. 7). There still is a lot
of work to do. Lately in the Netherlands and in
other parts of the world, the residential areas
adjoining the old inner cities and along historical
roads, canals and railways became rezoned into
mono-functional housing or office buildings by a
combination of market factors and governmental
policies (Nijhof, 2000). Not specifically taking in
account the historical marks of the place. After
the economical crisis which fuelled a selective
view upon investments, there is now a need for a
fresh view.

1.1.2 The function of industrial heritage
In recent years in the period of disorientation and
disintegration, appreciation for the anchors of the
past in the Netherlands has grown (Nijhof, 1990).
Although industrial heritage is amortized, it left
its traces by a material inheritance and gained
important functions, such as following described
by BOEi (Franzen, 2014):

•
•
•
•
•

The appetizer;
Economic driver;
Regional marketing;
Give profile to a place;
Glamour on creative and cultural industries.

Industrial heritage buildings often get a new
function, because new economy and old
buildings go perfectly together, as pointed out
by Jane Jacobs (1970) in the 1960’s by saying:
”New ideas must use old buildings”. Globally
there are a lot of industrial heritage sites being
redeveloped in order to preserve industrial
heritage (Franzen, 2014). Industrial heritage these
days functions as incubator for creative industries.
The constructions which remain of industrial
activity, the material industrial heritage, really
”shows the roots of mankind modern civilization”
(Nijhof, 1990 pp. 8) and by preserving industrial
complexes its identity remains (Sauter, 2008).

Although heritage does not have a practical and
economical function anymore due to technical
evolutions, it still has an important function and
value for our society these days. Urban sociologist
Sharon Zukin (1987) highlights the pioneer role
of artists and creative entrepreneurs after Jane
Jacobs in the rezoning of industrial buildings, by
stating that such spaces are ”often impressive
large and flexible in use” (Jacobs, 1970).
The industrial monuments associated with tales
of hard work and steaming machines are symbol
to invest in the creation economy (Janssen, 2012).
Furthermore industrial heritage fulfils its essential
function to keep the industrial revolution alive in
memory, thus providing an insight into the future
(Nijhof, 1990).

fig. 6 Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam transformed by Gustafson

1.1.3 Appearance of industrial heritage
The appearance of cultural heritage can differ.
One can think of steel buildings that rise high
above ground level. But there is more: large scale
infrastructure can be seen as industrial heritage
as well, or enormous plots that functioned as
irrigation networks. On the one hand industrial
heritage includes the movable industrial heritage
(business archives and business inventories,
mobile industrial heritage) and on the other hand
the immovable industrial heritage (buildings,
warehouses, offices, executive villas, mills,
pumping stations, bridges, water towers, and
entire industrial landscapes) (Burger et al., 1989;
Pruis, 2008). This thesis will be limited to (larger)
buildings and industrial landscapes, with a specific

fig. 7 Chassée, Tilburg transformed by West 8

focus on sugar factories within the Netherlands.

1.1.4 Industrial landscapes
As stated above, talking about industrial heritage,
we often speak of objects. Together several
industrial buildings form an industrial landscape
cooperating with the surrounding landscape. In
order to understand the concept of ‘industrial
landscape’ we need a definition of the landscape:
the living heritage (Lowenthal, 2003).
fig. 8 Food Dock, Deventer



The landscape is defined by Fisher in the book
’The Dutch landscapes’ as ”an area that exhibits
characteristic elements in certain respects”
(Visser, 1975, p. 76). He makes the distinction
between ‘natural landscapes’, where man has
had little or no impact and ‘culture landscapes’,
dominated by traces of human activity (see figure 9).
From the 18th century the ’natural landscapes’
in western countries have been changed by rising
mining and manufacturing. In this new world of
cultural landscapes the industry landscape was
created. The industry landscape is thus a specific
type of cultural landscape, namely ”those areas,
whose development and structure in the past is
largely determined by industrial, extraction or
mining activities by man” (Nijhof, 1985p. 38).
Characteristics of this landscape can be discovered
through (Hendrikx 1999):

•
•
•

Elements: home camps, hedgerows, livestock
facilities, exploitations;
Patterns: roads, lanes, parcel patterns;
Ensembles: villages, woodlands.

Nijhof adds in his essay ’The magic of the New
World’ in ‘Visions of the landscape’ (Nijhof, 2004)
two types of objective ‘carriers’ within these
industrial landscapes which can be urban and
rural in nature:

natural landscape

•
•

The actual carriers: mines, blast furnaces,
factories;
Constructions which are part of the complex:
- Infrastructural elements : ports, canals,
railroads;
- Distribution services: fairs, auctions,
stores, convenience stores;
- Public utilities: water towers, gas plants
and power stations;
- Buildings and installations for storage and
handling, warehouses, elevators and silos;
- Houses for workers, office workers and
manufacturers.

What was unique in the Netherlands compared
to the rest of the Western countries is that
many locations that were dated by technological
advances in the industry were not demolished. It
is precisely these locations that were reused and
this way factories with typical chimneys did not
just disappear from the characteristic landscape
(Burger et al., 1989). Our country was more
characterized by small-scale types of industry
landscape (Nijhof, 1989).
So, an industry landscape defined by spatialfunctional development can differ by location and
by time, besides ”an industrial landscape is not to
delineate in time” (Nijhof, 1990, pp.75).

industry landscape

elements, patterns, ensembles

actual carries and constructions



fig. 9 remains after demolishment, 2015

Also the size of an industrial landscape does not
matter for the definition. It is important to realize
that the landscape consists of layers of history in
landscape (van der Knaap & van der Valk, 2004).
”Moreover, the process is continuing in motion: a
development which always adds to the richness
of form and there is always something hidden”
(Hendrikx, 1999, p. 39). Nature and human each
add some of it, what results in the specific value
of the industrial landscape. No landscape is
changing as fast as the industry landscape (Nijhof,
1985).

1.1.5 Industrial heritage tourism
Between 1770 and 1795 ’tourism’ already
occurred for these industrial estates, because
of the high bourgeois class wanted to see how
the workers were working in this creepy exciting
attraction, says Pieterson in ‘Het Technisch
labyrint’ (Pieterson, 1981). Nowadays we see this
trend occurring as well, only with respect for the
past. An example is the Ruhr region. Here the
former coal plant Zeche Zollverein is transformed
into a museum of the industrial landscape in
Germany.
The development of a unique flora and fauna
within these industrial landscapes was known
early on. What was once an agricultural region
evaluated to an industry landscape with special
industrial elements such as clay pits or flow fields.
This gradually developed a unique flora that could
stop abruptly along the ribbons of residential
areas (Nijhof, 1989) is characterizing for (vacant)
industrial areas and attracts many people for
years.

1.2 Exploring the boundaries of
current research
1.2.1 Academic attention to industrial
heritage
The attention that is given to the topic of rezoning
within Dutch transformation projects started in
the mid 1980’s. In the Netherlands during the

early spring of 1985, the first symposium Building
Retrofit (Bouwombouw) is given by A. Naalden
(Department of Architecture and Urban Planning)
organized by the organization ’Architecture cycle,
Reuse of Buildings’ (Architektuurkringloop,
Hergebruik van Gebouwen) (Nijhof, 2000). Shortly
thereafter many competitions dealing with
industrial heritage were organized.
The first publications on the topic of redevelopment
of industrial heritage mainly emphasize on the
operating loss, in particular highlighted as a
damaging and destructive thing, substantiated by
empirical research (Nijhof, 2000). The last decade,
due to the economical crisis, the view upon
industrial heritage changed and redevelopment
of these kind of sites became hip and trendy
(Baarveld, 2014; Bayer, 2015a; de Boer, 1995;
Sauter, 2008).
Notable, this issue seems more suitable for
Western societies. Many publications of
international standard works from the second half
of the 1970’s are from England and the United
States (Nijhof, 2000). The catalyst function of
these works should not be neglected, since we
see the attention to reallocation these days also
globally. Though, this research will focus on the
Netherlands only.
Since the topic of rezoning industrial heritage is
way more up to date than ever, because of lots
of literature written, there has been a rush on
research on this topic. The number of rezoned
projects of industrial heritage in the Netherlands
are running into thousands (Nijhof, 2000) and
keep raising. This results in several books as
‘Terug naar de Fabriek, 25 industriële iconen met
nieuwe energie’ (Bayer et al., 2015b) or ‘Cultuur
historie van stad en land’ (Hendrikx, 1999), and
‘Bouwen aan herbestemming van cultureel
erfgoed’ (Baarveld, Smit, & Hoogerbrugge, 2014).
Remarkable is that the planning sector and
financial parties have explored this topic for quite
a few years, a sampling of the literature does
include the in theory financial book ‘Rekenen op



herbestemming, idee, aanpak en cijfers van 25+1
gerealiseerde projecten’ (Gelinck & Strolenberg,
2014) or the planning related book ‘Multiple
Landscape, merging Past and Present’ (van der
Knaap & van der Valk, 2004). Also the Golden
Pyramid prize in 2015 gives much attention to
redevelopment projects such as DRU Ulft or
Havenkwartier Deventer (Mol, 2015). Finally the
younger generation increasingly interest in the
preservation of the identity of the past (Bayer, 2015).

1.2.2 Broad interest from different
disciplines
The topic of reallocating industrial heritage is
a point of interest for several disciplines (Pruis,
2008). Art historians, planners, geographers,
engineers and historians approach the subject
from their own field. However in the field of
landscape architecture there has not been done
that much research yet. If research has been
done, the topic is often reduced to the industrial
textile sector. Meanwhile the sugar industry lacks
in knowledge, in particular the industrial heritage
in this field. This is probably due to the fact that
many sugar factories have been demolished even
before the inventory of these factory sites was
possible, due to the monopoly of the Suiker Unie
in the Netherlands.

1.2.3 Industrial heritage and landscape
architecture
The damage that the industrial sector is causing to
the liveability of our environment and the vacancy
rate in the Netherlands took an alarming stage
due to the financial crisis (Bayer, 2015; Nijhof,
2004), as Marcel Bayer stated during the book
launch of ’Terug naar de Fabriek’ on the 18th of
November, 2015 in Amsterdam:
”In 2013 were already some 10,000 listed
buildings empty in the Netherlands, which is a lot.
In terms of square meters of floor space is about
two million m2. Every day there will be another
empty farmhouse, two churches every week and
every month a monastery.” (Bayer, 2015)



Searching for a solution for this, the
reconsideration of the concept ’area
development’ as ”a phase of reconsideration
of the concept area development in the
Netherlands” (Zeeuw, 2011, p. 10) from 2008
on opens one’s eyes. Rezoning became one of
the biggest issues concerning designers (Zeeuw
2011). Since the 1990’s we see a lot of potential
in heritage. The industrialisation transformed our
country during the past centuries and the remains
of this period stamped an indelible mark on Dutch
cities. This makes every city, region or country
proud of their cultural history and wants to show
that whenever it is still visible and not already
demolished. Wether it are farms, houses, castles
or industrial sheds: heritage gives a place a unique
value (Baarveld et al., 2014). Old mine sites, brick
factories and even chocolate factories are being
transformed over the past ten years into new,
booming cultural HUBs. For example the former
NDSM-wharf in Amsterdam is transformed (fig. 11),
the Kop van Zuid in Rotterdam, and Villa Augustus
with its water tower in Dordrecht (fig.10). The
surrounding landscape often marks these kind of
places by adding value to the unique character of
the heritage, as done in Ulft (fig, 12).
Unless this blooming interest, developers regularly
only put attention to a historical building that
forms soon the identity of a site. Former industrial
complexes gain new important functions, mostly
on cultural aspect, while the characterizing
industry for urban settlements in the 1960’s
and 1970’s got a new meaning in society (Pruis,
2008). Besides the building as landmark, often
the surrounding landscape contains an unique
industrial character is neglected or seen as a
blank sheet. But spatial historical elements in the
outdoor space are easily swept away, because
often the midpoint in the conversion of industrial
complexes are architectural buildings (Nijhof,
2000).
Landscape architects are becoming more and
more involved in the process of reallocating

industrial heritage, because besides buildings,
the landscape gets more and more attention.
Therefore landscape architecture these days
is more than only designing something new
after demolishment of a building. The tension
between industrial buildings which appeal to
the imagination and its surrounding landscape
is fascinating and attractive, but often lacks.
Especially when taking a closer look of the unique
identity of the landscape of an industrial heritage
site.
What to do with a place where only the landscape
structures remain to the wealthy past instead of
the buildings? The role of the landscape architect
seems to be inevitable. That is bringing us to the
case of this research: the terrain of the former
Friesch-Groningsche Beetwortel sugar factory in
the city of Groningen, the Netherlands. What is
left after demolishing this industrial heritage site
in 2009 are a few remains of factory buildings,
and an area of 124 hectares of sewage fields, soil
depot and a neglected square.

fig. 10 Villa Augustus, Dordrecht

1.2.4 The role of the government within
industrial heritage preservation
The government plays an important role in the
preservation of cultural industrial heritage. They
place nearly all houses, churches and temples
of culture on monument lists, but also give
demolition permission for old, vacant sites (Nijhof,
2000; de Boer, 1995). The government considers
industrial parks as anarchist enclaves within
its urban planning regime, unlike that of other
construction categories. Yet it is precisely the
government’s designated party who can develop
an instrument for the conservation of these plant
sites, because they make choices on behalf of
the society about the structure of our habitat (de
Boer, 1995).

fig. 11 NDSM-warf, Amsterdam

Though, in the 21st century the government
is reducing its involvement in spatial planning.
Therefore heritage conservation faces new
challenges in socio-economic and demographic
fig. 12 DRU-terrain, Ulft



Due to the great success, this facility expanded to
other places in the country. The first beet sugar
factory in the Netherlands was founded in 1858
in Zevenbergen, after a successful experiment
with the cultivation of sugar beets in Belgium.
In the second half of the 19th century, our
country accepted beet production, focussing in
Zeeuws Vlaanderen and West Brabant (Kortekaas,
Cornelisse, & de Krom, 2008; Van der Hoeve &
Overbeek, 2011).

fig. 13 Food dock in Deventer in the former feed mill

development (from growth to shrinkage) and of
a crisis in property development (Joks Janssen,
2014). The financial crisis has stimulated the
growing respect for industrial heritage. Today
the government has a more open view upon
private investors to give them an opportunity
in revitalizing an industrial monument. A good
example is Havenkwartier Deventer where a
master plan dated from the ’90s was swept aside
in 2007 on the ancient port complex where a
breeding ground for artists with workshops and
studios has arisen (Laing, 2015) (fig. 13).

1.3 Scope of the research
1.3.1 Sugar factories in the Netherlands
While food markets in redeveloped former
harbours are sprouting as mushrooms and
’breeding grounds’ develop in old factories, still,
there is not that much knowledge about the
remains of sugar factories. From the end of the
17th century sugar processing was done in the
colonies where the cane was worked up into raw
sugar, after which it was shipped over to Europe
and was further purified. Especially Hamburg,
Amsterdam and Dordrecht were important sugar
production centres (Bakker, 1989; Van der Hoeve
& Overbeek, 2011). In Amsterdam’s Jordaan
district, there must have been 130 cane sugar
refineries in the 17th century. In 1862 there were
only 15 sugar refineries in Amsterdam left, of
which 10 had a steam engine (Dijkstra, 2015).



Many beet sugar factories loomed in the
Netherlands, often simple of intent. Here was
raw sugar produced and what was further
processed into consumption sugar in the former
cane sugar refineries (Bakker, 1989). In 1882 the
basis for the Central Sugar Company was formed
by the Amsterdam Western Sugar Refinery. The
sugar process got integrated into the beet sugar
factories and quickly sugar refineries disappeared.
This beet sugar factories emerged everywhere
in the Netherlands, mostly in the western part
of Noord-Brabant. By 1900 there were 33 sugar
factories in the Netherlands (see illustration 14),
of which 21 in the ’sugar corner’ in West Brabant
(Bakker, 1989). Even beets from Friesland and
Groningen were transported to Brabant.
In 1913 the Society Friesch-Groningsche Sugar
Beet Cooperative was established to build and
operate a sugar factory. The first beet campaign in
Groningen took place in the winter of 1914 (Van
der Hoeve & Overbeek, 2011).
Then in the 1960’s the Suiker Unie, a partnership
of four cooperatives in the Netherlands, took over
more and more factories. Sugar factories closed
their doors one by one, because of financial loss.
Remarkable, because the production process
barely changed (Van der Hoeve & Overbeek,
2011). The factory in Amsterdam closed in 1964.
One of the last sugar factories that closed besides
the one in Groningen was the sugar factory in
Puttershoek. This one closed in 2004 (Kortekaas
et al., 2008). Today, sugar mills can still be found

radius
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fig. 14 sugar factories in the Netherlands: 1900



in Dinteloord (North-Brabant) and Hoogkerk
(Groningen), both of Suiker Unie, where raw sugar
is extracted from sugar beets during the beet
campaign. In Breda, Puttershoek and Roosendaal,
all part of the Suiker Unie, only sugar processing
takes place, see map 16.

1.3.2 Examples of transformed sugar
factories in the Netherlands

the ‘Pulperloods’ or the ‘Puntloods’ the industrial
atmosphere is still tangible. Some new placed
‘SuikerSilo’s’ which now form the landmarks for
Sugar City, are a total mismatch. Let’s take this
example as how not to do deal with application
of innovation to meet the market demand by
building new towers on a former sugar factory
while preserving industrial identity.

After a hype on a few old sugar refineries such
as ‘De Melkweg’ in Amsterdam, now used as a
pop-poidum, located in a former dairy which
previously functioned as sugar refinery ’De
Granaatappel’ (1983) and an old sugar factory as
decor for the Dutch television series ‘De Fabriek’
filmed in the sugar factory in Halfweg broadcasted
between 1981 and 1982 (Bakker, 1989) it became
silent concerning new functions for old sugar
factories.

There are not many examples in the Netherlands
where the old landscape structures remain,
in particular the flowing fields of old (sugar)
factories. Often former flow fields of textile
factories retained. Exceptions are for example the
drainage fields in Tilburg. Here H+N+S Landscape
architects transformed the open, polluted fields
into woodland (Dooren, 2015). Another example
is the Stampersgat in Puttershoek.

Untill 2000 where developers invested in an old
sugar factory in Amsterdam in order to create
an industrial event space. The sugar factory in
Halfweg was transformed into Sugar City (De
Goeij, 2016) (fig. 15). Some of the old buildings
remain as shown in picture 17 and 18, but
newly added buildings overrule this historically
interesting place. Nevertheless this transformed
place is commonly used, the aesthetical value on
the area has decreased dramatically. Inside the
remains of old buildings as the ‘Middenfabriek’,

The Suiker Unie was from the year of its inception
in 1970 (Consun, 2015) confronted with the sugar
quota of the European Union in favour of the cane
sugar production elsewhere in the world. The
aim was to prevent large stocks in agriculture. In
2008 when the Suiker Unie in Groningen had to
automate, the factory closed. It had to dismantle
and to demolish the buildings in 2008 to obtain
subsidies for sugar beet production in the
Netherlands (Van der Hoeve & Overbeek, 2011;
De Jonge, 2008).

1.3.3. Former sugar factory Groningen

The municipality of Groningen had the chance to
buy the Suiker Unie site in 2009 (Warbroek, 2009).
The municipality took this opportunity and bought
the terrain for 25.2 million euro’s. This way the
town became the owner of the factory, consisting
of the flow fields between the Hoendiep and
the railway Groningen-Leeuwarden and the soil
storage field south of the railway which together
have a total area of 124 hectares.

fig. 15 Sugar City, Halfweg: a transformed sugar factory
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fig. 17 sugar factory Halfweg: 1916

fig. 18 Sugar City, Halfweg: 2015

fig. 19 sugar factory Lemelerveld: 1932

Subsequently an inquiry into the soil was done
on the whole area and found the grounds were
environmentally suitable for housing (Warbroek,
2009). In this research I assume that no pollution
is present on the terrain. This is due to the clean
nature of sugar production. The plan of the
municipality was to start in about 10 years with
the redevelopment (Eekhuis, 2015). This will
involve the construction of new homes. Then
there is directly started with the demolition of the
old factory in 2009. This was so abruptly that it
was just in 2009 possible to explore the terrain on
possible cultural and historical valuable parts (Van
der Hoeve & Overbeek, 2011). This was set by the
European regulations.
Luckily the College of B&W and policymakers were
able to convince a number of plant components
of the European Union of the cultural and
historical value of some buildings on the site of
the former sugar factory, Cobouw reported in a
news article in 2009 (Consun, 2015). These could
be saved. Nowadays, waiting for a new future,
the site is used for temporary use of workshops,
storage of soil, temporary housing for students,
mega-events and urban agriculture. Retract
restaurant De Wolkenfabriek is now located in
the old ‘Zeefgebouw’ (Winkler, 2014; Punt, 2015).
Since then there has been invested in the area, by
inviting initaitors on the site. A little investment
by the municipality is done by financing an iconic
bridge to enter the Zeefgebouw (fig. 21) and a
new entrance for cyclists and pedestrians (fig.22).

1.4 Problem statement

As could be stated from the scope of this
research, the problem underlying this thesis
relates to three main topics:
1. Industrial identity in the landscape:
There is not always carefully dealt with the
specific characteristics of an existing building or
plot, so the results are severely disappointing
in hindsight (Nijhof, 1990), a fact that gives not
much confidence for other parties considering



fig. 20 housing development Lemelerveld: 2015

rezoning industrial plots. A shame, because there
is so much history hidden in the surrounding
landscape. ”A process that cannot return, making
this type of industry landscape will disappear”
(Burger et al., 1989, pp. 85). Therefore, there
is little actual examples of industrial heritage in
the Dutch landscape that have been given a new
valuable life by landscape architects.
2. Unforeseen developments in the future:
Redevelopment has a financial aspect to take into
consideration. Where project developers stitch a
price tag on every project they get involved with,
often this results in new urban developments in
order to earn money of a plot as soon as possible
by selling the houses. Though, ”the time of
unlimited growth and expansion is clearly over,
which means that we need more efficient use
of the already existing ones” (Haan & Hannema,
2015, p. 28). At the beginning of this century,
money was not an issue, but the economical crisis
reversed this situation. This has a very negative
effect on area developments that depend on
significant investments (Zeeuw, 2011).

•

•

designing take long seen from a planning
oriented view. This can hinder the process
(Haan & Hannema, 2015) and results in a
long preparation time. This causes a market
development that is difficult to assess on
long-term (de Boer, 1995);
Impatience is another problem. Rezoning,
especially larger plants, requires creativity
as well as perseverance (Nijhof, 1990).
Demolition and new construction is usually
faster and easier;
The transformation of the rural landscape
is currently mostly taking place via separate
mono-thematic projects from separate
sources of funding for, among other green
projects, recreation development or projects
for the preservation of cultural heritage. The
autochthonous character and the ability to
experience the countryside suffers. A more
holistic approach is required (Herngreen, 2002);

Besides a lot of money has to be invested on
forehand in such a project and this is often risky
in terms of unforeseen future developments. The
creative view of a landscape architect can help
to come up with a flexible design dealing with
uncertainties in an unforeseen future on rezoning
industrial heritage projects.
3. Experience industrial identity by the visitor
Not many people know the rich history of sugar
in the Netherlands. Sugar is purchased in a pack
in the supermarket and not many people know of
the enormous process behind the sugar.

fig. 21 new entrance towards the Zeefgebouw

Further elaborating on point 2, besides the
financial aspect, other problems are:

•

Time and energy in an integrated approach
between architectural ideas, architectural
features and organizational solutions before
fig. 22 new entrance: bike and pedestrian bridge



•

•

Furthermore, there is a clear revaluation
of history, and sustainability is one of the
keywords in our society these days. Though,
a lot of buildings get demolished, because of
the fact that rezoning is a complex process
since the current situation has to be mapped
very well before transformation (Bayer, 2015b);
Project developers are used to work from
blank sheets, resulting in problems to
quickly adapt to the demands of the new
time. Customization, craftsmanship, an
integral approach and flexibility are needed,
but could not be delivered by the classical
developers and builders (Zwiers, 2014).

What remains of the former factory is a vast,
barren area of 124 hectares where two buildings
remain: the ‘Zeefgebouw’ and half the chimney.
What also remain in the landscape in case of
the former sugar factory in Groningen are the
untouched former flow fields and the land bank
behind the factory (fig. 23). An opportunity for
landscape architects to resurrect this industrial
heritage site back to life. Nevertheless, the
problem arises how to deal with an enormous
area industrial past in a contemporary design,
allowing visitors to experience the history of the
place and it also looks aesthetically appealing?
There is been a lot of research to industrial
heritage in architecture, but these researches
lack in landscape characteristics. Particularly in
combination with the experience of the visitor of
such an industrial heritage site.

1.4.1 Specific problems sugar factory
Groningen
The surface of the sugar factory is huge, 124
hectares. Besides the problem of the what to
do with so much space, the design case of the
sugar factory in Groningen (fig. 24)deals with the
following problems, according to an interview
with Jan Martijn Eekhuis, urban developer of the
municipality of Groningen (2015) and based on
documents related to the competition for the
terrain of the former Suiker Unie in 2012:

fig. 23 dvision in sub-areas

fig. 24 location former sugar factory in the city of Groningen



fig. 25 worst case scenario: new housing development on the site of the former sugar factory in Groningen

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The site is hidden behind the (heightened)
western ring;
Ailing industrial areas around the site give
the vacant plot a bad image;
The attribute of the water is not being
utilized properly and has lost its function:
from the water the site is not accessible and
not visible anymore;
Terrain is not easily accessible: the western
ring is a huge barrier, as well is the railway
Leeuwarden–Groningen;
Unsafe concerning to the water and trace;
The site competes with the Stadspark (fig. 26);
There is no money available in the near
future to finance a transformation for the
property by the municipality of Groningen;
The owner of the terrain is insecure on long
term.

With the purchase of the site of the former sugar
factory in Groningen the municipality stored up an
enormous area. Actually from the outset, in 2009,
the municipality was embarrassed by this issue.
This resulted in the issuance of one after the other
contest in 2011 and 2013. The site was even used
as part of the submission for the Floriade 2022 by
the municipality of Groningen (Muller, 2015). In
the course of time, a number of initiatives have
been feed, of which restaurant De Wolkenfabriek
in the Zeefgebouw is seen as the icon for renewal
and opportunities. What is missing is an overall
structure in which all these good ideas get a place
on long term while preserving the identity of the
old sugar factory.

1.4.2. Specific problems in Groningen

fig. 26 terrain competes with Stadspark

fig. 27 terrain is bigger than city centre

fig. 28 terrain is both university and hospital

fig. 29 stagnated development CiBoGa

Specifically for the city of Groningen the problem
is that expansion of the building environment
is not desirable (Eekhuis, 2015). The last urban
development in the city of Groningen (Meerstad)
stands still due to the financial crisis (Eekhuis,
2015) (fig. 31 and 32). Caused by stagnation in
the housing market and financing problems, as
well as scared owners. Because besides declining
government grants, other funding sources
fig. 30 terrain and latest housing developments



drying up, such as the powers of municipalities
and housing cooperatives (Zeeuw, 2011). Failed
projects in this period of ’reconsideration’ are
residential expansion area Meerstad (fig. 31, 32)
and developments on the CiBoGa terrain (fig. 29).
The CiBoGa terrain, also known as the
Ebbingekwartier, nearly nothing of this former
gas factory of Groningen is left in the new urban
development. This area is designed from scratch.
Only the crisis threw a spanner in the works
(Bayer et al., 2015a), because the demand for
living, working and entertainment in weathered
industrial buildings is growing opposed to
sprawling housing developments and featureless
modern business parks (Nijhof, 2004). What
happened on this site is that during the process
the decision is made to keep several of the
old buildings rezoned for new use instead of
demolishing.

1.5 Knowledge gap

In short, the economic crisis has meant that more
and more attention is given to the preservation
of characterizing industrial heritage in the
Netherlands. Because landscape architects are
only since a few years involved in redevelopment
projects of industrial heritage, there is still
little research into design techniques that the
landscape architect can apply when it comes to
preserving the identity of industrial heritage at
conversion in combination with uncertainties in an
unforeseen future. Knowledge has already been
gain in the field of the architecture and planning,
but lacks in the field of landscape architecture. In
addition, there is very little research done about
the relationship between spatial interventions
done by the landscape architect in the field
of conversion of industrial heritage and the
experience of the viewer.
Thus, this research deals with the lack of
knowledge focussing on the landscape
reintegration of cultural heritage within a new
(housing) developments in which the cultural
heritage does not act as a static object, but
acts as a flexible site challenging unforeseen
developments keeping its industrial identity.

1.6 Research aim
fig. 31 housing development Meerstad and others since 2000

fig. 32 areal view failed development Meerstad



Aim of this research is to give an answer to
the way landscape architects can handle an
unforeseen future with uncertainties within
rezoning of an industrial heritage site while
preserving the unique identity of industrial
heritage. To give an example of how to make use
of the industrial identity hidden in the landscape
characteristics of in particular sugar factories, the
case of the demolished sugar factory in Groningen
will be used as design case. By doing research
on design by making use of several case studies,
design tools will be extracted to give hands for a
flexible design in Groningen that can grow in the
uncertain future, that has aesthetical value for the
visitor and preserves the unique identity of the
industrial history.

1.6.1 Research objective
The main objective of this study is to investigate
what the role of the landscape architect is with
an industrial heritage transformation in order to
perceive the identity of the former industrial site
within an unforeseen future.

1.7 Research questions

In order to have a clear focus for this thesis, a
main question and three sub-questions will help
to come up with worth full results for the design
case of the former sugar factory in Groningen. The
main research question for this research is:
In what way can the design by a landscape
architect challenge unforeseen developments
while preserving landscape identity of
industrial heritage in the case of the FrieschGroningsche sugar factory in Groningen?
The sub-questions for this research are
formulated as following to help answering the
main research question. Regarding the topic of
the spatial elements of an industrial heritage site
that help to provide the identity of the history of
the place (1), the viewers perspective on such an
industrial heritage site (2) and designing with an
uncertain future (3) in order to get an answer on
this main question based on research for design (1 and
2) and on research on design (3) (Lenzholzer, 2013):

SQ 1. What are spatial elements of industrial
heritage that help to provide the historical identity
of a place derived from cases in the Netherlands?

SQ2. What are crucial elements of rezoned
industrial heritage that help to provide the
identity of a former industrial site experienced
through the eyes of the public?

SQ3. What adaptive design strategies have other
landscape architects used to deal with unforeseen
developments in similar industrial heritage cases
while preserving landscape identity and what can
we learn from them?

For this research the case of the FrieschGroningsche sugar factory will function as design
case, getting a answer on the design question by
doing research by designing (Lenzholzer, 2013):

DQ. How can the terrain of the former sugar
factory in Groningen be designed in the light of
unforeseen developments while preserving the
industrial heritage identity?

1.8 Hypothesis

The hypothesis is that an adaptive design for
unforeseen developments can be applied on the
case of the sugar factory in Groningen challenging
unforeseen developments while preserving the
landscape identity of a former sugar factory.
An adaptive design, consisting out of a strong
framework, can adapt to uncertain developments
in the unforeseen future. The landscape architect
needs to do a broad inventory in historical
remains in the landscape, in order to preserve and
experience the unique identity of an industrial
heritage site. This way the industrial identity of
the place can be preserved within the upcoming
future and be experienced by the visitor.

1.9 Relevance/significance

It is necessary to ground this research by
designing within a wider theoretical context,
so that the questions asked and the outcomes
generated can be seen to contribute to the
systematic knowledge of the discipline of
landscape architecture (Deming & Swaffield,
2011). Therefore the following paragraphs will
elaborate on the importance of this research
within the broader field.

1.9.1. Landscape architectural relevance
This research addresses the question how to
challenge an unforeseen future within the design
for an industrial heritage site while preserving the
landscape identity of such a place. Within the field
of landscape architecture this is a relevant topic,
because:



•

The amount of vacant industrial heritage
plots is increasing, and this will become
more and more in the future with changing
ways of production due to technological
developments (de Boer, 2015);

•

Secondly, more and more attention is going
to protect places with an industrial identity
from demolishing and have a closer look to
the identity of such places. On the one hand
to distinctive elements, the buildings, on the
other hand the landscape structures that
remain;

•

Furthermore, the outcomes of this research
show a way of dealing with industrial heritage
sites where buildings are demolished that
has not had that much attention yet;

•

In general the place of landscape
architecture research is relevant seen from
a constructivist point of view (table. 1), since
this research creates understanding, because
of the involvement of multiple participant
meanings (Creswell and Clark, 2014).

Furthermore, this research in particular is relevant
for the field of work of landscape architecture,
because within industrial heritage it is not only
about the buildings. Post-industrial heritage
sites are sometimes being characterised by the
surrounding landscape. Figure 33 illustrates how
in the case of sugar factories landscape structures
can be found as visual remainders to the process
of producing sugar. These landscape structures
gain value to such a place (Franzen, 2014) and
make this design case interesting for the field of
landscape architecture. Together the landscape,
as well as the (remains of) buildings, tell the story
of an old factory and let the visitor experience the
history of the place again (Lowenthal, 2003).

1.9.2 Social significance:
The outcome of this research will have a social
value, since there is a lack of knowledge about:
• The experience our industrial history,
because in recent decades his was only
focussed on the buildings, but remains much
more such as landscape structures;
• The outcomes of this research give a chance to
the inhabitants and municipality of Groningen
to use the specific area of the former sugar
factory despite the unforeseen future.

table 1. the place of landscape architecture research (Creswell and Clark, 2014)

PO S TPO S I T I V I S M

C O NS T R U C T I V I S M

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•



determination
reductionism
emperical observation and
measurement
theory verification

understanding
multiple participant meanings
social and historical construction
theory generation

ADVOCACY / PARTICIPATORY

P R A G M AT I S M

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

political
empowerment issue-oriented
collaborative
change-oriented

consequences of actions
problem-centered
pluralistic
real-world practice oriented

1.9.3 Academic point of view
The core activity of landscape architects is
designing that can be seen as a form of art. Art
and academic theory thinking do not match
that well within the discipline. To strengthen the
academic position of landscape architecture,
more empahsis on research is needed (Lenzholzer,
2013). Within this qualitative research from a
constructivist point of view (table 1) I am inspired
by theory. In particular I am inspired by the
‘aesthetic creation theory’ of Nick Zangwill (2007).
Within this research ‘post occupancy evaluation’
will have a big influence. These theory will be
further elaborated in chapter 2 of this thesis.
Therefore the academic relevance is based on:
• the combination of both the aesthetic
creation theory with the post occupancy
evaluation is not often used before and might
give new insights;
• the explorative character of the discipline of
landscape architecture as art.

landscape
structures:
soil depot

landscape
structures:
flowing fields

remaining
factory
(buildings)

fig. 33 three stages in the process of producing sugar in a sugar factory



2. Theoretical
Framework
After having been introduced to the postindustrialisation period and the knowledge
about adding a new function to industrial
heritage, it can be stated that it is not just a
matter of a new function that can be added
to industrial heritage, but also about cultural
issues linking to this phenomenon. Normally
this cultural aspect is dealt with by the field of
art: e.g. storytelling materials. Learning from
previous chapter, it is interesting to explore the
art facet of landscape architecture. Explained
by the theory of Nick Zangwill, this chapter will
explore landscape architecture as a form of
art, back to the experience of the user and the
way the landscape architect can influence this
experience.

Landscape architecture is difficult to define as
art, since most theories about art describe art
as being ‘about things’ and some landscape
architecture does not seem to be about
something. The reason for Kant to throw
architecture out of the pure Arts discipline, is
that landscape architecture, like architecture, is
not just about aesthetical experiences as in art,
but also about functionality and durability (Van
Etteger, 2013).
However, Nick Zangwill links a philosophical theory
that describes the art of landscape architecture
for a particular praxis within his aesthetic creation
theory. A theory that describes what is going on
in landscape architecture to provide a theoretical
lens through which to look at practices in
landscape architecture in order to focus on ’why’
and aesthetics, instead of ’what’ and functionality
(Zangwill, 2007).
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fig. 34 worst case scenario: new housing development on the site of the former sugar factory in Groningen



This chapter will give a better insight in
the concepts used in the sub questions by
approaching the topics as being art, focussing
on three main issues to challenge unforeseen
changes in future (fig. 34), namely:

•
•
•

rezoning (SQ 2)
identity of a place (SQ 1, SQ 2 and SQ 3)
adaptive design strategies for unforeseen
developments (SQ 3)

Proposing that by combining a practical view
on physical elements in the outdoor space
of industrial heritage based on features as
landmarks, districts, nodes, paths and edges
explained by Kevin Lynch (1960) with the
psychological aspect of the viewers mind,
interesting conclusions could be drawn upon how
to deal with uncertainties in an unforeseen future
while preserving the landscape identity of an
industrial place. (see figure ..)

2.1 Rezoning

Rezoning is a term which is used more and
more since the 1990’s. Until the 1980’s in the
Netherlands the concept of ’reuse’ is generally
used as a translation of the internationally used
English term (adaptive) reuse. Literally ”re –use
of something, such as building materials or
commodities” (Nijhof, 2000, p.10). When using
this term in the context of buildings, it is less clear,
since this term does not pay notion of the nature
of the re-use (Rongen, 1994):

fig. 35 reuse process works, Priemus & Henket (1992)

After refurbishing an object it can be used for
its original function, whether it is also made for
a different function (Rongen, 1994). According
to Peter Nijhof, co-author of the standard
work ’Herbestemming industrieel erfgoed in
Nederland’ (2000) (Woestenburg & Van der Bijl,
2004), ”Rezoning takes place at various scale
levels, ranging from a solitary object, a building, a
neighbourhood or area to entire regions” (Nijhof,
2000, pp. 11).
Since most buildings have a relatively long service
life, they can always be used different, and they
will therefore have to be adjusted repeatedly.
If they are structurally worn, they must be
demolished. This cycle of events is called the
’Reuse Process works’ (Rongen, 1994) (see fig. 35).
The process of reuse is clearly described by A.
Hendriks (1989) in five process functions, namely:

”It is the re-use of a building for the same purpose,
whether it is a substantially different arrangement
for a new feature. When the use of any building
or area is fundamentally changed we speak of
conversion” (Nijhof, 2000, p.10).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Redevelopment is very broad if one looks at the
level of referrals from interior and exterior on
several scale levels. In general one could say that
re-use deals with ”refurbishing and modifying
objects for a new life” according to Rongen (1994).

Others, as Burie and Priemus& Henket (1992), add
two features to this list:
6.
7.

Taking the initiative to build;
The provision of the ground;
Manufacturing of the design;
Finance ( of both process and the building);
Execution.

Granting approval (by the government);
Manage the place.



This enumeration of the steps results in the
following sequence: initiative/assignment, plot,
financing, designing, approval, implementation
and managing (Nijhof, 2000). The process of
redevelopment adds a new circle tot the process
function circle of Hendriks, Burie and Priemus/
Henket, namely a new analysis of the plot is
needed to conclude whether a place will be
demolished, or redeveloped. With redevelopment
the new function attracts new users and
provides employment in order to come up with
a good result for the place (Nijhof, 2000). After
having explained this process, the role of the
landscape architect is to take all these steps into
consideration. There can be concluded that the
landscape architect has to be part of the project
team from the beginning on, especially when it
comes to redevelopment.

2.2 Identity

Within redevelopment plans, the ‘identity’ of
a place is in most cases the crucial part to take
into account when starting the rezoning process
(Rongen, 1994). Rezoning ”is a new function to
its original location the first option, because the
object remains recognizable in the spatial and
spatial historical context” (Nijhof, 2000, pp. 19).
The ‘identity of a place’ has a close relationship
with the quality of a place. Two paradigms could
be discovered about landscape quality (Cassatella
& Peano, 2011; Clay and Daniel, 2000) whereas
first the recognition of historic interest in the
landscape, in this case the industrial heritage,
could be examined by the human contribution.
The physical arrangement of the natural, so
the design and built environment that together
constitute the industrial landscape (Hendrikx,
1999). On the other hand the mental experience
of industrial heritage affects appreciation of a
place. This way the ‘landscape identity’ could be
defined as ‘the perceived uniqueness of a place’,
where as the ”social and personal construction
in which the biophysical features of the area are
components” (Stobbelaar & Pedroli 2011, p.321).



The following to paradigms can be distinguished:
• The objectivist or physical paradigm is
the connectional view that the quality of
the landscape is an intrinsic attribute of
the physical landscape, just as landform,
water bodies and hue are physical qualities
(Lothian, 1999);
• The subjectivist or psychological paradigm,
where the landscape quality is considered
as solely a human construct, based on the
interpretation of what is perceived through
the memories, associations, imagination and
any symbolism it evokes: as viewing beauty
from the interpretation by the mind behind
the eyes (Lothian, 1999).
Both paradigms are taken into account in this
research. Although the landscape architect
can only influence the objectivist or physical
paradigm, while the users bring their own
subjectivist or psychological paradigm.

2.2.1 Physical landscape identity
By zooming in on first the series of the physical
paradigm by geographic areas, characteristic
landscape elements, patterns and ensembles
to detailed and more specific interested mound
indented to the smallest scale level. That is, the
selection of specific objects and characteristic
patterns. Thus, ”the selection criterion in this
process is the distinctivenes” (Hendrikx, 1999, p. 45).
The physical characteristic structures that give
the landscape its quality are constantly evolving.
Figure 36 -38 show how the landscape influenced
the way the sugar factory is situated in Groningen.
Development is always followed by a phase of
decline, because such sites cannot offer resistance
to new developments. The composite elements
of the industry landscape will slowly disappear at
the hands demolition, or will change by rezoning
(Burger et al., 1989). Fortunately it is possible by
means of the Monuments law (Monumentenwet)
to indicate an industry landscape as ’protected
town or village scape’ as landscape qualities.

In many cases the objectivist is applied, so that
small group of landscape experts understand the
place. It is possible that other people, such as
local inhabitants, might disagree with the experts
findings and come up with completely different
ideas about quality aspects of the (art) landscape.
This might lead to friction between the inhabitants
in a project area and planners who might come up
with a design that does not correspond with the
inhabitants view on their landscape.

2.2.2 The role of the landscape architect
–Zangwill - Aesthetic creation theory
Having said this, it is interesting to take into
account the opinion of the visitor as it comes to
understanding a site correctly. It is inescapable
that when the landscape architect, in this case
the artist, constructs something on a place and
the visitor does not understand what is the aim of
the design on the specific place. The relationship
between artist and spectator is described by
the Aesthetic Creation Theory of Nick Zangwill
(2007) where he helps explaining the part of
the landscape architects activities and provides
prompts for how to do that more effectively. In
this case the landscape design will be approached
as a piece of art: created by an artist, perceived by
the public, assuming that landscape architecture
has an aesthetic purpose. Therefore a design is
intentionally created, or brought into being for a
purpose (Zangwill, 2007).

fig. 36 geographical Groningen regional scale, 1850

fig. 37 terrain sugar factory in Groningen, 1915

The aesthetic theory of art does provide us with
an understanding of a wide range of things. It
provides an account of the nature of those things,
as well as providing the basis for an explanation
of our interest in those things, and of the actions
and institutions that sustain them. Is landscape
architecture a form of art?
”In all this it is crucial to remember that what
we are interested in when we reflect on art is not
a concept, but a range of puzzling objects and
events and a range of puzzling attitudes to those
objects and events” (Zangwill, 2007, p. 78).

fig. 38 terrain sugar factory on city scale, 1980



“Something is a work of art because and only
because someone had an insight that certain
aesthetic properties would depend on certain nonaesthetic properties; and because of this, the thing
was intentionally endowed with some of those
aesthetic properties in virtue of the nonaesthetic
properties, as envisaged in the insight.” (Zangwill,
2007, p. 36)

METHAPHORICALLY
DISCRIBED

ae sth etic
pro per ties
VERDICTIVE
PROPERTIES

SUBSTANTIVE
AESTHETICS

PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES

SENSORY
PROPERTIES

n o naesth etic
pro per ties

REPRESENTATIONAL
PROPERTIES

fig. 39 aesthetic-, and nonaesthetic properties
(Zangwill, 2007)

This range of objects could be divided into
aesthetic properties and nonaesthetic properties
(see fig. 39). The aesthetic properties depend
on nonaesthetic properties. The impact of an
intervention on the physical properties of a
landscape are reflected in the specific substantive
aesthetic properties by the observer, which are
expressed in terms of ’grace’, ‘daintiness’ and
‘elegance’. This way the landscape architect
can influence the landscape identity, but only
because ”someone had an insight and not an
idea” (Zangwill, 2007, p.17). This is clearly stated
by Zangwill:



While explaining these features of landscape
identity based on the personal spatial
characteristics, it is clear that the landscape
architect can influence the physical structures,
the distinctive elements as landmarks, etc
(further explained in paragraph ..., Lynch). Though
the public always adds a substantive layer of
emotions, memories and stories to the place,
whether or not influenced by the landscape
architect by the physical structures.
The layer of physical structures influenced by the
landscape architects, added with the substantive
layer of the public. For the public this ends in an
evaluative way by having an opinion about the
place. Thus, the landscape architect can influence
the experience of the identity of an industrial site,
but it is always to the public which value they
give the place based on personal, cultural spatial
and existential features, see fig. 40. This makes
the landscape architect the author of the artwork
rather than the builder (Zangwill, 2007).

2.2.3 The validity of the preference matrix
as a measure of landscape aesthetics
Both the scene content of an image and the user
experience of the observer are known to influence
the appraisal of scenic quality (Kaplan&Kaplan,
1989). In order to measure the landscape
characteristics of our physical environment
this research will use the preference matrix
by Kaplan&Kaplan (1989) as a tool in forming
evidence-based design (van der Jagt, et al. 2014),
in this case of the site of the former sugar factory
in Groningen.

fig. 40 bringing together the several theories

A psychological framework of landscape
aesthetics rooted in a long tradition of studying
scenic quality, resulting in the preference matrix.
This matrix is invalid as a theory of landscape
aesthetics, in order to give insights in to the
important implications that aesthetic have for
health and well-being and understanding a
landscape (van der Jagt, 2014). The preference
matrix is ’an evolutionary theory which is based
on the assumption that the ability for aesthetic
appraisal has evolved to encourage adaptive
habitat selection’ (Kaplan&Kaplan, 1989; Parsons
&Daniel, 2002). The theory is popular in use,
because of ’the strong cross-cultural similarities
in preferences for particular configurations
of landscapes and the elements therein’
(Parsons&Daniel, 2002).

Kaplan & Kaplan (1989) reason that a good
understanding of the physical environment is
crucial to human survival, according to Van der
Jagt. In the preference matrix the ‘understanding’
vs. ‘exploration’ character of a place are putted
in line, and faces each other on the basis the
variables ‘immediate’ or ‘inferred’ (table 2). To
address the alternative explanation of a place, the
preference matrix diverged variables, namely:

•

Legibility has to do with the ’quality of
being clear enough to read’ (Oxford, 2015)
described by sentences as: ”I could easily
find my way around the environment affords
locomotion/it would be easy to orient myself
around the depicted scene” (van der Jagt et
al., 2014, p. 2);

The matrix is an example of ’perception-based
approach to explaining landscape aesthetics’
(van der Jagt et al., 2014; Daniel&Vining, 1983).
The theory ’considers the aesthetic response
from the interplay between the objective,
quantifiable landscape features and the subjective
appraisal of these attributes’ (Daniel & Vining,
1983; Parsons&Daniel, 2002). The evolutionary
underpinning of the model are the visual features
of an environment do not have an one-to-one
relationship with the informational quality, since
the process of cognitive inference or prediction by
the viewer is included (van der Jagt et al., 2014).

•

Mystery is explained in the Oxford dictionary
as ‘something that is difficult or impossible to
understand or explain’ (2015), while Van der
Jagt (2014, p.2) further explains this variable
table 2. the preference matrix by Van der Jagt, 2014
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fig.41 human interaction with the environment: landscape identity circle by Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011)

as ”the setting promises more to be seen if
you could walk deeper into it”, and this would
be an interesting scene to explore further;

•

•



Complexity implies that ‘the state or quality
of being intricate or complicated’, according
to the Oxford dictionary, and ”the scene
contains diverse elements and features” (van
der Jagt et al., 2014, p. 2);
Coherence is explained as ‘the quality of
being logical and consistent, or the quality
of forming a unified whole’ (Oxford, 2015),
further elaborated by Van der Jagt (2014) as
”the visual elements of the scene fit together
well/it is easy to organize and structure”.

The scenic quality is measured by environmental
ratings on preference: to like a place and beauty.
In addition, ’it has been argued that using beauty
statements helps one to deal more effectively with
inadvertent influences by user perspective - shape
by pertinent goals and intentions - on the measure
of scenic quality’ (de Vries, de Groot&Boers, 2012).
Since humans are attracted to landscapes that
provide a sense of order (van der Jagt, 2014)
the role of the landscape architects within the
process of valuing the physical environment
for the public is crucial. ”Environments that
incite further exploration due to high levels of
complexity and or mystery will also be experienced
as attractive” (Kaplan&Kaplan, 1989) Tools the
landscape architect can use are further explained in
paragraph 2.4.4.

2.2.4 Psychological landscape identity
To understand the subjective character of
landscape quality, Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011)
explain their landscape identity theory in order
to provide an understanding of the origin of
the subjectivity. Their theory offers methods to
research the different sides of landscape identity,
because it contains peoples landscape perception
and meaning, since landscape identity is ‘social
and personal construction’ defined by Haartsen et
al. (2000) in Stobbelaar en Pedroli (2011).
In their article ‘Perspective on Landscape
Identity: a Conceptual Challenge’, Stobbelaar
and Pedroli (2011) offer a framework of the
Landscape Identity Circle (fig. 41) for the various
dimensions of landscape identity in which
research is conducted that dealt with the opinions
and meaning of (local) people. The meaning or
significance that a landscape can have for an
individual with his/her personal perceptions and

Spatial orientation
by Kevin Lynch:
•
paths
•
boundaries
•
districts
•
nodes
•
landmarks

LANDSCAPE
STRUCTURES
DISTINCTIVE
ELEMENTS
landmarks
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•
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visual aspects;
orientation;
distances;
ordination;
forms;
patterns;
elements;
colours;
processes;
sounds;
smells.

The personal-spatial identity of the landscape
(quadrant IV of the Landscape Identity Circle,
fig. 42) ”refers to the features and parts of the
landscape that are important for an individual
concerning the recognisability of an area and
his means of orientation within” (Stobbelaar
& Pedroli, 2011, p. 331). Features that can be
perceived by everyone play a big role within this
type of identity and are the physical properties
according to Zangwill. These features that can be
influenced by the landscape architect (Zangwill,
2007).

and symbolic meanings

SPATIAL

role in the collective living

preferences, is related to individual experiences
and biographical events whereby people ascribe
identity to their environment (Stobbelaar &
Pedroli, 2011). People recognize landscapes based
upon certain ‘spatial’ identity features according
to Stobbelaar and Pedroli. Spatial identity can be
distinguished by:

collective living world of
a group

CULTURAL

fig.42 landscape identity circle by Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011)
combined with structure analysis Kevin Lynch (1960)

Kevin Lynch launched one of the most important
scholars in the branch of science that is involved
in spatial orientation of individuals (Stobbelaar
& Pedroli, 2011). ”Features and parts of the
landscape that are important for an individual
concerning the recognisability of an area and
his means of orientation within it, can be
perceived by everyone, but which are not of equal
importance to everybody” is the explanation
of the spatial orientation theory of Kevin Lynch
(1960, p.8). According to Blajenkova et al. (2005)
in Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011) people use two



fig. 43 Kevin Lynch: spatial orientation on paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks (1960)

different ways to orientate, namely by using
distinctive elements as landmarks explained by
the theory of Kevin Lynch (1960) and landscape
structures, see illustrations fig. 43. Since the
landscape architect can influence these distinctive
elements, there will be further explained what these
distinctive elements consists of according to Lynch
(1960).

2.2.5 Kevin Lynch - spatial orientation
Identity with the meaning of individuality or
oneness is required from first the identification
of an object, which implies its distinction from
other things, ”its recognition as a separable
entity” (Lynch, 1960, pp. 8). Kevin Lynch (1960)
developed a method referable to physical forms
that can conveniently be classified into five types
of elements: paths, edges, districts, nodes and
landmarks. Based upon his descriptions of these
elements in the book ‘The image of the city’, this
is a short description of every element (Lynch,
1960, pages 47-48):
1. Paths: Paths are the channels along which the
observer customarily, occasionally, or potentially

moves. They may be streets, walkways, transit
lines, canals, railroads. For many people, these
are the predominant elements in their image.
People observe the area while moving through it,
and along these paths the other environmental
elements are arranged and related.
2. Edges: Edges are the linear elements not
used or considered as paths by the observer. An
edge is a portion of a plane situated along the
border or at the periphery there of (Van Dale)
and is an important spatial-symbolic concept.
They are the boundaries between two phases,
linear breaks in continuity: shores, railroad cuts,
edges of development, walls (Lynch, 1960). Such
edges may be barriers, more or less penetrable,
which close one region off from another: or they
may be seams, lines along which two regions are
related and joined together. These edge elements,
although probably not as dominant as paths, are
for many people important organizing features,
particularly in the role of holding together
generalized areas, as in the outline of a city by
water or a wall. Ecologically edges and margins and certainly the gradients - form the most diverse
habitats (Forman, 1995).

fig. 44 regional positioned and seen as ravel of the city boarder



At a higher level edges can function as binding
elements. City edge regions lie in the tension
between the countryside and city. These are areas
’in the margin’, often chaotic, messy, a willow
rowing to be stubbornly contested in front of
spatial planners.
”The green outer edge forms the transition to
the landscape and is often a buffer between the
city and barriers outside of the city, such as main
roads and railway lines. The green border will also
serve as expansion area for urban expansion with
recreational facilities.” (Hoop, 2009, p. 53) (fig. 44)
3. Districts: Districts are the medium-to-large
sections of the city, conceived of as having twodimensional extent, which the observer mentally
enters ‘inside of’, and which are recognizable as
having some common identifying character. Most
people structure their city to some extent in this
way, with individual differences as to whether
paths or districts are the dominant elements.
In the case of the Groningen sugar factory, five
districts can be discovered on the 121 hectares
huge terrain, separated from each other by spatial
boarders as the Hoendiep channel and railroad
Leeuwarden-Groningen, but also by former
function, namely as following, illustrated by fig. 45:
1. the hardened factory terrain (14,5 hectares);
2. across channel factory (2 hectares);
3. the flow fields (56 hectares);
4. the soil depot (29 hectares);
5. agricultural landscape (20 hectares).

3.
4.

2.
1.
5.

fig. 45 five districts on the terrain

4. Nodes: Nodes are points, the strategic spots
in a city into which an observer can enter, and
orientate on. They may be primarily junctions,
places of a break in transportation, a crossing or
convergences of paths, moments of shift from one
structure to another. Or the nodes may be simply
concentrations, which gain their importance form
being the condensation of some use or physical
character an enclosed square.
5. Landmarks: Landmarks are another type of
point-reference, but in this case the observer does
not enter within them, they are external. They are
usually a rather simply defined physical object:
building, sign, store or mountain. Some landmarks
are distant ones, typically seen from many angles
and distances, over the tops of smaller elements,
and used as radial references, constantly
symbolizing a direction.
Other landmarks are primarily local, being visible
only in restricted localities and from certain
approaches, such as store fronts or trees, also
called innumerable signs which fill in the image of
most observers. They are frequently used clues
of identity and even of structure, and seem to be
increasingly relied upon as a journey becomes
more and more familiar.
The most important landmark on the sugar
factory terrain Groningen is the factory chimney.
From the inner-city this landmark is visible. Half of
the chimney is already torn down. Often factory
chimneys disappear from the cityscape, because
these landmarks do not have any economical
benefit (Nijhof, 2000). Nevertheless since the
80’s a new development regarding vacant factory
complexes arised when it comes to the chimneys
(Nijhof, 2008). For decades these disappeared
premises were being cleaned up, so widely that
an authentic factory chimney has become much
rarer than a church (Nijhof, 2000). Since then,
there is a growing awareness of the significance
of chimneys as references to the industrial past and
as a landmark. In the case of the sugar factory in
Groningen, the beautifully ornamented with brick
surrounding factory walls dropped by demolishment.



2.3 Flexibility

In order to challenge unforeseen developments
in the future a certain flexibility as ”flexible,
adaptable to the circumstances” (Van Dale, 2015)
is inevitably in these times of lower certainty
within the field of politics, finance, users and
the future. It is no longer possible to carry on
developments in the traditional manner: an
approach in which the municipality distributes
the land, and in which consumers as buyers of
developed plots make a huge amount of money
(Zeeuw, 2011; Franzen, 2009). Flexibility should
be built into the programming of an area, in
its (future) needs and space for temporary and
progressive development (Baarveld, 2014). A clear
vision of an area supports in order to monitor
quality and level of ambition, while providing
flexibility to adjust plans to the needs of the time,
according to Baarveld (2014). A clear vision of an
area supports the quality and level of ambition,
while providing flexibility to adjust plans to the
needs of the time, according Baarveld (2014).

2.3.1 Changing processes
On the basis of changing processes in the society,
a demand for a relatively fast changing landscape
towards new desires occurs (Goederen, 1991).
Three analytical viewing points are touched to
adapt on, namely:
•
•
•

handling the factor time;
handling uncertainties;
handling with the planning context.

A solution for an adaptive design can be found by
the design of fixed and durable elements which
together form a frame which encloses spaces. The
casco approach provides a planning framework, a
background for dealing with changing processes in
the landscape in which specific characteristics of
a region are connected (Luiten, 1992). Persistent
changes can occur on various scale levels
within the design, while the existing structure is
maintained (Kerkstra, 1988; Anonymous, 1993).
This broad base zoning map, so no comprehensive



plan and reference images as hard frame, is in
many cases of redeveloping the base which can
also be used for the necessary flexibility in order
to respond to changing insights and market
conditions (Franzen, 2009).
Often the casco approach is used as a
planning method in the detailed content and
implementation of the landscape development
(Horsten-Van Santen, 1991). This type of plan
should not be named an unwavering blueprint
with the conventional approach, with a detailed
final image and pursued a boarded collaboration
contract for the entire implementation period of
20 years for solutions. It has been demonstrated
that this no longer works in today’s uncertain
times (Baarveld, 2014 and Zeeuw , 2011).

2.3.2 The casco-approach
The casco-approach links to post-modern spatial
planning wherein flexibility, handling with
uncertainties and choosing a main structure as
basics (Meeuws, 1986). Seen as a design solution
for assignments of spatial planning, designers
using the casco approach are searching for the
best possible reciprocal adaptation of society
and space. The architectural discipline focuses
on the possibilities to adapt the (physical) spatial
order to the demands of a changing society. More
over the new way of thinking in spatial planning
can be called casco-planning as a reaction on
disappearing and effecting existing landscape
values due to urbanisation in the previous century
(Thijsen, 2003).
Diverse landuse forms with absolutely different
process dynamics in a landscape can be combined
within an airframe concept designed wherein
flexible use spaces are separated by a stable
framework (Sijmons, 2015). According to Thijsen
(2003) the aim of this concept is to secure
the basic qualities of the daily environment in
general and the values of nature and landscape
specifically. A spatial framework, in this case the
‘casco’, often can be filled in to the conform to

the needs of individuals and groups (Meeuws,
1986). The casco can on one hand be a framework
for spatial structure and on the other hand the
casco can occur as visual noticeable structure in
the landscape (Van der Vlist, 1991). A sustainable
relationship between the physical-geographical
factors and the user functions of the rural area is
pursued (Sijmons, 1991).
Natural- and landscape values get coherence with
characterizing landscape elements. Such as in the
abiotic layer of the soil and water levels which
in our case will lead to the location of potential
water storages areas and potential orchards sites.
In short, the casco-concept involves (De Bruin et
al, 1987; Kerkstra and Vrijlandt, 1988; Ministry of
Agriculture, 1991; Van Buuren et al, 1991):
”the development of an environmental framework,
consisting of large units of nature and linear
corridors that unfinished hand corpse of
sustainable agriculture. Conditions are created
for the development and maintenance of a wide
scale natural ecosystems and the preservation of
groundwater and surface water. Such a framework
can also provide opportunities for forestry and
extensive forms of outdoor recreation.”
The so-called casco-approach of Sijmons (1991)
is often seen as a predecessor of the layers
approach. Only, the casco-approach is meant to
be applied in the occupation-layer (Hajer et al.,
2006). However, Sijmons himself distinguishes
them clearly: “in the casco-concept time is a
decisive factor, as in the later layers approach,
but the casco-concept focuses on a different level
of scale and thus has different consequences.”
(Sijmons, 2002, pp. 1780)
Sijmons describes how he is slightly surprised by
the popularity of the model after 1998, especially
since ”the layer concept is an agreement in the
here and now, without pretentions of universality
and eternal value. At another time or at another
scale other priorities will fit” (Sijmons, 2002, p.32).

2.3.3. Variation in low and high dynamics
The casco concept aims to an arrangement of
space wherein developments with different
process dynamics can be included, according to
Kerkstra (1991), Kerkstra and Vrijlandt (1988)
and Sijmons (1992). Therefore the casco-concept
determines two ‘directions’:
a.
First low-dynamic processes: these
low spatial dynamic and long development time
processes needs rest and stability to optimal
develop themselves. Low dynamic landuses are
characterized by extensive use and long planning
cycles, such as: nature management, recreation,
forestry and water management including ground
water reserves;
b.
Second high-dynamic processes:
characterized by strong spatial dynamics,
unpredictability and a certain flexibility is the
key-word whereby these landuse functions are
influenced by technology and conjuncture and
they are also characterized by an intensive use
short end year planning cycles; agricultural
production space and urbanization are the main
functions.
Thus, the framework provides a stable setting
where anthropogenic dynamics happening
(Kerkstra, 1991). Against this stable background,
relatively short planning cycles focused
on adaptation to technical and economic
development can be placed. Integration of various
functions in the concept aims to increase support
of the casco concept both spatially and socially
(Kleefman, 1991).

2.3.2 The casco-approach as aesthetical
design tool
Landscape architecture initially raises social rights,
but also shapes the room. Landscape architecture
is by definition concerned with the design of
spatial ability and has always been, following
Vitruvius, trying to see a task as research on the
integration of three different targets: effectiveness



(utility), beauty (amenities) and sustainability
(future value ) (Lang, 1987). History shows that
this integration is driven by normative time as site
specific theories. Therefore the ’casco-landscape’
can be characterized as an architectural concept.
In addition to efficiency and sustainability, the
concept also proposes a new aesthetic of the
landscape on the agenda.
Aesthetic idealization of a framework and
use areas from which the casco landscape is
constructed, aims at aesthetic, spatial translation
of the normative ideas about the relationship
between man and nature. The framework gives
space to the nature and limits of human mastery
of nature within their operating areas in which
humans and nature each have their own place
and space. The implementation of the casco
concept makes it possible to reach a varying and
contrasting landscape: on one hand agricultural
use areas with larger dimensions and efficient
technical infrastructure, on the other hand a
frame with a natural atmosphere and a certain
seclusion.

2.5.5 Who is responsible?
In addition, the concept offers opportunities for
a clear division of responsibilities of government
and private. The government can implement
effective management in large coherent units
within the framework that directs to ensure at
least a basic quality on the long term. The task
of the government lies primarily in creating and
maintaining the low-dynamic framework. The
casco-concept given an ordering of functions in
the landscape which a basis for sustainability is
laid (Goederen, 1991). Within the newly formed
usable spaces, nevertheless the government
would have to hold on to new of ownership and
management taking landscape features.
It should be mentioned that this has
consequences for the way of cooperation
between the parties and requires different role
perceptions and attitudes of those involved,



because there is more room for bottom-up
initiatives, market orientation, flexibility and
phasing (Zeeuw, 2011). A municipality must admit
to the flexible market pressure and hold an eye on
the control of the content of a region. This makes
it extremely difficult to achieve sustainable forms
of organization, of interest to natural processes
with long life cycles, but also to preserve the
character and usefulness of gardens and parks
(de Bruin, 1987). Temporary filling helps meet
changing demand in changing times. For example,
the organization of events and temporary use of
the land.
To conclude , there may also be looked at flexible
opportunities to cross-link the redevelopment
phase (investment) with the management phase
(exploitation) (Zeeuw, 2011). With a strong focus
in the planning and development feasibility,
flexibility and market orientation, a restructuring
plan has a chance of success (Zeeuw, 2011;
Franzen, 2009). Phasing is of huge importance.
Even when phasing is not defined precisely and
the development will be evaluated periodically,
there is room for flexibility in developments on
the market (Baarveld, 2014).
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fig. 46 scheme showing the combination of all theories



3. Research
Design
Looking on the field of landscape architecture
as art, whereas the landscape architect can
influence the experience of the visitor on an
industrial heritage site, it is useful to test this
hypothesis in an academic way. In order to
give an answer to the question in what way
the design made by a landscape architect can
challenge unforeseen developments while
preserving landscape identity of industrial
heritage in the case of the Friesch-Groningsche
sugar factory in Groningen, research strategies
for qualitative design will be explained fitting
with the constructivist worldview. This chapter
will eleborate by which methods and techniques
knowledge will be gained, in order to get a
better insight, for example in the way visitors
look at transformed industrial heritage.

3.1 Worldview

Philosophical ideas influence the practice of
research, therefore my personal worldview will be
further elaborated in this paragraph. A qualitative
approach will be used for this research, fitting
with my human-focused, culturally grounded
perspective in which attitudes, beliefs, interaction
and experiences are the subjects of research for
my constructivist worldview (Lenzholzer, 2013;
Creswell and Clark, 2009). Methods used to
investigate experiences and meanings behind
a design from several points of view; from the
designer, the user and owner, mixed with my
personal interpretation are in line with the
constructive perspective (Creswell, 2014). The
goal of the research is to rely as much as possible
on the participants’ view, to get understanding on
the topic (Creswell, 2014).
Fitting with my constructivist worldview, the
research design as worldviews, strategies and



methods can be approached within a qualitative
way done in several ways as explained by Creswell
and Clark (2014) in table 3. Main focuss will be
put on testing theories by obeservations via an
unbiased approach.
Besides that I am inspired by theory, in this case
the aesthetic creation theory of Nick Zangwill
as well as the post occupancy evaluation theory
as being described in depth in paragraph 3.2.3.
Furthermore discussion and interaction with
other persons will be used within the research
by making use of surveys and mental maps.
The context of settings is important within this
research, investigated through analysing the
reference studies very specific, even as the
understanding of the historical and cultural
settings of the place (Creswell, 2014). The end
result will be a set of design tools in order to
generate or inductively develop a theory or
pattern of meaning (Creswell, 2014). These design
tools can be used by landscape architects in
order to challenge unforeseen developments in
transformation projects in the field of industrial
heritage while preserving the landscape
identity of the place of which we can learn for
future developments in the world of landscape
architecture.

3.1.1 Landscape Architectural Lens
The Netherlands threats more and more places
as industrial heritage with rezoning. A trend is
occurring of transformation of these kind of sites
(Baarveld, 2014). A lot of research is done to
these features. Though, analyzing them from the
point of view of the public has not been done that
much.
Still particularly architects and urban planners
interfere with redeveloped projects. But they do
not always know how to assess existing structures
on value. Rather they transform an area into
their own masterpiece (Nijhof, 2004). A huge
opportunity lays here for the landscape architect.
Together with the growing contribution of visual

table 3. approaches: research designs as worldviews, strategies, and methods (Crewswell and Clark, 2014, p.17)

Q UA NTITAT I V E

Q UAL I TAT I V E

M I X ED M ET H O D S

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

positions him- or herself
collects participant
meanings
focuses on a single
concept or phenomenon
brings personal values
into the study
studies the context or
setting of participants
validates the accuracy of
findings
makes interpretations of
the data
creates an agenda for
change or reform
collaborates with the
participants

•
•
•
•
•
•

tests or verifies theories
or explanations
identifies variables to
study
relates variables in
questions or hypotheses
uses standards of
validity and reliability
observes and measures
information numerically
uses unbiased
approaches
employs statistical
procedures

artists, such rezoning projects often bring a broad
but concrete input into complex projects. Take
for example landscape architects from Hosper.
They transformed a former mine in Genk into
event space. Or Strijp-S in Eindhoven transformed
by West 8 and last but not least Lodewijk Baljon
transformed the former rayon factory in Ede into
a new living neighbourhood. More examples can
be found in the appendix. By comparing three
transformed industrial sites in the Netherlands
and two prominent projects in Germany out of this
list, design tools for landscape architects arise.
Since learning of realized projects is one of
the main lessons I learned during my studies
in Wageningen and was accentuated during
my internship in Norway, the post occupancy
evaluation theory will be leading within this
research. From my point of view the precious
approach the landscape architect can use.

•
•

•

•

collects both
quantitative and
qualitative data
develops a rationale for
mixing
integrates the data
at different stages of
inquiry
presents visual pictures
of the procedures in the
study
employs the practices
of both qualitative and
quantitative research

3.2. Research strategies
3.2.1 Qualitative design
Every research will be approached by making use
of a specific method. Out of the three research
designs: quantitative, qualitative and mixed
methods this research will be approached with a
qualitative design, fitting within my constructivist
worldview (Creswell, 2014; Lenzholzer, 2013)
(table. 3). Within the case of redevelopment
it is not possible to quantificate the research
according to Nijhof (2000), because of the lack of
statistical information on the nature and size of
rezoning industrial heritage in the Netherlands.
Thus a qualitative typology along different spatial
ways is possible (Nijhof, 2000). This research will
focus on the specific category of sugar factories.
Using several case studies helps to gain knowledge
within this narrative oriented research, fitting
with the qualitative strategy of inquiry stated by
Creswell and Clark (2014). Grounded by theory



table 4. strategies of inquiry (Crewswell and Clark, 2014, p.12)

QUA NTITATIVE

Q UAL I TAT I V E

M I X ED M ET H O D S

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

experimental designs
non-experimental designs,
such as surveys

narrative reserach
phenomenology
ethnographies
grounded theory studies
case study

studies of Stobbelaar and Pedroli, Lynch, Van der
Jagt and Zangwill this research can specificallly can
be called a qualitative research design (table 4).
[invoegen figure strategies of inquiry

3.2.2 Strategy of inquiry: triangulation
Making use of several strategies of inquiry (table
4) as much as relevant qualitative information
possible will be gathered in order to get a broad
understanding of the topic of this research. The
viewpoint of the diverse stakeholders is leading
within this research:

•
•
•

The way the user considers reallocation of
industrial heritage;
The interventions of the designer (landscape
architect) will be investigated;
The opinion of the owner will be taken into
consideration.

sequential
concurrent
transformative

Using several methods for different target groups,
the term triangulation can be used within this
research: using own observations in the first
place, secondly the view from the user with
surveys and mental mapping and third literature
on the reference projects (illustrated by figure 47).
In qualitative research it is important to validate
data from several different angles by multiple
methods on the same research question, in
order to collect more robust information than
might be obtained using a single method (Martin
& Hanington, 2012). Multi-method tactics as
surveys, observations and physical measurements
will be brought together by making use of
triangulation of the methods (for example using
several methods to obtain data, see table 5)
and triangulating data on the base of person
triangulation (for example interviewing several

table 5. research methods (Crewswell and Clark, 2014, p.15)

Q UA NTITATIV E

Q UAL I TAT I V E

M I X ED M ET H O D S

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

pre-determined
instrument-based
questions
perfomance, attitude,
observational, and census
data
statistical analyses
statistical interpretation

•
•

emerging methods
open-ended questions
interview, observation,
document, and audiovisual data
text and image analyses
themes, patterns,
interpretation

•
•

•
•



both pre-determined
and emerging methods
both open- and closedended questions
multiple forms of
data drawing on all
possibilities
statistical and text
analyses
across databases
interpretation

LITERATURE
REVIEW
(secondary data)

check
interpretation
with map
analysis

INTERVIEWS/
QUESTIONNAIRES
(primary data)

check interpretation
with author/interviewees

FORMULATE MAJOR
CHARACTERISTICS
OF INDUSTRIAL
HERITAGE

check
interpretation
with mental
maps

PHYSICAL
MEASUREMENTS
(primary data)

check
interpretation
with photo
studies
people on the same topic) (Creswell, 2009), all
conducted in comparison to other ‘state of art’
facilities (Deming & Swaffield 2011).
Main reason for triangulation is that several
sources may provide greater certainty and
precision about particular phenomena through
triangulation, according to Deming and Swaffield
(2011). Furthermore accuracy of information, by
ombining sources and mitigating the weaknesses
of any single method or source is a reason to use
this method. This way information from several
sources can be crosschecked and compared with
the information provided by using consequent
methods and the confidence of results increase.
This study gathers data from two sources to
validate date, namely:

•
•

primary data (interviews, surveys, mental
mapping and photo analysis)
secondary data (literature review and
document study)

fig. 47 triangulation scheme

3.2.3 Post occupancy evaluation
Post occupancy evaluation is a type of case-study
evaluation in landscape architecture and planning
that will be used as method within this thesis.
Groat and Wang (2002) group the methods and
procedures of the post occupancy evaluation.
This thesis will make use of a diagnostic post
occupancy evaluation.
Evaluations are among the most important
research that landscape architects can do
in the environmental design fields (Deming,
2011). Within this thesis the relation between
research and design is sought within the method
of ‘research-on-design’. A well-known way of
carrying out research on finished design products
is by making use of occupancy evaluations
(Lenzholzer, 2013). The post occupancy evaluation
method serves as a ‘reality check’ for others
considering similar developments for other design
assignments. Swaffield and Deming write in their
book Landscape Architecture Research – Inquiry,
Strategy, Design about ‘design evaluation’.



”The ability to rapidly evaluate design ideas,
throughout their development within the design
process, is an essential element in the goal to
increase design productivity, not to mention
design impact, quality, and value.” (Frezza et al
1995, in Green 2000, pp. 122).
The work of considering, measuring, and judging
the merit and value of a range of competing
design options refers to design evaluation
(Deming, 2011). The focus of design evaluation
may be considered research when it both applies
a theory embedded in measurable criteria or
standards and generates new knowledge about a
situation or phenomenon (Deming, 2011).

3.2.4 Role of researcher
By gathering data from the point of view of the
user, the designer and the owner of the area,
knowledge from five reference areas will be
transformed into design principles that can be
applied on the sugar factory in Groningen. Openended questions within both the interviews and
surveys in combination with observations are
typical for a qualitative research (Creswell, 2014).
Although this way information derived within this
open approach is hard to process, the most pure
opinion will be collected.
My role as researcher will be more in the
background when collecting participant meanings.
Before collecting data I will not give my opinion
about the topic discussed, because this might
influence the answers of the participants. On the
other hand when bringing analysis, observations
and interviews together some personal values
will be brought into the study through personal
interpretations of the data as being a landscape
architect.



3.3 Research methods and
techniques

Research and design will be combined in
several ways during the investigation for this
thesis. Generally fitting with my constructivist
worldview the methods used are open-ended
questions, inductive and interpretive (Lenzholzer,
2013). In the first phase research is carried
out on finished design products, also called
‘research-on-design’ (paragraph 3.3.1) stated
by Lenzholzer, Duchhart and Koh in their article
‘Research-through-designing’ in landscape
architecture (2013). Landscape architects carry
out this method in research by post occupancy
evaluations (paragraph 3.3.2) as described by
Deming&Swaffield (2011), case study research
(Francis, 2001; Groat & Wang, 2002) and plan
analyses (Brinkhuijsen, 2008).

3.3.1 Research on design: case studies
Two different strategies will be used within
this research, namely: research on design and
research-throug- designing. First results of the
research will be gained by research on design. By
making use of the method of ‘research-on-design’
in the first place the chosen designs of three case
studies will be analysed on physical aspects in
order to collect data. Case studies are defined
as a method for comprehensive learning based
on extensive description of a complex situations
taken in context and as a whole. Essential is to
have multiple case studies to make it possible to
compare results (Deming and Swaffield, 2011).
Case studies are a common design of inquiry for
the in-depth analysis of the processes, activities
and events in a particular case, providing contextdependent knowledge within a qualitative
research (Martin & Hanington, 2012). This method
is especially used to evaluate cases. Typical for
case studies used within a qualitative design is
that the ”cases are bounded by time and activity,
and researchers collect detailed information using
a variety of data collection procedures over a
sustained period of time” (Creswell, 2014, p. 14).

Landschaftspark Zeche
Duisburg Zollverein

Westergas- Noorderbos Kristalbad
fabriek
Tilburg
Hengelo

Suikerunie
Groningen

Research on design
questionnaires

paragraph 3.3.1.1

USER

mental maps

paragraph 3.3.1.2

photo analysis
paragraph 3.3.1.3

D ESIG NE R
map analysis
paragraph 3.3.2.2

literature study

OWNE R

paragraph 3.3.2.3

interview

paragraph 3.3.3.2

Research-through-designing

DESIG NING

modelling

paragraph 3.2.7

fig. 48 research on design scheme: case studies and methods

Requirements for the case-studies:
• industrial history from the 20th century;
• still open for public;
• public space;
• archive information available;
• recent intervention done in the 21st century;
• the elements of former function still visible.
Out of the list of 27 potential projects in the
Netherlands (appendix) that have similarities with
the sugar factory in Groningen, and meet the list
of requirements. The cases used for this research
can be found on the next page in table 6.

This research made use of two groups of case
studies, both approached with different methods.
Goal with using the method of case studies is to
”understand existing phenomena of comparison,
information, or inspiration, but can also be used
to study effects of change, new programs, or
innovations” (Martin & Hanington, 2012, pp. 28).
The outcomes of both groups will be used for the
design outcome of the design case. Furthermore
all methods used within both groups are used for
the design case in Groningen, in order to get a
broad insight of phenomena on the site from the
designer and user perspective.



Methods used to inquire data are interviews,
participatory observations and document analysis.
Main questions will be: what interventions are
taken to transform the former industrial site, with
respect for the history of the place? This research
works with two groups of case studies, illustrated
by fig. 48:
group A. Case studies in Germany, user oriented:
• Landschaftspark Nord, Duisburg
• Zeche Zollverein, Essen
group B. Case studies in the Netherlands, designer
oriented:
• Kristalbad, Hengelo-Enschede
• Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam
• Noorderbos, Tilburg
By combining the results of these two groups
with different approaches for the same place,
elaborated within the part ’research methods and
techniques’, a broad overview of the intentions of
the designer and the experience of the user can
be filtered.

table 6. general information cases used for this research



3.3.2 User oriented methods
In order to get a proper view of the users
perspective on the investigated sites of group A.,
Landschaftspark Duisburg and Zeche Zollverein in
Essen are approached by making using of:
Methods used in group A.:
• questionnaires (3.2.2.1)
• mental mapping (3.2.2.2)
• photo analysis (3.2.2.3)
3.3.2.1 Questionnaires
During the research questionnaires have been
leading in collecting data.
”Questionnaires are survey instruments designed
for collecting self-report information from people
about their characteristics, thoughts, feelings,
perceptions, behaviours, or attitudes, typically
in written form” (Martin & Hanington, 2012, pp.
140), fitting within the constructivist view of this
research (Lenzholzer, 2013).
Used as one of the primary tools to collect survey
information, questionnaires are simple to produce
and administer (Deming and Swaffield, 2011).
Paper format, with open-ended questions is
chosen for this research. This tactic proved the
opportunity for depth of response. Triangulation
is recommended, because with only supplement
data with personal insights that may not be
evident in written responses, and may verify or
challenge self-reported behaviours (Martin &
Hanington, 2012).

Enquête - Excursie Landschaftspark in Duisburg en Zeche Zollverein in Essen
Tof dat je mee bent geweest op ontdekkingstocht langs twee voorbeelden van voormalige industriegebieden die getransformeerd
zijn voor hedendaags gebruik. Vanwege mijn onderzoek naar de landschapsarchitectonische mogelijkheden op het gebied van
getransformeerd industrieel erfgoed, wil ik je bij deze een aantal vragen stellen over wat je vandaag hebt gezien. De antwoorden die je
geeft kunnen gebruikt worden voor mijn MSc onderzoek.
D enk bij het inv ullen van d e vragen aan d e volgen d e o n d er werp en:
d e h isto rie van h et gebi ed, de gebouwen, de l andschappel i jke i ngrepen en het hergebruik va n het gebied.

1.

Wat is je van vandaag het meest bijgebleven?
......................................................................................................................................................................

2.

Wat is het mooiste dat je vandaag hebt gezien, en waarom?
......................................................................................................................................................................

3.

Wat is naar jou mening de meest prettige plek op het terrein om te verblijven, en waarom?
......................................................................................................................................................................

4.

Waar heb je het duidelijkst ervaren dat een landschapsarchitect aan deze plek heeft ontworpen?
......................................................................................................................................................................

5.

Wat had jij als landschapsarchitect of -planner anders aangepakt op deze plek?
......................................................................................................................................................................

6.

Hoe heb je de historie van dit gebied beleefd?
......................................................................................................................................................................

7.

Teken op de achterkant van dit vel een mental map van hoe jij het gebied hebt beleefd als plattegrond. Dit is de plek waar
dingen kwijt kunt die bij bovenstaande vragen geen plek hebben gekregen.

8.

Tot slot, stuur één treffende foto die je op een anzsichtkaart zou plaatsen die de industriele transformatie van dit gebied
weergeeft en geef een korte toelichting op je foto.

fig. 49 open-ended questions questionnair for the case studies Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord and Zeche Zollverein

For group A I took the chance to join an
excursion organized by the study association
Genius Loci on the fourth of November, 2015
to the Landschaftspark Duisburg Nord and Zech
Zollverein in Essen. The organisation wanted to go
to some industrial heritage sites in Germany and
because of this research I advised them to visit
both sites, based on previous experiences.
Both transformed industrial heritage areas
are a perfect opportunity for me to test the
experience of the group of 50 students landscape
architecture and planning (first years bachelors
and masters) between 17 and 26 years old who
joined the trip. Some of the participants had
visited (one of) the places before, but most of the
participants had not. This enables them to provide
an objective response to the questionnaire,
without first being affected by a previous visit.
Rudi van Etteger guided the tour, first to Duisburg

in the morning and to Essen in the afternoon.
With a little introduction on both places, the
students were free to stroll around on the sites
and discover each area for 1,5 hours. By strolling
around, the movement of the observers by a
space gives a sequence of experiences that can
lead to emotional reactions (Bacon, 1974).
During their adventure the students got the task
to take pictures within the theme of ’the most
characterizing for rezoned industrial heritage’.
These photographs were analysed after the
excursion. On the way back to the Netherlands the
students received a quesetionnaire, so that the
projects were still fresh in mind. It was conscious
chosen to have only one survey moment at the
end of the day, to not influence the respondents
with questions for the second case. The questions
for the questionnaire can be found in figure 49.



fig.50 mental map analysis by Kevin Lynch (1960)

3.3.2.2 Mental maps
This part of the research will only consider the
visual quality of the several cases of transformed
industrial heritage plots, by studying the mental
image of that place which is held by the public.
According to Bell (1996), perception refers to
”the activity carried out by the brain by which we
interpret what the senses receive. It is not merely
a factual reporting, but tends to be referenced to
associations and expectations already in the mind
of the beholder” (Nijhuis, Van Lammmeren, & Van
Der Hoeven, 2011, pp. 22).

sensory perception. So, vision provides the most
information, and it is the sense in which we
‘imagine’ and ‘think’ (Bell, 1999; Snowden et al.,
2006)” in (Nijhuis et al., 2011, pp. 22). This way
relationships between the components of an area,
and understanding the relative importance of
the information that is represented can be better
simultaneously identified the subject of a map
by the researcher. Single words, or noun clusters,
common symbols, hand-drawn images are used
most often within this technique of mental
mapping (Martin & Hanington, 2012).

This research will concentrate especially on one
particular visual quality: the apparent clarity or
‘legibility’ of the area. As stated by Lynch (1960,
pp.2) ”By this we mean the ease with which its
part can be recognized and can be organized into
a coherent pattern.” Although clarity or legibility
is by no means the only important property of a
beautiful place, it is of ”special importance when
considering environments at the urban scale of
size, time and complexity” (Lynch, 1960, pp. 3).
Therefore it is necessary to analyse the opinion of
the public upon each place (fig. 50).

”Mental mapping creates insight in the use
perception and mental mapping creates insight in
the use, perception and appreciation of the urban
environment by individuals” (Sulsters, 2005, p. 11).

To better understand different ways that people
prioritize and organize information, mental
mapping is a very good technique within this
qualitative research to provide people a means to
visually represent their unique thinking patterns
in a nonlinear, visual way. ”Although we use all
our senses to analyse the surroundings, mainly
vision stands out, because it covers 87% of the



Every observer creates his or her own view upon
a place by selecting, organizing and endows with
meaning what he/she sees. Thus the image of
a given reality may vary significantly between
different observers (Lynch, 1960), therefore every
mental map is a unique, personal and selective
representation of reality (Sulsters, 2005).
The spatial orientation theory by Kevin Lynch is
leading in the analysis of the mental maps in order
to get an insight in the identity of a place.
As stated by Stobbelaar&Pedroli earlier in this
report, the features and parts of the landscape
that are important for an individual concerning
the recognisability of an area and this means
of orientation within it: can be perceived by

everyone, but which are not of equal importance
to everybody (spatial orientation by Kevin Lynch).
Key words within this method are:
•
•
•
•
•

paths
boundaries
districts
nodes
landmarks

By having a radius of 43 individuals, an average
can be taken from the results. ”Each individual
picture is unique, with some content that is rarely
or never communicated, yet it approximates the
public image, which, in different environments,
is more or less compelling, more or less
embracing” (Lynch, 1960, pp. 46). The method
of a mental map can be used for judgement
(valuation) and for associative processes (Sulsters,
2005). Mental mapping as a different way of
representing the city landscape is gaining interest
in our contemporary society, because as a
research instrument, mental maps of different
individuals gain insight in the collective ‘carriers’
of significance of the urban territory for specific
groups (Sulsters, 2005).

fig.51 screenshot Facebookpage Voormalig Suikerunie Terrein

3.3.2.3 Photo analysis
A photo analysis is very useful to get a visual
insight in the project. This method is used from
the users, as well as the designers point of view
for all the described case studies. This photo
study is used as a complementary component of
other methods, as mentioned above specifically
for qualitative research. The choice for this
methods is also based upon the emotion of the
public (Martin & Hanington, 2012). There has
to be noted that this method for research is
summarized as visual support for understanding
and inspiration, not for specific meaning
through formal analysis. However, ”patterns
and themes might emerge across an inventory
of several photos from multiple participants,
providing insight for design implications” (Martin
& Hanington, 2012, pp. 134). The method of
photo analysis is used for case study group A. as
following:
Before arriving with the group of students for
the excursion to Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
and Zeche Zollverein, a competition element
was introduced to also catch the visual aspect
of this research. The participants were asked to
‘record the conversion of these parks as aptly as
possible on a striking photograph’. By analyzing
these photographs the researcher will get a better
understanding of the points the public looks
at regarding rezoned industrial heritage with
visual, self-reported insights into behaviours and
priorities (Martin & Hanington, 2012). To initiate
a photo study, participants were told to bring
their own camera on forehand. By combining
this assignment with a competition element for a
price, (photo book Faszination Ruhrgebiet) these
are ideal conditions for participants to join the
research.
From the point of view from the designer (group
B.), photographs are being analysed made by the
researcher only, due to time limits. There should
be mentioned that this way this information is
rather subjective.



The method of photo analysis is also used
for the design case. In order to get a better
insight in the users opinion on the terrain of
the former sugar factory in Groningen I posted
a call on the Facebookpage of the ’Voormalig
Suikerunie terrein’. (https://www.facebook.com/
VoormaligSuikerunieTerrein, see fig. 51) Not that
much reactions came and during the process
I decided to add a photo assignment in the
questionnaire for the design case.

3.3.3 Designer oriented methods
In order to get a better overview from the
designer perspective, particularly for this research
the landscape architectural point of view, on
the investigated sites of group B., Kristalbad,
Noorderbos and Westergasfabriek these designs
are approached by:
Methods used in group B.:
• map analysis (3.2.2.1)
• photo analysis (3.3.2.3)
• literature study (3.2.2.2)
3.3.3.1 Map analysis by using the layer
approach
The maps of the three case studies as mentioned
before are being analysed in order to filter design
tools. The analysis is done systematically and
can be reflected on the design case in a later
stadium. This method is structured by the Dutch
layers approach, constructed between 1996 and
1998 by De Hoog, Sijmons and Verschuuren. On
the base of this strategy, strategic choices can be
made regarding the future spatial development
of the Netherlands in the light of climate change,
water management, the economic position
of the Netherlands in international networks,
urban dynamics in relation to the values and
attractiveness of the landscape and the need for
integral planning (De Hoog et al., 1998a, 1998b).
It is important to understand the layers
approach in relation to cognate approaches
as they demonstrate that both the conceptual
ingredients of the approach and the principle



of framing planning questions in terms of layers
have pedigree in the domains of geography and
planning (De Hoog et al, 1998).
The layer approach, according to De Hoog et
al. (1998b) suggested in their report Laagland
to distinguish three “layers” in the spatial
organisation of the Laagland:
• the layer of the substratum;
• the layer of the networks;
• the layer of the occupation pattern.
Van der Cammen & De Klerk (2003) explain
that although the underlying reasoning of the
conceptual framework might be faulty, it is a
framework that carries three major design and
planning tasks for the twenty-first century: the
spatial dimension of water management, the
spatial consequences of increased mobility and
new spatial concepts for urbanization and for socalled “natural” landscapes.
This research simplifies following themes for the
map analysis, based upon described concept,
though on a local scale, in order to compare
outcomes of this part of the research both with
the case studies mutually and the design case in a
later stadium:
• water (networks)
• green (networks)
• infrastructure (networks)
• buildings (occupation pattern)

3.3.4. Owner oriented methods
Only in case of the design case the owner point
of view is taken into account, due to time limits.
Therefore the method of interviewing is combined
with an in-depth literature review.
3.3.4.1 Interview
A possibility to gain secondary data is the method
of interviewing within this qualitative research.
By using a formal survey instrument, in this
case an interview, on the topic of interest that
is structures around a standard set of questions

the response is shaped by the subjects and
their interaction with the researcher (Deming
and Swaffield 2011). Benefit of this method is
that the researcher has direct contact with the
interviewee. This is important to collect first
hand personal accounts of experiences, opinions,
attitudes and perspectives by listening and
reading body language (Martin and Hemington,
2012).
Within this research only the method of
interviewing is used in the design case to get a
broad overview about the topic and site, because
of the time consuming character of this method.
Within this research diverse stakeholders are
interviewed, focussing on information from
specific roles or people who have specialized or
expert knowledge to contribute to a broad insight
of the case (Martin and Hanington, 2012), namely:

•
•
•
•

Jan Martijn Eekhof (9 October, 2015) – Senior
urban design, municipality Groningen;
Joris van Haaften (9 October, 2015): head of
monuments of the municipality of Groningen
Titia Lodewegen (15 October, 2015): initiator
Wolkenfabriek;
Bart Rusteveen (15 October, 2015):
architectural historian during a ’strooptocht’
flowing fields.

3.3.4.2 Literature review
The socio-cultural context of design and shifts
in thinking amongst people about concepts,
appropriation, aesthetic evaluation of designs
stands central within my research. Qualitative
techniques form the social sciences such as
observations or interviews will be used as an
integral part of the design process, in order to
get a better understanding of the context. In a
systematic way the study has to be done, using
an unbiased, very conscientious description of all
the steps taken. A logbook will help with this step.
Triangulation helps this research to get the best
unbiased results (Lenzholzer, 2013).

The literature used for the case studies is mainly
not scientific, academic literature, consisting
out of some illustration books of projects and
websites. In case of the reference projects
mainly written from the designers point of
view. Literature that is used to get a better
understanding from the owners point of view in
case of the former sugar factory in Groningen
are the vision of the municipality of Groningen as
leading document. More over several websites are
consulted and research is done in the archive of
the municipality of Groningen.

3.3.5 Research-through-designing
During the last phase a design for the design
case will be made. ‘Research-through-designing’
will be used as method. Here the designing
activity is employed as a research method. Since
research-through-designing is suited ”to address
socio-cultural issues that form a crucial aspect
in landscape architecture” (Lenzholzer, 2013,
p.123), this method is important within the field
of landscape architecture. Broadly adopted as
generator for new insights or constructs, rather
than testing them, within the field of arts (Barrett,
2006; Leavy, 2008; Sullivan, 2010) researchthrough-design is evident within the creative
discipline.
A method used within this type of research is in
order to generate a new form, can be studied
with many of classical ’creative’ reflectionin-action techniques (Schön, 1987). In this
research there has been chosen for the method
of building a scale model. ”The strength of this
type of research lies in the innovativeness of the
research outcomes and the flexibility to respond
to different contexts” (Lenzholzer, 2013, pp.
123). Constructivist research is mostly embedded
in a context and that makes research-throughdesigning a useful method within this research.
3.3.5.1 Using a model
The method of using a scale model in landscape
architecture can be seen as a simplification of



reality (Deming and Swaffield, 2011) within the
process of giving form to objects or space on
diverse levels of scale by the creation of designs
(Lenzholzer, 2013). In the end the design is
the result of the design process (Lenzholzer,
2013). This research uses the method of scale
modelling as a way ”to contribute to changing an
environment in a more abstract, visionary way”
(Filor, 1994 in Lenzholzer, 2013, p. 121), while
generate new knowledge (Deming and Swaffield,
2011) seen in its purely representative character
(Holtrop, 2011), see fig. 52. Therefore Deming and
Swaffield (2011) see this method in the pre-design
phase.
The use of models, drawings and maps goes back far
into history (Andersson, 2005). In Egypt and China,
plans and models were found from before 2000
christ (Zube, 1987). From the 70’s first experiments
were done with the enthescoop, a camera with
a periscope lens. It was used to move through
models to shoot and view pictures for analysis
and presentation of urban planning and landscape
architectural ensembles (Dee, 2004; Vlug, 2013).
Often produced in series modelling is as empiricism
in a creative process, the use of models plays with

human imagination (Holtrop, 2011).
Using the method of scale modelling, several
alternatives can be proposed and the very
important visual effect of landscape interventions
can be tested (Lenzholzer, 2013; Andersson, 2005;
Pallasmaa, 2009) by making photographs and
test the design on the requirements. ”Modelling
as design tool is used to investigate form, the
incidence of light, interrelationships or other
spatial principles” (Holtrop, 2011, p. 20). This way
a story can be told from 2D to 3D, ideas which are
locked in the designers head can be shown and
”a statement to crawl out of the computer and
see with their own hands and be able to adapt to
what choices are made in the design” (Vlug, 2013,
p.17). The scale model functions as a dynamic
simulation for complex situations (Holtrop, 2011),
where knowledge and assumptions are integrated
about ”how landscapes change and where this
may lead” (Deming and Swaffield, 2011, pp. 111).
”Models situate themselves somewhere between
instrument, representation, object and sculpture.
They hold the capacity to represent a diversity of
intentions in a very direct manner.” (Holtrop, A.
2011, p.23)

fig.52 Model method used for the design case in order to test design tools



Models are, however, never completely realistic
and rely on the human interpretation (Holtrop,
2011). ”Every architectural drawing, computer
visualisation, photo and even film is dominated
by perspective and cropping or framing”
(Holtrop, 2011, p.20), whereas the model tries to
reach completeness and demonstrates threedimensionality and substance. Peter Eisenman
(1981, p. 3) writes that the model ”could have
an almost unconscious, unpremeditated, even
generative, effect on the design process, that
is, a similar effect to that of a two-dimensional
projection to provoke unforeseen “structural”
developments or even modes of perception in the
process of design.” He underscores the model’s
capacity to render the unimagined visible and to
provide space for the unexpected.
This research sees the method of scale modelling
as part of research-through-designing to get a
better insight in the design case, furthermore to
work in a fast and clear way, concluding with the
fact that the designer can see the consequences
of design interventions immediately.



4. Design Case
former sugar factory
in Groningen

Since the field of landscape architecture is a
combination of research and design, this thesis
consists of both research and design. Results
gained from the research will be transferred into
a design further in this report. An challenging
assignment for the landscape architect in the
field of industrial heritage can be found in
Groningen. The former sugar factory of 124
hectares with all its remains of buildings and
surrounded characterizing landscape will
be topic of this thesis. First this chapter will
illustrate the process of sugar production in
order to understand the structure of the terrain
where one can find the landscape characteristics
of this place. Secondly the turbulent history of
this industrial place gets special attention. This
chapter will conclude with a preview on the
future use, divided in the different stakeholders
in the area.

4.1 Process of producing sugar

We get sugar out of a package from the
supermarket, but a long process precedes this in
the agricultural sector. Starting in April when sugar
beets are sown by the farmer. In the autumn,
the beets have to be harvested and they will be

transported to the factory during the so called
’beet campaign’ shown in fig. 55. In 3 to 4 months
the beets will be processed into raw sugar in the
sugar factory (Van der Hoeve & Overbeek, 2011).
During the other months sugar is refined. Sugar
beet must be processed quickly, because the
sugar content after harvesting rapidly decreases
(Legrand, et al. 2016).
The natural process of producing sugar in the
factory is complex (see fig. 53) and a lot of water
is involved while washing the beets and grounding
left over’s into pulp, as explained further:
1. First the beets drift through the so cal
led beet-gutters, or the ’swim troughs’
(zwemgoten) into the factory;
2. Second step is to wash the beets in
the factory, in order to clean them from sand
and clay. The waste water runs away in the
so-called ‘flow fields’ (vloeivelden) behind the
factory. Here the coarse grains of sand depose
first, and the smaller, nutrient-rich clay particles
sink elsewhere in a basin;
3. Thereafter, the beets are crushed to pulp. This
pulp is pressed into a diffusion tower to raw
juice, after which it is treated with milk of lime;
clack quicklime with water. The filtered thin
juice from the raw juice is concentrated to thick
juice, which contains sixty percent sugar. The
waste material called earth foam (schuimaard,
see fig. 54) which is used as a fertilizer on the
land (Van der Hoeve & Overbeek 2011);

fig. 53 the process of producing structure left its traces in landscape structures, because of the amout of water used



4. To conclude the product will be cooked until
sugar crystals appear. The sugar is refined in
centrifuges in order to discard the last nonsugar-containing substances. The sugar is then
sieved, packaged and stored (de Jonge, 2008).
An important note is that the process of making
sugar is recycling in its purest form: it comes
from the field and turn back to the same ground.
Namely the foam earth is used as lime fertilizer
over the corn stubble in the fields. Fodder is made
from pulp waste. The remaining waste hot syrup
and molasses is used in the alcohol industry (de
Jonge, 2008) see figure .. .

4.2 A turbulent history

As illustrated and explained in chapter 1.3, sugar
factories in the Netherlands were part of our
Dutch landscape from the second half of the
19th century, clustered in the ’Sugar corner’
in West Brabant (Kortekaas, Cornelisse, & de
Krom, 2008; Van der Hoeve & Overbeek, 2011).
Nevertheless farmers in 1913 established the
Friesch-Groningsche Sugar Beet Cooperative in
Groningen (Van der Hoeve & Overbeek, 2011;
De Jonge, 2008). Recently, the sugar factory in
Groningen existed 100 years. Reason to publish
a book about the turbulent history of this place.
The book entitled ’De Wolkenfabriek’ describes
the terrain with an emphasis on the buildings
written by Ingrid de Jonge and Geert Job Sevink.
Together with the booklet ’Van Suiker tot Sloop
- onderzoek naar de cultuurhistorie van de
Friesch-Groningsche Beetwortelsuikerfabriek
in Groningen’ by Jan van der Hoeve and Rita
Overbeek (2011) is serving as source for the
following historical description of the place.

fig. 54 package of waste product ’schuimaarde’ during sugar
process, Friesch-Groningsche Beetwortelsuikerfabriek

4.2.1 100 years of hard work
The sugar factory in Groningen, founded by
director J.J. van Doormaal, was built on a big
terrain on the west side of the city of Groningen.
Strategically situated along the Hoendiep and
near the railway Groningen-Leeuwarden a design
for a new plant with chimney, sugar warehouse

fig. 55 activity during the Beetcampagn on the Hoendiep



and sugar house and office was made in 1913
(Van der Hoeve & Overbeek, 2011). The purpose
of the establishment of the factory in the north of
the country was to give farmers an alternative to
the Noord Nederlandse Beetworelsuikerfabriek in
Vierverlaten (de Jonge, 2008).

fig. 56 establishment sugar factory 1914

fig. 57 development sugar factory 1955

fig. 58 expansion factory and city 1966



fig. 59 peak surface just before closing 2008

Despite the outbreak of the First World War in
1914 the first beet campaign was successful. In
the winter months when the beet Campange was
in full swing, the factory created a deafening noise
and faintly sweet air over the surrounding area.
In terms of automation and human organization
the factory was one of the most modern ones in
Europe (de Jonge, 2008). See fig. 57 for the plant.
The Hoendiep was the supply channel of the beets
until 1932 when the first truck arrived on the
site. In 1966 the Vereeniging Friesch-Groningsche
Beetwortelsuikerfabriek as part of Suiker Unie was
founded: a partnership of four cooperatives in the
Netherlands. The factory had possibilities to grow
(fig. 58). Thirty years later the sugar factory was
admitted to the Cooperatie Cosun (de Jonge, 2008).
With the start of the plant only raw sugar was
manufactured. A reason to add a refinery to the
installations in 1915. Due to this expansion, the
sugar warehouse had to expand a new two-layer
warehouse was added to the site, now known as
the old warehouse. Peak years 1919 and 1920
followed for the factory. The plant continued to
expand in phases (van der Hoeve, 2011). First a
pulp shed loomed, secondly the sugar warehouse
from 1915 was increased by one floor, and third
the boiler house was rebuilt. In 1926 the building
of a foundation for a crane track followed and the
construction of seven coal bunkers.
The Second World War had an enormous negative
impact on sugar production in general (van der
Hoeve, 2011). Luckily after the war the beet
cultivation restored again. The plant modernized in
the form of two five-year plans, because transport
by truck rose. Therefore swimming gutters, road
bridges and railway crossings were realized.
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fig. 60 bird eye view: current situation 2016

A significant expansion to the west was inevitable
because of economies of scale in agriculture in
the 50s and 60s. Silos loomed in the silhouette
of the factory and the detached chimney was
completely enclosed by buildings. The eastern
part of the boiler house was put into use as a
theatre with all its amenities. Also in 1960 the
sieve building appears on the place of the former
’cube building’ (Klontjesgebouw) from 1921.
Flowing fields to omit the water get enormous
sizes and reach all the way to Hoogkerk. On the
other side of the train track a location was found
for the surplus soil that accumulated in the flow
fields, under the name of the ’Grondbank’. This
way the plot of the factory reached 124 hectares.
The Suiker Unie took over the Friesch-Groningsche
Sugar Factory in 1970 and again there was talk
of modernization. Especially in the surrounding
area a lot of things changed. For example factory

loomed north and south of the terrain, as well as
a CIAM district was constructed east, to finish the
construction of the Western Ring Road. Because
of these developments the factory became
separated of the city for good. The only thing that
still connects the site the city of Groningen is the
water of the Hoendiep (see fig. 59).

4.2.2 End of the sugar factory
Seen as a strength of this particular factory at first,
in the end modernization killed the place. When
the sugar factory in Groningen in 2008 had to
automate, due to rules of the Consun, the factory
closed. Immediately it had to dismantle and to
demolish the buildings in 2008 to obtain subsidies
for sugar beet production in the Netherlands (Van
der Hoeve & Overbeek, 2011; De Jonge, 2008).
What left was a vacant, empty, sad and desolate
area of 124 hectares in the middle of the city of
Groningen waiting for a new purpose (fig. 60).



To conclude, in 2009 the Municipality of
Groningen bought the key of the former factory
for 25.2 million euro’s (Graaf, 2014; Warbroek,
2009). The changing zeitgeist with its associated
uncertainty, flexibility, temporality and missing
blueprints, the traditional co-operation between
government and the developer put decisions
under pressure (Baarveld, 2014). Therefore in
recent years the municipality of Groningen sought
for and experimented with new approaches and
revenue models for regional development on
the site. For example the area participated in the
competition for the Floriade terrain in 2020 (plans
West 8).

4.3 Attempts to breathe new life
into the area

After buying the terrain of the former sugar
factory in 2009, the municipality got an enormous
task. An even more hectic time followed due to
the financial crisis that threw a spanner in the
works. With limited financial resources, an high
amount of fixed costs for the 124 hectares of
vacant plot and no way to make money it is hard
for the municipality to stay the owner of the
terrain (Warbroek, 2009).
From 2013 on it looks like the area of the former
sugar factory in Groningen becomes more and
more popular. Several festivals, parties and
exhibitions now take place on the site. Moreover,
more stakeholders dare to build up their dream
on the area. For example Titia Punt started
the Wolkenfabriek in 2014 (Winkler, 2014), a
’Timmerdorp’ was organised in 2014, and others
as Rebel Rebel are creating a hotel on the site.
The municipality chose Ploeg id3 as designers
and developers for the site. Ploeg id3 together
with the municipality of Groningen developed
a vision on the site for the upcoming 15 years
with temporality as angle of incidence (Ploeg id3,
2016; Janssen, 2015). A new access bridge was
built so that cyclists and pedestrians can enter
the area better (fig.). There also is a new entrance



to the Zeefgebouw. A grand gesture is made: an
oversized red bridge provides access to the factory
on the first floor (fig.). Still, there is no secure
future for the former sugar factory. Stakeholders
and other participants have their own opinion on
the development of the site.

4.3.1 Wishes of the municipality
If the municipality had enough money to fulfil
their dreams, the terrain would be turned into
another housing development area (fig. 61). Since
housing earns money in a short time, the plot
gains more value and houses can be developed
in easily digestible chunks this would be the
perfect scenario for the municipality. On short
term Groningen does not need new housing
sites. In Meerstad there is plenty of room for
development. Though the area is bought as
housing development site. So on the long term,
15 to 20 year, houses will probably arise (Muller,
2015; Graaf, 2014), see fig. 62.

4.3.2 Wishes of the farmers
Several scenarios for the future of the terrain
passes the revue. If you let the farmers of the
surrounding highly agricultural landscape decide
about the 124 hectares of rich soil, they would
love to use this highly nutrient soil for agriculture,
see fig. 63. Nothing of the unique landscape
structures by the dikes of the flowing fields will
remain and more canals will be dug out in order
to have a good water balance on the site. The
surrounding landscape will swallow the precious
historical site.

4.3.3 Wishes of the ’stadjers’
If the inhabitants of the city of Groningen, the
’stadjers’, have right to say, they would love to
see a city park arise. ’Beauty’ is not immediately
the association with this type of industrial
heritage and therefore these remains from the
past; in contrast with beautiful water towers for
example, miss the wide support of citizens (Nijhof,
2000). Contrasting with the surrounding open

predominantly agricultural landscape, they would
love to see a dense park with trees, cultivated
species for shrubs and plants and lots of facilities
to recreate. As Amsterdam has the Vondelpark
where people go jogging, walk their dogs and
meet friend, Groningen will have a new Sugar
Park, see fig 64.
The only thing is, that Groningen already owns
a city park in the form of the Stadspark located
southeast of the terrain of the sugar factory. This
140 hectares park was a gift of Leonard Springer
to the inhabitants of the city, including an
Arboretum, horse racetrack, pavilion and a wide
variety of event spaces. Since this park is located
in a wet, peat area covered with clay not that
many trees grow there. As well as the location
of the park, just outside the western ring makes
that people do not visit this park often. The sugar
factory has the same bad location.
Due to all these uncertainties in owner, money
and political influences, the site of the former
sugar factory is topic of investigation within this
thesis. In the following chapters, possibilities will
be sketched that can help this area to develop to
an attractive spot for the city of Groningen and
surroundings form a landscape architect point of
view.

fig. 61 zoning plan of the municipality: housing development

fig. 62 wish of the municipality: housing development

4.4 Competitions so far

In line with the wishes of the municipality to
breathe new life in the area of the former sugar
factory, the municipality organized several
competitions on the terrain. To begin with
the idea competition held in 2011 called ’De
Campagne’ for temporary filling of the former
factory terrain. This competition was a big
success: more than 180 ideas were submitted
(Timmer, 2011; Berens, 2012a). Remarkable is that
more than half of the submissions were done by
private parties, 30% by companies and the others
from non-profit organisations as Staatsbosbeheer,
IVN and Natuurmonumenten. (Timmer, 2011;
Berens, 2012a). Focussing often on small scale

fig. 63 agricultural oppertunities: wish farmers

fig. 64 park facilities for recreation: dream of stadjers



fig. 65 submission competition: app to link initiatives

projects with focus on self-sufficiency, urban
agriculture and education-related projects were
submitted. For example people wished for a dog
park, camper place, allotments, market area, an
app to connect people (figure 65) and ideas for
alternative energy generation. The possibility to
hold events was heard a lot (Berens, 2012a). The
jury preferred for ideas in the field of energy,
recreation and youth housing. The municipality
was super enthusiastic, even promised that more
winners were possible, because ”the site with
its 125 hectares is big enough!” (Timmer, 2011).
Eventually 15 winners were announced and we
only three were realised some years afterwards.
(Berens, 2012a).
Subsequently, one year later in February 2012, the
Groninger Gezinsbode headlined ’Sustainability,
events and entertainment on Suiker Unie’ (Berens,
2012a) were the municipality of Groningen was
planning to realise ideas together with 15 stadjers
and organisations. Important note was that ideas
had to be financially viable (Timmer, 2011).

fig. 66 submission competition: Sugar Valley

The hearts sank of the stadjers when a delegation
of the Floriade visited the terrain in 2012 and laid
a claim on the grounds for the Floriade in 2022.
Just after applications for (temporary) student
housing were done, West 8 launched a plan for
the site functioning for the Floriade 2022 (Berens,
2012b). Entitled ”Theatre of nature” West 8
designed the grounds for these possible Floriade
in Groningen (Floriade, 2012) (fig. 67,68):
fig. 67 exploration West 8 terrain for Floriade 2022

fig. 68 transformation West 8 Zeefgebouw Floriade 2022



’...West 8 is set to transform the precinct and
integrate the industrial heritage into the heart of
the Floriade, allowing it to become a showcase of
agriculture in the future.’ (Geuze, 2012)
Unfortunately Groningen did not won the
competition to organise the Floriade in 2022,
although the plans linked the historical city
centre with the surrounding landscape and youth
participated in the planning (Energy valley, 2012;
Floriade, 2012).

Shortly after, another competition was held in
2013 and got again a lot of input. Ploeg id3 was
asked to bundle the submissions and to design a
future plan for development for the terrain.
Elements in their plans with input of initiators
get a chance on the terrain now, such as the
Wolkenfabriek, and Rebel Rebel. In their report
Ploeg id3 came up with a division of the former
factory site (only hard surface) to give space to
initiatives. This plan can be found in figure. 69
(Janssen, 2015). Nowadays (August 2016) only
a few of their plans have been realised, such
as the Wolkenfabriek in the Zeefgebouw and
Energieveld.
Also events took place on the area, such as a
Timmerdorp in 2014, festival Noorderlicht in
2013 and 2015 (Ploeg id3, 2016) and Paradigm in
2016.

fig. 69 development document Ploeg id3 (2015)



5. Case study
research

•

•

Transformations of industrial heritage are a
hot topic since the 21st century. Several former
factories got a new function and get in use
again. Not only examples can be found in the
Netherlands, as well as in Germany. Landscape
architects can learn from projects realised. For
that reason this research will investigate five
transformed industrial sites that challenge a
new future by input of a landscape architect.
As explained in chapter 3.3.1, this research
will make use of research on design, using
case studies in order to give a decent, well
underpinned answer on the main question of
this research ’In what way can the design by
a landscape architect challenge unforeseen
developments while preserving landscape identity
of industrial heritage in the case of the FrieschGroningsche sugar factory in Groningen?’. Several
sub-questions must be answered to get a good
overview on this topic, namely:

•

SQ 1. What are spatial elements of industrial
heritage that guarantee the historical
identity of a place derived from cases in the
Netherlands?

Suikerunie
Groningen

Landschaftspark
Duisburg

SQ2. What are crucial elements of rezoned
industrial heritage that guarantee the identity
of a former industrial site experienced
through the eyes of the public?
SQ3. What adaptive design strategies have
other landscape architects used to deal with
unforeseen developments in similar industrial
heritage cases while preserving landscape
identity and what can we learn from them?

This chapter will give answers on above
mentioned sub-questions, as conclusions resulting
out of questionnaires (paragraph 3.3.2.1), mental
mapping (paragraph 3.3.2.2), photo analysis
(paragraph 3.3.2.3) which are user oriented in
paragraph 5.1 and a map analysis (3.3.3.1) as a
designer oriented method in paragraph 5.2. The
last method used is interviewing (3.3.4.1), which
is only used as approach on the design case.
Results of this will be discussed in paragraph 5.3.
As result for SQ1. a set of design tools will be
further elaborated on in paragraph 5.4, as well
as for SQ2. Strategies for adaptive design will be
further described as well in this chapter as answer
on SQ3.

5.1 Introduction to the case
studies: projects with links to the
industrial identity of the place
To get a better understanding of the spatial
elements of industrial heritage that guarantee the
historical identity of a place, 5 case studies will help

Zeche
Zollverein

Westergasfabriek

Noorderbos Kristalbad
Tilburg
Hengelo

fig. 70 case studies match the various districts on the site of the former sugar factory



Suikerunie
Groningen

Kristalbad
Hengelo

Westergasfabriek

Noorderbos
Tilburg

Zeche
Zollverein

Landschaftspark
Duisburg

fig. 71 map of the possible and chosen case studies



to gain results to this first sub-question (fig. 70).
Meeting the requirements for the final five case
studies (paragraph 3.3.1), the following areas are
chosen to investigate further:
• Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam, NL - designed
by Gustafson;
• Noorderbos, Tilburg, NL - designed by H+N+S;
• Kristalbad, Enschede-Hengelo, NL - designed
by Eelerwoude;
• Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord, DE designed by Latz und partners;
• Zeche Zollverein, DE - designed by Rem
Koolhaas.
The location of the design case in Groningen
consists of an area of 124 hectares. This location
comprises a combination of two spatial elements,
namely first the former factory site, a paved
surface of about 30 hectares in a triangular shape
closes to the city centre of Groningen, secondly
the flowing fields on the west side between
Hoendiep and the Groningen – Leeuwarden
railway. Third the soil storage field south of the
railway line (Royal Cosun, 2009). Every project
matches with an area of the former sugar factory,
as shown in figure 72.

fig. 72 division of areas on the site in districts

Both the German cases will help to get a better
understanding of the industrial landscape,
where Zeche Zollverein has main focus on the
paved area. Together with the Westergasfabriek
functioning as case study to the former paved
factory site, where there are still some remains
of the former production process in buildings and
equipment. The two other case studies Kristalbad
and Noorderbos are choosed as cases comparable



with the more natural, watery part of the design
case, namely the soil cleaning fields and the soil
storage field. The Noorderbos, transformed in ..,
was until .. also in use as a former soil cleaning
field for the city of Tilburg and is transformed
by H+N+S into a park where mainly vegetation
dominates. The Kristalbad between the cities of
Hengelo and Enschede is a recently transformed
water purification location where open, dynamic
basins prevail.

5.2 Part I - map analysis

Specified on both the areas mentioned in
paragraph 5.1, former paved factory site and the
flowing fields in combination with the soil depot,
the following three case studies help to get a
better understanding of the characterizing spatial
elements of industrial heritage that guarantee the
historical identity of a place.

5.2.1 Westergasfabriek
The rehabilitation of the Westergasfabriek
started in 2001, is an example of a booming
redevelopment of former gasworks, due to
the successful combination of temporary use
and the development of plans for the long
term (Verhagen, 2015). Some 10 years before
finishing this new ’cultural hub’, the site was
already discovered by artists and theatre. The
buildings the Transformatorhuis and Gashouder
were locations for the first dance festivals. Back
then, the place was put on the cultural map.
Actually, in those days it was not so obvious that
this was happening. Yet the empty atmosphere
was appealing to people: first the buildings were
squatted, this became legalized and step by
step this concept expanded. After the opening
some temporary tenants disappeared and new
permanent tenants were attract to the site who
wanted to pay market rent prices, due to certain
value this place gained (Boer, 2015).
5.2.1.1 A rich history
Strategically sited along the Haarlemmertrekvaart
between water, rail and access roads, the plant

fig. 73 design drawing for Westerpark by K. Gustafson

Westergasfabriek in Amsterdam was completed
in 1885 (Verhagen, 2015). After a period of
tough industrialisation, gas production eventually
decreased because the city was gradually
switching to gas from Hoogovens in Ijmuiden. Due
to the introduction of the Groningen natural gas
the gasworks in Amsterdam got in disuse in 1963.
There was no demand for coal gas anymore form
the after the establishment of the factory to the
Haarlemmertrekvaart in 1883, designed by Isaac
Gosschalk. (Nijhof, 2000).
From 1967 until 1992 the site of the
Westergasfabriek was used for maintenance
and storage by the gas and electricity authority.
(Verhagen, 2015). Often gasworks have a
centralised location within the built environment
due to the expansion of cities from the
industrialisation. As well the Westergasfabriek
in Amsterdam. As an effect, often the locations
of these factories became suitable sites for
residential or other urban functions.
Though, in 1981 the new use of the site of 14
hectares of the Westergasfabriek was planned
into a modern and adventurous park by the
zoning plan Overbraker Polder by the City

of Amsterdam (Westergasfabriek, 2014). A
subsequent design competition in 1992 aiming
for a park that could connect the old city park
with the Overbrakerpolder, a big green area
behind the factory, got 331 refreshing ideas for
the location (Harsema, 2004). After a little while
the transformation of the former gas plant started
into a modern cultural hub.
5.2.1.2 New energy for the industrial site
Out of the 331 entries for the redevelopment
of the former gasworks park with the motto
’Culture park’ (Van Tilborg, 2004), the submission
of Kathryn Gustafson (design fig. 73) was finally
chosen as the winner. Others like Adriaan Geuze,
Michael van Gessel, Edwin Santhagens en
Lodewijk Wiegersma joined the competition (Van
Tilborg, 2004). A strict set of requirements was
the basis of the design, namely:

•
•
•

the park must have a metropolitan
significance;
national and sometimes even international
appeal;
also the neighbourhood wanted turn the
place in a neighbourhood park (Van Tilborg,
2004).



Touching on the borderline of landscape
architecture and land art, various functions of the
park and the different ways in which people treat
the landscape come together (Verhagen, 2015).
In order to let the plan succeed, an approach with
communication with local residents was required.
As an result, interest group ’Friends of the
Westerpark’ was established (Van Tilborg, 2004).
This way wishes of the neighbours as green, water,
a children playground and an event space were
integrated in the design.
Its location on the Haarlemmervaart has been
a big source of inspiration for the new design:
very transparent with an accessible waterfront.
The park runs from east to west across a formal
urban park in the English style, with winding paths
around small bunches, to rugged nature (analysis
maps in fig. 74). The idea behind this difference
in zones is that man in the course of the years is
going to take a different attitude towards nature.
Besides every place gets an own atmosphere this
way, the park is a collection of rooms in various
sizes, equipped with ”green” or ”natural” means
(Amsterdam, 2015). All areas are accessible from
the central axis, has been explained by Gustafson
in the Blauwe Kamer (Van Tilborg 2004, p.54)
Recreation can take place in the park in a natural
setting around the ‘Broadway hill’, which is even
a platform for digital art and culture (Harsema,
2004).
All sorts of different elements stimulate the
senses, such as running water in the marsh ponds,
elevation changes which create tension between
hard concrete materials and gently swaying
flowers. It is notable that each season scent and
colour in the varied vegetation on the property
is present. This way the relationship between
man and nature is centrally positioned within the
design (Van Tilborg, 2004).
As part of the so-called Brettenzone the
Westerpark is part of an elongated ecological
area to Spaarnwoude where amphibians, reptiles,
fish and various plants can move freely through



the greenery and waterways. The water body
links several environments with each other as
the ‘Cypressenvijver’, the ‘Rietvijver’ (with an
important function of water purification within
the park), the ‘Theathervijver’ and then flows
further like a stream in the water garden (Van
Tilborg, 2004, p. 55).
The railway that commanded the coal from
Haarlem-Amsterdam, recalls the history of
the place. On foot and by bike there is a path
of 15 kilometres along this ecological vein.
‘Currently Liesbeth Jansen is director of the
Westergasfabriek BV and responsible for
management and operations. The combination
of permanent tenants in the form of cultural
enterprises, temporary rentals for festivals and
events, and commercial and cultural letting
provides a sound basis for a healthy operation.’
(Verhagen, 2015)
What remains of the rich history after breaking
the gasometers in early 70s, are the water tower
from 1968 and the chimney. Together these
element are the only illustrative example of what
has been a gaswork. The imposing sight of the
neo-Renaissance baking house along the former
Haarlemmertrekvaart will be the main reason
which led to the national monument (Nijhof,
2000). The Westerpark office is located a little
more hidden in the background of the Westerpark
in another old building. The machine building, the
boiler room and two meter cottages still remain.
Foundations are still visible of the gas tanks that
have disappeared. Not only the architectural
qualities of the buildings are important, but also
the historical development is a rich detail of the
industrial history (Nijhof, 2000).
5.2.1.3 The development process
Something else what remained from the heavy
gas industry was pollution, so the transformation
process of the Westergasfabriek took longer
than predicted. ‘Months after the opening, only
a few hundred of the total of 1300 hundred new
trees were planned’ (Van Tilborg, 2004, p. 51).
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Luckily the City of Amsterdam and the central
Environmental Ministry agreed to clean up the
location, but the cleanup process took longer and
was way more expansive than one had ever been
foreseen, but now there was a room for a new
future of the place (Verhagen, 2015). Though,
the redevelopment of the former gasworks in
Amsterdam was catalyst for transformation of
industrial heritage in the Netherlands. A lot of
developers, also a lot of municipalities have been
here to visit. They have seen that it pays to give
such a place a new feature, often culturally (Boer,
2015).

5.2.1.4 Final thoughts
The accessibility of the site by car is good, but
with the train moderately despite being on the
track. The superb location at the water makes
that the area is easily accessible by boat. The
surrounding area contains living functions,
work and a park, which are a good basis for
a well functioning city park. The buildings
combined have a surface of 11.000 m2 (de Boer,
1995). Only some later added buildings have
been demolished, which makes the surface
of the remaining buildings of 11.000m2 the
most important historical quality, making the



Westergasfabriek the only reasonably fully
preserved gasworks of the Netherlands.
Learning outcomes in words of process, are
a participated approach helps to successfully
transform an industrial heritage site. Clear
landmarks help to understand the site better, as
well as strong edges (Lynch, 1960). The site is
complex in exploration and effects the aesthetics
of the place, while the area is interesting for
further exploration and thus can be called
mysterious (van der Jagt, et al. 2014).

5.2.2. Noorderbos
One of the cases this research will further focus
on is the case of the Noorderbos in Tilburg. These
former sewage fields of the city of Tilburg, are
located northern of the city.
5.2.2.1 A rich history
During the 19th century Tilburg got problems
with drainage, due to the fast development of the
textile industry, furthermore a growing population
and last but not least densification of the soil. The
wastewater flow got enormous and an easy flow
of to a nearby river was not possible. Little rivers
as de Leij, de Donge and the Zandleij had to flow
off all the wastewater and ended up at smaller
villages in the surrounding area as pollution of the
ditches and sewage system as result.
From 1903 Tilburg started experimenting with
different ways of cleaning waste water and the
usage of sewage fields on not usable waste lands.
First on the west side of the city. Here the water is
purified by sedimentation and drainage. Pleasant
bonus was that the dry heath land could be mined
for horticulture (Doremalen, 1993).
Nevertheless, the problem with wastewater
release on the Zandleij still continued. In years of
crisis Tilburg decided to transform an area of 140
of hectare between 1919 and 1929 as job creation
project. Via higher located channels the sewage
water flew over the pastures and the soil filtered
the water that was fed by drainage ditches to



fig. 75 Plan for a diversified woodland (Noorderbos,
Tilburg), by H+N+S Landscape Architects

the stream Zandleij. ‘The dirt particles remained
in the soil. As a result, the flow fields are heavily
contaminated with chromium and arsenic, and to
a lesser extent with cadmium, copper, lead, nickel
and zinc’ (Doremalen, 1993). In 1972 the water
purification plant got in use, the Awri-noord,
(Duijven et al., 2008) and from then these sewage
fields were not in use anymore.
5.2.2.2 new energy for the industrial site
In 1995 H+N+S landscape architects were asked
to make a design for the former sewage fields in
Tilburg, as shown in figure 75 (Dooren, 2015).
H+N+S and Bureau Buiting Bosontwikkeling
chose a radical approach, namely by combining
the cultural historical location ecosystem
development.
’Here, the required end result in terms of density,
planting pattern and species choice is planted at
the outset. [...] In doing so, a diversified woodland
effect appears much more rapidly. [...] Even
there, maturity has not been reached and yet you
have the impression that a woodland has grown
spontaneously.’ (Dooren, 2015, pp. 31/32)
Based upon the typical topography of the former
sewage fields with its characterizing dikes, canals
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and ditches (fig. 76), the designers came with
a new development plan for the area into a
woodland interesting for recreation. At the end
of 1999 the realisation of the woodland design by
H+N+S got started. Since there was a lot of ground
pollution found, the woodland is so arranged
to prevent entry of highly contaminated areas.
Walking pathways therefore are provided parallel
along the drain ditches there where the pollution

levels are the lowest. Extra concrete elements
are placed where a footpath crosses a supply
ditch, thus the highly contaminated bays cannot
accessed by pedestrians (Muijs, et al. 2002).
Other elements are relicts that can be found in
little parts of the authentic nature, or old locks,
watercourses and basins dating from the 1930’s
(Duijven et al. 2008)



5.2.2.3 The development process
The long period of time as sewage area with
eutrophic water lead to a high level of organic
content in the soil (Doremalen, 1993). Conditions
have a big impact on choice of vegetation types
to plant in the new woodland. Typically mixes of
tree types characterize the Noorderbos where you
can find a coppice with oak and a park forest of
Robinia (European hardwood) (Doremalen, 1993).
Birches, as well tulip trees, poplars, American oak
and willows can be found in the area (see figure ..)
The pollution, even as the Noordoosttangent, the
current power line, several lines in the ground,
and the water collecting at peak hours of the
purification plant influenced the new design for
the area (Doremalen, 1993; Muijs, 2002). The
solution for planting underneath the power line
is made by choosing coppice with oak. The oak
will be cut periodically to prevent the trees are
in the vicinity of overhead power lines, to which
the coppice is sold commercially. For example the
planting of beeches was not possible in highly
polluted areas, because this species will stimulate
acidification by their poor litter digestion (Muijs,
2002).
Since 2001 the park is open to public and one
can stroll around in the area via the long drainage
ditches. Other extensive recreation as mountain
biking and horseback riding can be done in the
park. Since 2007 it is even possible to plant
your own tree, a Black Alder, in the Tilburg’s
Geboortebos (Samuëls, 2014).
The refined water from the water purification
plant nowadays flows through the Noorderbos
again via the former canals to the North Sea
and has a high ecological value. Kingfishers,
cormorants and all species of fish can be found
around the water these days (Duijven et al. 2008;
Rijswijk & Hermans, 2013) (see figure .. ).
5.2.2.4 Final thoughts
The way the designers dealt with the historical
structures in the existing landscape can be



called unique. Visiting the area makes the visitor
understand the area by following the logical
located footpaths over the dikes. The concrete
crossing makes the visitor aware of changes in
directions or lets them stop to view the changing
landscape. The different species in trees makes
the area readable, without placement of signs or
other information tools.
The area is so big that you can easily get lost. But
by following the canals and holding an eye on the
electricity poles as landmarks, one can orientate
themselves. The strong, strategical nodes are the
junctions on which the observer can orientate
(Lynch, 1960). The area has a high legibility, as it is
easy to read by the clear dike structure. The user
get challenged to take diverse routes, and further
explore the site. Thus, the area contains a certain
mystery as well (van der Jagt, 2014).

5.2.3 Kristalbad
The Kristalbad can be found on the east
side of The Nehterlands, on the edge of the
municipalities of Enschede and Hengelo. The
train line Hengelo-Enschede crosses this area
of 40 hectares. Eelerwoude transformed this
former agricultural land into an ecological water
purification machine (fig. 77). The name Kristalbad
comes from the fact that in earlier years a
swimming pool was located over here, though
nowadays you cannot swim in the water. Without
having a industrial past, it is an interesting area
nevertheless to involve with this research.

fig. 77 design drawing Kristalbad, Hengelo, by Eelerwoude
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5.2.3.1 New energy for the former agricultural plot
The area is located in the stream of the Elsbeek
which flows of the treated wastewater from
the sewage treatment plant in Enschede. The
area consists out of three subareas where water
shifts from section to section. Every four hour
each section get filled with water, drains in four
hours and stays dry for four hours. This cycles get
repeated over and over. Every section is shallow
with smooth edges, so that nature can take over
this area. (see figure 78 )
Vegetation will purify the water for a last time,
so that the water that flows off in the Elsbeek
contains more oxygen, without smell and full of
life. The Wetland Research Centre (Sweden) and
the University of Halmstad (Sweden) introduced
a special type of ecological purification. Light, air
and vegetation and the sediment influence the

purifying effect of breaking down and converting
nutrients to the water (Dinkel, 2015). With high
amounts of water drainage, this area functions as
water storage of 187.000m3 (Eelerwoude n.d.).
Furthermore this area now functions as ecological
corridor consisting out of dry and wet parts, to
become an interesting living area for several
target species as the Common Spadefoot. The
biotope differs from wet to dry, from woody
to reed, to brushwood (Dinkel, 2015). 139 Bird
species can already be found in this area, as well
breeding black tern (zwarte stern) (Borre, 2013).
Further several species of bats, birds, reptiles, fish
and mammals can be found over here (results
from RAVON and waarneming.nl). Main species
are pool frog, silver-studded blue, black tern and
dwarf bat (Heins & Knoops, 2013).



Last but not least this area functions for
recreation as the buffer in between the expanding
cities of Hengelo and Enschede. People can walk
or cycle here, there is room for nature experience,
a natural playground and there are watchtowers
over the area and to watch birds (Eelerwoude
n.d.).

hundred thousand of euro’s in above mentioned
projects. A lot of came free by the municipality
and funds for preservation of industrial heritage,
but also by private investors. What has happened
in the case of the sugar factory in Groningen is
that the municipality has bought the site in 2009
for 25.2 million euro’s (Eekhuis, 2015).

5.2.3.2 The development process
The process of this multifunctional project was
intense, since a lot of parties were adding to the
discussion over this area. Local farmers, plus the
citizens of both the cities Enschede and Hengelo,
as well as the water board Regge and Dinkel are
located in two municipalities. DLG (government
service for sustainable rural development)
managed the area of the plot of Landscape
Overijssel (Eelerwoude n.d.). A clear process was
needed to inform every participant in the project.
Nevertheless this worked out well and the area is
developed rapidly.

A lot of money for such a small municipality in
comparison with other in Europe. Since there
was no money left in the crisis Groningen decided
to first try to finish already ongoing urban
development plans in the city, such as the CiBoGa
terrain, before starting to invest in the terrain of
the sugar factory. As a result, for nearly 10 years
the city deals with a waste factory site where
most of the buildings has been torn down.

5.2.3.3 Final thoughts
The separation in the different districts is very
clear. In the design it is made clear where visitors
are not desired. When walking around in one
district, the visitor has mentally the feeling of
being ’inside of’ something. A clear pathway
system are the channels the observer moves
along. Clearly marked with different materials,
even for cyclists, it is easy to observe the place,
where the observation towers have their share as
being landmarks (Lynch, 1960).
To summarize the Kristalbad has a high legibility
as being easily to understand. Because of the
absence of high, up going vegetation this area
lacks in mystery and complexity (van der Jagt,
2014). The division in several districts makes the
area lacking in coherence, but the uniform choice
in materialization shows the content of the area.

5.2.4 Conclusion in comparison with the
design case
To conclude, comparing the cases studies with
the design case there has been invested for many



Secondly, buildings have a big share in the
understanding and attractiveness of historical
value (Nijhof, 2000; Lynch, 1960). This is proved
in the case of the Westergasfabriek. It is a shame
there are not many buildings left in the case of the
former sugar factory in Groningen.
Third, the former sugar factory lacks in legibility,
coherence, complexity and mystery. Up going
vegetation can make a huge difference as proved
in the case of the Noorderbos.
Furthermore in comparison with for example
the Kristalbad the former sugar factory can put
way more attention to ecology in the untouched
flowing fields. Nevertheless, the sugar factory in
Groningen has a strong landscape structure, that
can be compared with the Noorderbos.

5.3 Part II - projects by
foundations

After concluding that in the case studies,
money has been invested on a big scale to
finish the project as a whole, it is useful to do
research to some projects by foundations as
well. These projects have been developed over
a longer period of time, since funding took a

more time. Therefore, these projects consist of
more phases of realisation. The two projects
that are selected are part of the foundation of
International Bauaustellung in the Ruhrgebied
in Germany. One of the main inspirations for
the project office of the Westergasfabriek in
Amsterdam (Van Tilborg, 2004). Using different
methods than before it is possible to gain more
knowledge about the visitors point of view of
perceiving these kind of industrial heritage
landscapes. Both transformed industrial areas
will be discussed next to each other, because of
their similarities.

fig. 79 Hochofenwerk at Landschaftspark Duisburg

fig. 76 plan analysis in layers of the layer

5.3.1 Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord,
Duisburg and Zeche Zollverein Schacht XII
5.3.1.1 a rich history
In the Netherlands, only fragmentary results in
terms of conversion of industrial heritage were
booked. Compared to other countries, especially
England, Belgium and Germany, The Netherlands
has to catch up a backlog (de Boer, 1995). This
case study is about the biggest industrial area of
Europe from around 1840 in between the rivers
the Rhine, Ruhr and the Lippe. From the Middle
Ages, coal was mined in the Ruhr valley. Due to
the development of steam engines from 1840
richer, deeper layers could be tapped. After iron
ore was found in the rich soil, the basis for the
industrialization of the Ruhr region arose in the
fields of coal, iron and steel (Burger et al. 1989).
Canals and railways were built and colonies,
mines, blast furnaces, steel mills and settlements
grew morphologically together into urban areas.
Until 1975, than there comes an end to the
iron and steel sector where till around 1989
redundancies occur and closures of huge factories
threaten (Nijhof, 1989).
In the context of the IBA (International
Bauausstellung) that was held from 1989 to 1999
in the northern part of the Ruhr area, the German
government gave a lot of praise from the IBA to
the Emscher Park (Van Tilborg, 2004). As a reward
this largest redevelopment operation of the

fig. 80 Gasometer at Landschaftspark Duisburg

fig. 81 Schacht XII Zeche Zollverein

fig. 82 trace park at Zeche Zollverein



industrial area received a massive financial boost
to the Landschaftspark as part of the Emscher Park.
This way it was possible to convert a substantial
portion of the northern Ruhr region (Nijhof, 2004).
Another example is Zeche Zollverein Schacht XII
in Essen. This former coal mine got into a process
of transformation from an industrial complex that
has been rezoned with restaurants and partially
turned into a museum in the mid-80’s. In 2001
this former industrial site became world heritage
by the UNESCO (Boer, 2015). Again a lot of money
became available to invest in this industrial
heritage site. These projects motivated the Dutch
for taking care about industrial heritage sites.
5.3.1.2 Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
Landscape park Duisburg-Nord located in
Duisburg, Germany, is one of the most beautiful
examples of a transformed former industrial plot
that now functions as a park. The transformation
of this site started in 1985 on the closed ThyssenHochzeiten were around 10.000 people worked
between the period of 1903-1985. After the
transformation the park of around 200 hectares is
now part of the bigger regional IBA Emscher Park
in the Ruhrgebied in Germany.
Central located in the park you can find a unique
Hochofenwerk (fig. 79) with all kind of technical
aspects as buildings, infrastructure and train
transaction areas around. Peter Latz is responsible
for the landscape plan on this site where at some
places one could clearly see the input of the
designer, whereas at other parts vegetation can
grow spontaneously. Remarkable buildings as the
Gasometer (fig 80), got a new functions as a climbing
wall or diving paradise. Since 1996, the industrial
constructions are lightened at night by light artist
Jonathan Park. Culture functions as theatre, opera
or cinema’s take place in Landscape park Duisburg.
From the Hochofen on 70 meters above ground level
you have a remarkable view upon the Ruhr region.
Water flowing through this park is one of the first
reference projects for ecological water purification in
the Emscher system (Uttke, et al. 2008).



1. What stuck most in your 2. What did surprise you
mind after walking around the most on the site?
on this site?

opp industrie

opp industrie

ecologie

uitzicht

klimmen en spelen

klimmen en spelen

uitzicht

beplanting

industrie karakter

patiotuinen
verrassing
gebouwen
deelgebieden
overig

5.3.1.3 Zeche Zollverein Schacht XII
On a 24 hectare big plot the iconic industrial
constructions of Schacht 3, 7, and 10 that mark
Zeche Zollverein, ‘a cathedral of the international
industry culture that should never be lost’
(Hendriks, in Blauwe Kamer, 2004, p.58) and can
be found in northern of the city Essen. Zollverein,
as former coal mine industrial complex, is one
of the drivers of the success of the Ruhr area
(Hendriks, 2004). After the period 1932-1986 this
industrial place for the cole industry has been
transformed to the heart of the Ruhr region,
including a museum and trace park (fig. 82). From
the opening in 1932 this was the most modern
and biggest Cole mine of the world (Hendriks,
2004). On only about 2 kilometres distance the
Kokerei Zollverein can be found, even as Schacht
XII. The former site is now the industrial icon of
the past of the heavy industry in the 20th century.
Financial care has been given by several

3. What was the
most beautiful je saw
today, and why?

4. What is your most
pleasant place to stay,
and why?

5. Where did you experience the influence
of a landscape architect on this place?

6. What would you as
a landscape architect
or planner have done
differently in this area?

7. How have you experienced the history
of this area?
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foundations and the International Bauaustellung
Emscher Park (IBA Emscher Park). This made it
possible that the Dutch designer Rem Koolhaas
presented a master plan for the site in 2002
(Hendriks, 2004). A lot of money, 64 million euro
for sanitation and 145.6 million euro for renovation
and transformation is put in this area, resulting in
nomination as UNESCO area since 2001. One of the
eye-catchers nowadays is the railway park, where
former train tracks are combined with natural
looking vegetation, mainly beech. The German
landscape architects Agence Ter transformed the
old transportation network into a park with gardens
and paths. ”For the first time, plants have taken
hold of black earth again in decades” (Hendriks,
2004, p. 58).
Zeche Zolleverein (fig. 81) functions as anchor
for the German and European Route of Industry
culture. After the redevelopment, the rise and fall
of the heavy German coal industry had to be told

on the place (Hendriks, 2004). Together with the
Kokerei the total area is ca. 100 hectares. One of
the most remarkable buildings on the Kokerei is a
600 meters long building with 300 cooking stoves,
with 100 meters high chimneys. New functions are
added to this place such as a 150x12m artificial
ice rink and swimming pool. A walking route of
about 3,5 km leads the visitor over the enormous
terrain. Besides the old industrial cathedrals, new
buildings are added to this site, for example the
Ruhr Museum (Uttke, et al, 2008).

5.3.2 Results questionnaires

As described in chapter 3.3.2.1, using
questionnaires in this qualitative research
helps this research to answer the main-/
sub-questions. More information about the
target group, participants and questions asked,
can be found in chapter 3 as well. Since the
questionnaires was in Dutch, the following
results are translated.



5.3.2.1 Results questionnaires Landschaftspark
Duisburg-Nord
Figure 83 shows the results on the questionnaires
for the case study Landschaftspark DuisburgNord. As the first results on the questionnaire,
a group of 8 participants mention the surface
of the industrial zone as most memorable. Just
like the view from the blast furnace tower, and
this was also the biggest surprise for 23%: ”The
nicest place was the high tower, from here I had a
spectacular overview of the industrial area”.
Secondly, various active functions that are taking
place in the various buildings are often mentioned
as most memorable, surprising, and the most
beautiful. This includes the opportunity to dive, a
climbing wall and playground.
Thirdly, planting is highly ranked as the most
pleasant place. Often called the open grass area
with vegetation at the edges. In parks, in between
planting and open spaces, edges are attractive
places to sit down and walk (Vroom, 2010; Lynch,
1960). Wood edges are attractive, because of
the sheltering function and the secure feeling of
backing on which the ’prospect and refuge theory’
of Aplleton (1975) is based. When a park fills up
with visitors, the edges are the first areas to be
taken into use (Dee, 2001).
The ’patio gardens’ are mentioned by more than
half of the respondents, whether the nicest place
or obvious intervention of the landscape. As
stated by one of the respondents: ”I found the
perfect gardens in the rugged landscape the most
beautiful thing I’ve seen today, I do like surprises”.
Moreover, the buildings are called surprising,
but not pretty. The industrial character is the
most memorable, same as moving parts on
machines. ”Motion is the strongest visual appeal
to attention” (Arnheim, 1969). The square, the
entrance with trees grid is seen as the most
pleasant place by 32% of respondents. Though,
it was mentioned that the entrance quare must



1. What stuck most in your 2. What did surprise you
mind after walking around the most on the site?
on this site?

opp industrie

niet ingevuld

restauratie

opp industrie

klimmen en spelen

deelgebieden

uitzicht

klimmen en spelen

industrie karakter

beplanting

faciliteiten

gebouwen
overig

be immediately available at the entrance, which
promoted the park feeling: ”The planting at
the entrance is the clearest intervention the
landscape, therefore I immediately noticed that I
was in a park . This might be due to the fact that
there are also benches and amenities nearby.
Furthermore the autumn colour at
Landschaftspark Duisburg is marked as the
most beautiful seen. The addition of planting
to contrast with the buildings is seen as the
intervention of the landscape architect by 27%.
No less than 18% of respondents would not
change the place, others would add more seating
areas, or work on the openness of the area.
The walk through and on the constructions in
combination with signs and a film are mentioned
as addition in order to experience the history of
the place better.

3. What was the
most beautiful je saw
today, and why?

4. What is your most
pleasant place to stay,
and why?

5. Where did you experience the influence
of a landscape architect on this place?

6. What would you as
a landscape architect
or planner have done
differently in this area?

7. How have you experienced the history
of this area?

niet ingevuld

sporenpark

niet ingevuld

niet ingevuld

niet ingevuld

sporenpark

oppervlakte

sporenpark

opener

sporenpark

kunst

klimmen en spelen

kunst

history

kunst

klimmen en spelen

uitzicht

klimmen en spelen

verbondenheid

bordjes

entree

beplanting (bomen)

terrasjes en bankjes

spelen en klimmen

terrasjes en bankjes

beplanting (bomen)

overig

lichten

terrasjes en bankjes: zitplekken

museum

beplanting (bomen)

interactie

disney

gebouwen

infrastructuur/
route

route/ rondwandeling

variatie

hergebruik van
gebouwen

niets

niet goed door
restauratie

gebouwen

5.3.2.2. Results questionnaires Zeche Zollverein
The same questionnaires are used in the case
of Zeche Zollverein in order to gain knowledge
about the experience of the user on this example
of a transformed industrial site. Answering the
questionnaires (fig. 84), first the view, as well
as the perfectly restored buildings are best
remembered by 62% of the respondents. Striking
many surprises in the form of colours, materials
and atmosphere are listed alongside more obvious
answers as buildings and vegetation. 19% of the
participants also called the division of the area
into zones as memorable after strolling around
the area.
Furthermore the traces park (picture 82) is
obvious experienced as the most beautiful
place at Zeche Zollverein, more than half of
the respondents indicates, ”because between
the railroads the most park-like atmosphere

fig. 84 results questionnaires Zeche Zollverein

dominated” with ”tight paths between the
individual trees”. The planting in autumn colours
in the trace park is experienced by 32% as
pleasant. 60% of the responses indicated the
traces park as the intervention of the landscape
architect. Most of the respondants would
transform the infrastructure and road, only a few
people would do nothing to the place.
To conclude, the re-use of the buildings and in
particular the museum contribute to the historical
experience of the area. Some of the respondents
rate the transformation Disney-like: too perfect.
”There is too much restored, making the area
calling less authentic ”. Also the area is perceived
as too tight ”something more looseness ”is
desired. ”It may be rougher and rawer, because
this was a place of hard work”.



5.3.2.3 Comparison Duisburg and Zeche
Zollverein
When comparing the outcomes of both the
questionnaires for Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
and Zeche Zollverein, in general, the transformed
industrial areas are experienced as big. Especially
when there is no clear structure, ”the imposing
blast towers with all the pipes, so big!”. For Zeche
Zollverein which consists of three sub-areas,
structure is essential. In many cases this is put as
a comment on the question ’what should I change
on the surveyed area’. ”The mass of the area, I
found it difficult to find a structure or purpose.”.
In Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord they lacked ”a
good connection between the piece before and
after the blast”. This can take the form of a clear
route, good trading opportunities or improved
spatial structuring elements.
Landschaftspark is viewed as a unity, by contrast
Zollverein is not. The majority of respondents
writes about routing, good walking routes etc. in
order to provide unity. Especially in the case of
Zeche Zollverein good routing contributes to the
experience of the industrial history.
Secondly, in both cases the themes climbing and
playing is found in the answers. There has been
much attention for nature/ trees. However, more
in the Landschaftspark, because green scores
for each question, while at Zeche Zollverein in
only four of the six questions participants wrote
about green. To illustrate, more respondents
would change more in the green area in the case
of Landschaftspark Duisburg in comparison with
Zeche Zollverein. While precisely the cultivated
species Ginkgo’s at Zollverein were judged as the
most pleasant place.
Third, the respondents were surprised
that components are added with intensive
management, patio gardens, in Duisburg. A
contradiction arises when it comes to extensive
and intensive management: many prefer ’free’,
contrary to what is indicated as the most pleasant



places: the cultivated areas like the traces park
or plaza with trees grid. ”I think it’s beautiful that
nature takes over the construction works, this
shows the fragility of the site”. The trace park is
clearly seen as the hand of the landscape. There
has been no attention to water flowing over the
ground in the form of a canal.
In contrast, people described in detail a small
intervention with steps by stagnant water in one
of the patio gardens. This was also an element on
the major route. Also, there is almost no notice
of the fact that a large part of the landscape
park is extensively managed. Within the 1.5
hours respondents mostly hang around the
constructions and did not discover the edges of
the field.
Furthermore, Zeche Zollverein is described as too
perfect, especially by the transferred restored
buildings and thereby feels ’fake’ in opinion of the
participants. The history is also less perceived by
the relics of the past, but more by the additions of
this time as the museum or signs. Many think it is
a pity that the history is more or less disappeared
in Zeche Zollverein. Here the (artificial) hand of
the landscape is more experienced compared to
Landschaftspark Duisburg. For example the railway
park has made a big impression. The leading trace
park as the most cultivated in Zeche Zollverein,
can be compared with the entrance plaza with grid
of trees in Landschaftspark Duisburg.
Fifth, at Zeche Zollverein, there is an emphasis on
art in the trace park, mentioned as remarkable by
the respondents. In contrast, this was lacking in
Duisburg. Nevertheless, in Duisburg the viewpoint
on one of the constructions are way out in front in
the results. Thus, people valuate art and viewing
points in an industrial heritage park.
Only one person misses the residential function
in a redeveloped industrial area as this. This
is striking, because developers often use this
solution.

5.3.2.4 Conclusions questionnaires
Overall conclusions can be drawn out of the
results. These overall conclusions will be
translated to design tools that the landscape
architect can use as described in paragraph 5.4.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

appearance and heights are in interesting
and linger in the mind of the visitor;
routing is seen as a way to influence the
perception of the history;
museums and videos are seen as an
important way to experience the history of
a place;
the most pleasant place visitors experience is
greenery. Dedicated to the edges of an open
field, with erect green in the back;
ecology is a theme that can generate
surprising emotions within an industrial area;
contrast is achieved by planting around/next
to buildings, so there is more appreciation for
the buildings;
a square with trees and seating is perceived
as the most pleasant;
experience in planting season, for example
the autumn colour of vegetation is
appreciated;
be careful with renovating the buildings, this
can be perceived as ’too fake’;
climbing and playing is a recurring theme as
aspect that gains value and therefore a good
addition for transformed industrial heritage;
art can be a good addition as striking element
in an industrial park;
intensively managed green is perceived as a
surprise to transformed industrial heritage
areas;
a group of visitors that can spend less than
2 hours in one area remains mostly walking
in a radius of maximum 750 meter around
an entrance, there must be a representative
impression of the area;
striking and unusual relics such as equipment
is perceived as surprising;
interaction with water is remarkably often
named and experienced;

•
•
•

accentuate water on connecting route
between planning elements;
playing with vegetation is often experienced
as being remarkable;
structure is essential in a large area starting
from 100 hectares.

A more planning related conclusion is that the
Emscher Park is a planned in a strategic way,
namely an industrial area has been transformed
into a park in phases and no homes are built.
This scaling up has been a key word during
the transformation process (Bijhouwer, in
Woestenburg & Van der Bijl, 2004).

5.3.3 Results mental maps
In order to gain knowledge by using mental
mapping as approach, different mental maps are
thematically grouped per study case, positioned
and compared. Conclusive maps are created
upon specific combinations or group series of
individual maps, consisting of combinations
or group series of individual maps shown on
a topographical map to get an insight in the
memorable areas of the case. Similarities
between maps of people are compared per
theme such as isometric, viewing points,
playing/climbing.
The cases used for this study are the same as
mentioned before: Landschaftspark DuisburgNord and Zeche Zollverein. More information
about these areas can be found in paragraph
5.3.1. The reason to have the same study cases,
is that the target group all went on the same
day, with same emotions to the areas and fills
in the mental map form on the same moment.
Furthermore, me as researcher went on the same
moment to the same places. This makes it better
understandable what the mental map drawings,
answers on the questionnaires and photographs
of the thirty participants are based upon.



5.3.3.1 Results mental maps Landschaftspark
Duisburg-Nord
The results of the mental maps on
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord can be found in
figure 86. In 93% of the cases the blast tower with
the viewpoint is included in the mental map. Half
of the respondants draw the restaurant in their
mental map, apparently facilities are important
anchors to remember an area.
Secondly, the intensively managed, clearly
landscaped patio gardens are drawn in 60% of the
cases in the mental map and emphasized with
words. The combination with the walkway, an
upper element and the area is present in 40% of
the drawings. In contrast, only two participant did
not show the patio gardens in their mental map.
Third, the edges of the area were an important
element of the drawings. In particular, in the form
of trees. Only one respondent has explicitly drawn
the water on their mental map. A striking result
because this is explicitly highlighted in the design.
65% of the mental maps contain the circular
tank with diving possibilities. The grid of trees is
mentioned in 60% of the drawings, and is often
named verbatim.
To conclude, the track at the entrance and on
the central square has made a great impression.
The track is common at 60% of the drawings. The
highway boarder in the case of Landschaftspark
Duisburg is only noticed by two of the
respondents, due to a soil shore that hides the



highway visual and it is almost impossible to hear
the sound of the cars when you are in the area.
5.3.3.2. Results mental maps Zeche Zollverein
Resulting from the drawings of the mental maps
in the case of Zeche Zollverein are shown in figure
87, the emphasis is on the various districts in the
area. Large surfaces are drawn, with emphasis on
the diverse characters of the areas, as one third of
the respondents explains verbatim.
Secondly, half of those surveyed have placed the
sculpture woodlands in his or her mental map.
A temporary circus tent impressed many of the
respondents: this element was shown in 40% of
the cases. A small but striking detail is the wheel
as part of a building on the Kockerei. This element
was noted by 20% of the participants, the same as
the small element of a swing.
The museum was drawn in all mental maps. The
elevated treadmill for coal on Zeche Zollverein
which was drawn in 75% of the cases on the map.
Apparently such a public building stays in peoples
mental map, maybe because of the present
facilities.
To conclude, a major obstacle is shown in the
way the road cuts right through the area. This is
marked by half of the respondents. Finally, the
traces park is mentioned often in the mental
maps: in 75% of the drawings this park is shown,
and is often drawn out in detail.

fig. 85 some of the mental maps as results of the research

fig. 86 research results of mental mapping: drawings projected on the map, Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord

fig. 87 research results of mental mapping: drawings projected on the map, Zeche Zollverein



5.3.3.3 Comparison Landschaftspark Duisburg
and Zeche Zollverein
When comparing both results of the mental map
research, it can be called notable that there are
several ways the mental maps are drawn. The
majority of participant of both case studies drawn,
as indicated, the in plan (60%), 20% have signed a
mind map in words and as much as 20% who took
the time to draw an isometric. However words are
often included in the drawings. This is the case
in 73% of the drawings, but at 33% of isometrics.
This shows that an isometric acts as a clear
method to clearly tell a story with just images.
Furthermore, the boarders of Zeche Zollverein are
in contrast to Landschaftspark Duisburg unspecific
indicated. Green structures are drawn in several
mental maps of Zeche Zollverein. Different is the
level of detail: the sculpture woodland becomes
more marked as a mass, while the grid of trees is
shown in more detail.
Moreover, much more detail is given to buildings
at Zollverein. Where in Landscape Park Duisburg
especially faces of the buildings are particularly
shown, the escalator and other diagonal connections
in the case of Zeche Zollverein have been drawn.
The verbal descriptions of the different buildings of
Zeche Zollverein are appointed, while it affects only
outlines of buildings in Duisburg.
To conclude, it can be stated that the drawings
made of Zollverein are more precise within its
characteristic, and also cover a larger area of the
possible drawing frame. This might be affected by
the signage in Zeche Zollverein, resulting in more
legibility of the area (van der Jagt, 2014).
5.3.3.4 Conclusions mental maps
Overall conclusions can drawn out of the
results of the mental map study. These overall
conclusions will be translated to design tools that
the landscape architect can use as described in
paragraph 5.4.



•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

strong tree structures create an organized and
legible space;
green season experience is reflected in a
person’s mental map;
routes taken, are connected by landmarks like
buildings and green masses;
prohibited signs deter and keep in mind of
visitors;
historical elements like a railroad strike visitors;
buildings attract attention;
moving elements remain in visitors memory;
high pipes, tubes, etc high above ground level,
can function as landmarks;
naming buildings/areas makes a place stick
better in the mental map of visitors;
irritation in the sense of a road through the area
come back in the minds of users;
facilities linger strongly in the memory of
visitors;
art in a forest in combination with difference in
height seems to be remarkable;
literal highlights, viewing platforms, or other
overview points lingers in the memory of
visitors;
temporary objects attract attention;
actions and movable elements remains in the
visitor’s memory;
the start and end of a route, e.g. the parking
in conjunction with the entrance remains in
visitors memory;
water is not often absorbed in human memory.

5.3.4 Photo studies results
In combination with the questionnaires and
mental map approach as mentioned before, this
research tried to reach the best possible package
of knowledge by using photographs as the visual
confirmation of the human experience.
5.3.4.1 Results photo studies Landschaftspark
Duisburg-Nord
All the photographs as results for Landschaftspark
Duisburg can be found in the appendix. A selection
is made in order to illustrate the results mentioned
in the following text.

First striking result in the case of Duisburg is that
the group of respondents has mainly chosen to
provide a picture of the central part of the plant.
In addition, in 18% of the cases, an image from
one detail in the area is picked, namely the steps
in the water in one of the basins (fig. 88).
Secondly, 50% of the photographs is
photographed from a height (fig. 89), to be
exact an overview picture, or the entrance
plaza. Remarkably often in the case of the
Landschaftspark structural elements as buildings
are being photographed, this is 82% of the
photo’s. Last but not least, green is emphasized
on the pictures even by someone who has used
a filter, which only featured green in an overview
picture.
5.3.4.2. Results photo studies Zeche Zollverein
All the photographs for Zeche Zollverein can be
found in the appendix. A selection is made in
order to illustrate the results mentioned in the
following text.
The former train track was by far the favourite
to photograph, namely this particular area is
shown in 75% of the cases. Secondly, the yellow
appearance by discoloured leaves of birch
trees in the track park can be called striking.
These pictures are the railway and the elevated
construction of the pipelines. All pictures are thus
made in one sub-region, sub region A.
Finally, none of the photos contain a building.
Noteworthy because in Zeche Zollverein a lot
of money is invested in the constructions and
renovation of the buildings.
5.3.4.3 Comparison Landschaftspark Duisburg
and Zeche Zollverein
When comparing both results of the photo studies
for the German cases Landschaftspark DuisburgNord and Zeche Zollverein conclusions can be
drawn, such as the fact that a black and white
filter is only added to photos taken in Landscape
Park Duisburg-North, as in 27% of cases.

fig. 88 steps in the water of one of the bassins

fig. 89 photograph taken from a height

fig. 90 yellow coloured leaves in the track park



Furthermore, the yellow autumn colour birches
are recorded in all cases at Zeche Zollverein.
The pictures do not show the buildings in
Zeche Zollverein, which is the case in 50%
of the photographs in Duisburg. In contrast,
constructions put in the picture at 25% of the
cases in Zeche Zollverein. Only a fifth of the
entries contain people, which can be called
striking, because there were numbers of people
strolling around the area the moment the target
group explored the site.

5.3.5 Comparison from the
questionnaires, mental maps and
photograhps
By analysing all results from used methods as
questionnaires, mental maps and photographs this
might result in interesting comparisions can be
made. First, most emphasis in the questionnaire
answes in the case of Zeche Zollverein was on the
buildings, this is not reflected in the photos. This
is a remarkable difference. In addition, there is
much attention giving to the presence of subareas.
Furthermore, the conclusions from the
study indicate remarkably similarities to the
(transformed)buildings. These elements function
as informal signs. Van der Jagt (2004) states that
’uniformity and variety’ as well as ’order and
complexity’ have been contemplated as predictors
of landscape aesthetics by philosophers for
centuries (Lothian, 1999).
It has been argued that such informational signs
are experienced as attractive, because these
enticed our ancestors to continuously build upon
and extend their mental map of the environment,
yet prevented them from wandering off to
potentially unsafe settings for which such an
overview could not be really achieved”
(Kaplan, 1987; Kaplan& Kaplan, 1989).
Precisely these own characterizing buildings miss
in the case of the sugar factory in Groningen. It



is therefore to examine, another case needed as
reference to bring the natural side of the design
case in focus. Next it is important to add the
concept of time to the preference matrix (van der
Jagt, 2014). Time was introduced for the ”high
preference of natural scenes, which included an
element of mystery such as a path disappearing
around a bend or a partly precluded clearing
within a forest” (Kaplan, 1987).
Based on those results, an important conclusion
can be that the power of this type of transformed
industrial heritage projects lays in the base of
phasing. Phasing in these cases, is made possible
because the amount of money available could be
invested over a period of up to 20 years. Research
is needed at a very early stage whether there
is (potentially) a project that can be sold in the
market or from a project to a specific user or
operator. An industrial monument deserves its
value proposition as well. As important object
of social history, as an expression of art, as an
example of utilitarian architecture, as an element
in town, region or landscape. Moreover, a cultural
monument must be considered as economic
property, which is worth to investigate besides
cultural value also to examine the use and future
value well (Asselbergs, 1995).
Important conclusion after this in depth research
to the Westergasfabriek, Noorderbos, Kristalbad,
Landschaftspark Duisburg and Zeche Zollverein
is to make maximum use of grants, soft forms
of funding or sponsorship. Thereby especially
bring the specifics of the project to the attention
of potential investors money (Bleeker, 1995).
Notable buildings can serve as landmarks that give
a project an instant ’face’.

5.4 Set of design tools, design
principles

The outcomes on the basis of previous discussed
case studies can be translated into a set of
design tools in order to make them useful for
the landscape architect challenging unforeseen
developments, while preserving landscape
identity of industrial heritage (RQ).

Using the theory of Kevin Lynch within this
research, as described in paragraph 2.4.6, five
issues which must be taken into account by the
designer in order to facilitate the intelligibility of
an area and thereby make more liveable:
• paths;
• districts;
• landmarks;
• nodes;
• edges.
paths

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

interaction with water;
connection between the plan components;
structuring elements;
preservation of cultural-historical identity.

temporary use;
sports and games facilities
(in particular climbing and play
elements);
orientation by view on landmarks;

dsitricts

differences in height;

landmarks

variation open-closed;

nodes

no barriers;

edges

planting adjacent to buildings;

This set of design principles can be channelled
into a design for the design case. Resulting
from the research spatial elements of industrial
heritage that guarantee the historical identity of a
place derived from cases in the Netherlands (SQ
1.) are the following (see next page):

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

accessibility with clear entrances;
temporary use;
sports and games facilities (in particular
climbing and play elements);
orientation by view on landmarks;
no barriers
differences in height;
variation open-closed;
planting adjacent to buildings;
diverse green management;
preserving industrial relics;

diverse green management;

preserving industrial relics;

interaction with water;

connection between the plan
components;

structuring elements;

ecology



Secondly crucial elements of rezoned industrial
heritage that guarantee the identity of a former
industrial site experienced through the eyes of
the public (SQ 2.), can be described as following
resulting from the research done in this thesis
based upon a questionnaire and mental mapping:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

no barriers;
facilitating for the region;
search for a unity;
routing along history;
seasonal experience;
backdrop for art;
ensure feeling of freedom.

Third, adaptive design strategies that other
landscape architects used to deal with unforeseen
developments in similar industrial heritage cases
while preserving landscape identity (SQ 3.) are
filtered from the research, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

framework for expansion;
structuring elements;
catalyst for activity;
facilitating for the region;
financial feasible;
fallback area for the city;
innovative;
meets the needs of the public;
place for events;
recreation facilities.

recreation facilities
no barriers;

place for events
seasonal experience;

routing along historical relicts

ensure feeling of freedom

boarders fade

backdrop for art;

search for a unity;



meets the needs of the public

inivative idea

fallback area of the city

financial feasable

facilitating for the region;

phased realisation

a framework for expansion

catalyst for activity



Westergasfabriek

difference with the sugar factory: nearly no buildings left

Noorderbos
Tilburg

difference with the sugar factory: no complexity and no mystery

Kristalbad
Hengelo

difference with the sugar factory: no legibility, no coherence, no ecology and
56 hectares compared to 124 hectares



Landschaftspark
Duisburg

Zeche
Zollverein

difference with the sugar factory: no financial funds
fig. 91 case studies and outcomes of the research summarized



6. Design case
Having an idea about the value of the landscape
architect seen as artist to influence the
experience of the visitor on a transformed
industrial heritage site, and a set of tools
that can be used by the landscape architect
transforming a former factory site, possibilities
for transformation of the former sugar factory
in Groningen can be explored in design.
Challenging a new future for the place, process
based suggestions will be done in order to
challenge the unforeseen future of this former
sugar factory. Interventions on regional, city
and even place specific scale will explain the
possibilities for this area in order to become a
place of the future.

6.1 Results analysis former sugar
factory in Groningen

To get a good grip on the existing situation of
the former sugar factory in Groningen from the
user point of view, the design case needs to be
analyzed. In order to compare results of the
inventory on the design case with the outcomes
of the research on the case studies, the same
methods are used to gain knowledge. First from
the designers perspective a map analysis is done
as described in paragraph 6.1.1 From the users
perspective it was necessary to visit the design
case a couple of times, in order to gain a relevant
number of responses on the questionnaire
(paragraph 6.1.2), the mental map approach
(paragraph 6.1.3) and a photo study (paragraph
6.1.4). Results of this analysis will be discussed.

6.1.1 Map analysis
A map analysis will help to get a better insight
in the design case in Groningen as mentioned in
paragraph 3.3.3.1. The outcomes of this analysis
show some interesting points, see fig. 92.
First of all, in the case of the old sugar there is
little left of the architectural buildings from the



time the plant was still functioning. Most of the
buildings are demolished (fig. 93). There has been
fought to preserve the oldest part of the site,
and thus the Zeefgebouw is the only thing that
has been spared from demolishment (Eekhof,
2015). What remains is a barren piece of land. The
factory town is wiped out.
Secondly, a clear water structure on the site can
be discovered. The cannel of the Hoendiep is
located on the north side, which is connected
to the international water network. The west
side of the area is characterized by the former
flowing fields: a dozen of basins, some of them
deeper than 12 meters, others ruled by nature
and forming a marsh nowadays. Other interesting
vegetation can be found in the less deep flowing
fields. Helped by years of use as a collection basin
of sand and clay, these basins are filled with very
rich soil of a special type. This gives a reaction
on the special ecology that can be found over
here. Ascending planting in the form of trees is
quite rare on the site. Only the northern edge is
provided with trees. Some higher willows can be
found as pioneers on the paved landscape.
Besides the infrastructure map of the site can
be described as notable. From all sides the plot
is surrounded by (dense) infrastructure, such as
the Westelijke Ringweg, and other busy regional
roads. A new cycling pathway south of the area
offers many possibilities (fig. 94). Nevertheless,
the site has only two entrances: one for bikes and
pedestrians by bridge over the Hoendiep, the
other for cars and trucks underneath the Ringweg.
The inconspicuous railway crosses the site in the
middle and split the area in 2 pieces.
A conclusion from the map analysis is that the
map contains the dike structure of the place.
This immediately reflects the strong pattern that
made the place functioning as plant for sugar
production. The dikes form a pattern, framing the
basins. A more horizontal (east-west) direction can
be found in the northern part of the railway, more
north-south focussing is the structure on the soildepot.

buildings

trees

nodes

water

low vegetation

boundaries

paths

landmarks

dikes
fig. 92 plan analysis in layers of terrain of the former sugar factory

fig. 93 photo study on panorama’s, in order to get an insight in the design case



6.1.2 Questionnaire
The questionnaire contained the same questions
as for the case studies (paragraph 3.3.2.1), except
for question 5 and 6. These questions are only
possible to answer in the case of an already
transformed site. Therefore two new questions
are asked, namely:
• How would you like to describe this place?
(question 5)
• With which words would you describe this
place directed to physical appearance?
(question 6).
First of all the outcomes, see fig. 95, are way more
orientated towards the water(front) of the design
case. Also the amount of ’green’ answers in the
form of ecology, nature, bird species or vegetation
is many times higher in comparison with the case
studies. This marks the essential value of the
’greenside’ of this design case.
Secondly there is an interesting conclusion to
draw from the answers given on the questionnaire
when looking to the amount of answers
mentioning buildings and constructions. In
particular the Zeefgebouw and the chimney are
written down often, this might be a result of the
dominant position of these two leftovers on the
terrain. The constructions are often mentioned
as elements that are the most remarkable after
exploring the terrain

fig. 94 cycle lane south side of the design site



1. What stuck most in your
mind after walking around
on this site?

2. What was the
most beautiful je saw
today, and why?

8+32+12 25+16+8
plein/entree

pijpleidingen

pijpleidingen

ruimte voor vrije
invulling&creativiteit

ruimte voor vrije
invulling&creativiteit

vegetatie

rommelig/afval

vloeivelden

vegetatie

water (constructies)

vloeivelden

bebouwing en
constructies

bebouwing en
constructies

overig

Thirdly, the most beautiful place on the terrain
of the former sugar factory is described as
the water edge function as relaxing zone in
many cases, again together with the buildings.
Besides, vegetation is mentioned, in particular
the Buddleja davidii, as well as the flowing fields
with its vegetation and high amount of birds. The
function as a birdwatcher area is mentioned often,
because of ’the black red tails, because I love
birds’. When asking for the most pleasant place
on the terrain, the Wolkenfabriek is described as
most pleasant for nearly half of the participants,
as a place ’to meet each other unconstrained’.
Fourth as direct answer on SQ 2, the most
characterizing place on the terrain is for
more than half of the respondents (60%)
the Zeefgebouw and the chimney, as being
constructions that mark the history of the place.
The flowing fields are written down some times,
because many of the people asked are aware of
the history of the place and the role of the flowing
fields within its past.

3. What is your most
pleasant place to stay,
and why?

4. What is in your opinion
the most characteristic
place on the terrain of the
former sugar factory?

5. How would you
describe the area?

6. Which words would
you use to describe
this place?

7. Where do you experience the industrial
history of the place
the best?

37+38+25 16+60+8 +32+15237 5+10+1530 66+9+25
water(kant)

plein/entree

nostalgie / oud

industrieel

niet

wolkenfabriek

pijpleidingen

post-industrieel

herinneringen

wolkenfabriek

vegetatie

ruimte voor vrije
invulling&creativiteit

ruimte voor vrije
invulling&creativiteit

vloeivelden

open

hergebruik

overig

vegetatie

rustig

vloeivelden

vloeivelden
bebouwing en
constructies

vegetatie
urban

fig. 95 results questionnaires former sugar factory in Groningen

fig. 96 research results of mental mapping: drawings projected on the map, terrain former sugar factory in Groningen



Furthermore as description of the place people
mention several words linked to the history of the
place, such as ’nostalgia, post-industrial, smell
and old’, where as words as ’rough’ and ’open’
indicate lacking of legibility on the design site.
Nevertheless, ’despite the hard work, there are
opportunities and challenges for the future in this
area’. Since nowadays a lot of creative activity can
be found on the place, this is also clearly visible in
the answers.
To conclude helpful for SQ 1 for this research, a
clear result is that 66% of the respondents chose
the (inside of the) Zeefgebouw and the chimney
as being places the history of the former sugar
factory can be best experienced. The flowing
fields are mentioned as well, but only by 9% of the
respondents. Remarkable is that a quarter of the
people think that the history of the place can not
be experienced anymore.

6.1.3 Mental map study
Using a mental map study as described in
paragraph 3.3.2.2 helped to understand the
design case of the former sugar factory better by
means of the experience of the user. Results from
this study are described further, see fig. 96.
First, it can be called remarkable that in
comparison with the other case studies, the
mental maps drawn, consists of many individual
elements, not connected with each other by
infrastructure. This can be explained by the
lacking routing in the area as described in
paragraph 6.1.1., regarding to Sulsters (2005).
Nevertheless the addition of words, helps to
understand the place for the respondents. This
leads to the second result: in the design case,
names of different places are well known by the
participants.
Secondly, a clear result is the way people visit the
area, whether this is by bike, car or even public
transport. The separated entrances are drawn
clearly and influence the way the mental map is
drawn. Most of the participants enter the site by



bike, which can be explained by the bicycle bridge
that is shown in most maps. When entering by car,
the roundabout is clearly drawn.
Thirdly, there lies a high demand on the paved
surface, where the chimney and Wolkenfabriek
are located. Several lose elements are drawn here,
where the chimney is in most cases accentuated
in the drawing. Only a few draw some vegetation.
None of the participants sketched the flowing
fields. This is a remarkable result, because in the
questionnaires several refer to this area in their
answers.
Furthermore it is interesting to see that all mental
maps visualize the water of the Hoendiep. This
is the only element on the terrain that seems to
be fixed. In addition, all mental maps are looking
different with constructions on different places,
some in an organic structure, others way more
linear.
To conclude, it is interesting to notice that some
of the participants think in the structure, designed
by Ploeg id3, in how the paved area is divided
into plots for temporary events. This might be
explained by a number of initiators responding on
the question to draw a mental map.

6.1.4 Photo analysis
The last method used in order to get insight in
the design case, is the method of photo studies.
Although research and inventory are necessary,
within the case of reuse of industrial heritage,
mainly it comes to intuition and imagination
(Ligtvoet, 1995). As already explained in paragraph
3.3.3.2 it was hard to receive photographs of
visitors of former sugar factory. Nevertheless, the
internet helped to receive some (see fig. 97).
Based upon photographs received as reaction
on a post on Facebook, by mail and WhatsApp,
most of the visitors focus on the paved surface.
In particular specified to the Zeefgebouw.
Remarkable enough, most of the photographs
received are taken inside this building.

fig. 97 a selection of photographs used for the photo analysis



Furthermore, participants have sent pictures
of the Hoendiep, the bridge and transformer
building. All these photographs link to the
water(front) alongside the design case. This
corresponds with the conclusion drawn from the
questionnaires and mental maps that indicate that
the visitor is fascinated by the water front (6.1.16.1.3).
Thirdly, someone sent a close up of some
vegetation on the paved surface, namely a
butterfly shrub. This leads this research to the role
of vegetation on such an industrial heritage site.
Vegetation is only shown on the picture of the
flowing fields.
To conclude, half of the photographs analyzed
include the chimney. As one of the remains of
the industrial history on this site, this element
might be seen as landmark for the whole terrain.
Reflecting in water, having a special shadow,
or because of its details in its brickwork, this
construction is leading in the analyzed photos.

6.2 Concept

One of the most important things before
designing is knowing what to design. The first
step is already taken by analysing the design case
in paragraph 6.1. In order to start drawing it is
useful to know the set of requirements from the
different stakeholders, combined by the design
principles filtered out of the research described
in paragraph 5.5 resulting in a concept that forms
the basis of designing as shown in fig. 98.
In 2011 a competition was held to gain ideas on
the question: ’what to do with the abandoned
site of the sugar after the final disappearance of
the sugar factory and the demolition of most of
the buildings?’ Points by which the models were
tested and reflect the wishes of the stakeholders,
by means the municipality, were the following:



•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

framework for expansion;
options for temporary facilities;
creative solution;
innovative idea;
realistic thinking;
financial feasibility;
clear relation with the inner city;
result appropriate for the target audience;
aesthetically appealing.

The combination of the above mentioned rating
points and the design principles brings a concept,
an idea, a thought (Vroom, 2010), as the design
basis, the directional pointer in which the designer
thinks and designs (Broadbent, 1990) (Marel,
1991). Important note is that the concept is an
abstract presentation of the current situation, which
provides a look at both the design assignment and
the solution (de Jonge, 2009). While designing, the
concept must be strong enough that each designer
in theory could come back to the concept in order to
understand design interventions.
The carefully selected colours, together with the
symbols of stakeholders (inhabtitants, municipality
and farmer) allow the concept to be readable in
a glance. Cooperation between the ideals of the
designer, the nature of the assignment, and the
characteristics of the landscape are represented
by and perceived as typical of a concept (Pohl,
1992).

fig. 98 concept for the design case



6.3 Future scenario: process plan

Transformations of industrial heritage often take
a long time (Bayer, 2015; Janssen, 2012). This will
not be different in the case of the former sugar
factory in Groningen. The power of the creative
thinking and designing process of the landscape
architect can be described as working with
processes (Dooren, 2015). Long term planning
processes can be overseen by this discipline
(Zeeuw, 2011). This design research therefore
does not results in a master plan where the
end result is already decided and established. A
framework as explained in chapter 2, is flexible
enough to give opportunities for ideas and
initiatives on short and long term, in line with the
unforeseen future on the base of investment,
owner and needs (Kerkstra, 1991). A strong
structure is needed to create a strong framework
in which this flexibility is possible (Sijmons, 2002).
Step by step, from the regional scale level to place
specific interventions and in times of development
periods, possibilities are conceived and tested in a
model for this design case. Having the outcomes
of the research done on the site as described in
paragraph 6.1 in mind, resulting in the concept of
paragraph 6.2, the result is a process based design
(fig. 99), in which the set of design principles as
outcomes of the research-on-design were leading
in the design process. An insight in the possible
future development of this challenging project
area will be giving in this paragraph.

6.3.1 - Regional scale level
The terrain of the former sugar factory is not a
separated area. Learning from the history of the
place (paragraph 4.2) there was a good reason
to establish the factory along the Hoendiep
channel (de Jonge, 2008). In order to connect
this abandoned site again with its surrounding
landscape, there are number of possibilities on
the regional scale. Potential issues for connectivity
with the region can also be found in the landscape
structures (6.3.1.2) and in terms of ecology
(6.3.1.3).



6.3.1.1 - water
The water of the Hoendiep channel which
drains on the Aduarderdiep, passing in its turn
on the Reitdiep and opens in the Lauwersmeer
which is connected with the Wadden Sea,
provides unparalleled opportunities for ecology,
biodiversity and recreation as shown in fig.
100. The channel traditionally provides the
most important entrance to the site. After the
introduction of the transportation by car, the road
took over this function (de Jonge, 20008; Van
der Hoeve, 2011). Nevertheless there are a lot of
possibilities for recreational traffic by boat via the
Hoendiep. This possibility is explored in detail 1 as
found in section 6.4.1.
Furthermore, the function of the channel for
transportation offers diverse opportunities for
the city of Groningen. Living on the water in
housing boats is a common phenomena. Since
the municipality would like to lose some of these
housing boats in the Hoendiep (Eekhuis, 2015),
some of these housing boats can be put on land.
The area of the former sugar factory offers room
for this idea. Temporary housing during festivals
or other temporary events can take place in living
units which can be supplied and removed via the
water.
Last but not least the water of the Hoendiep
nowadays functions as transportation water for
fish from predominantly the bream perch-type
such as roach, bream, carp and pos (de Bruijne,
2015). Although the water is of good quality
(Brouwer, 2008), the route these fish have to take
to and from the Lauwersmeer via the Reitdiep and
Hoendiep is not ideal. The route lacks in stopping
points for resting and spawning (Brouwer, 2008).
Some basins of the former sugar factory once had
an open connection to the water of the Hoendiep
(figure 100). By open up those pools again for fish,
a spawn bay (paaibaai) can occur and the area
gets more attractive for ecology and recreational
visitors. A site specific future possibility can be
found in detail 2 as found in section 6.4.2.

Wadden Sea

Lauwersmeer

Reitdiep

Aduarderdiep

Peizerdiep

fig. 100 regional water structure: Lauwersmeer - Groningen



6.3.1.2 Landscape: abiotic layer
Searching for a coherency between the site of
the former sugar factory with its surrounding
landscape, reasons for designing can be found
in the abiotic layer of the landscape. This layer
contains the types of soil, and water levels seen
as valuable for the natural and landscape values
cohering with characterizing landscape elements
(De Bruin, 1987; Van Buuren et al, 1991).

fig. 101 soil map former sugar factory Groningen

A map study on a soil map (fig. 101), map with
heights and water levels, first shows that the
terrain of the former sugar factory is linked in a
vertical structure of soil types. The eastern flowing
fields contain of clay, a specific ’poldervaaggrond’,
whereas a calcium-poor ’woudeerdgrond’
vertically continuous to the north, connecting
both sides of the Hoendiep. A ’koopeerdgrond’
on clay, beginning shallower than 120 cm
characterizes the surface of the soil depot.
Unfortunately, the original soil types are not
found everywhere original due to the numerous
excavations that have taken place on the
premises. Yet this original soils can form a
connecting link with the surrounding landscape.
Secondly the water level map of the area and
surrounding region shows that three types of
ground water level can be found on the site.
The most wet part of the site is the part where
the former factory buildings were located with

fig. 102 ground water level map

fig. 103 water on the design case



water level II. Also the silt depot is located on the
wettest area of the terrain. Ground water level
III is measured in the middle of the flowing fields
and on the northern side of the Hoendiep. Level
VI where ground water can be found between
40 and more than 120 cm deep is located in an
elongated shape south-north indicating a little
sand ridge of weak loamy sand (veldpodzolgrond).
Furthermore human interaction with the
landscape in previous decades with shifting
soil, increased the soil level as shown on the
height map. Unnatural elevations are created
this way, particulary in the area characterized
by the flowing fields. The area where the soil
depot is located is naturally the lowest as
shown on this map (fig. 102). This shifting with
soil was necessary, because of the continuous
addition of soil that arrived in the basins during
the sugar process through the washing of the
beet. This nutrient-rich soil is not common in
the Netherlands and offers many opportunities
for flora and fauna (Natuur en Milieufederatie
Groningen, 2016).
6.3.1.3 Ecology
As explained in paragraph 6.3.1.2 the unique
type of soil, particularly in the area of the flowing
fields and soil depot have a high ecological value
(DeStem, 2011). During the time when the plant
was still active, birds came flocking down to the
nutrient-rich waters of the flow fields (Brouwer,
2008). Along with the rest in the area, this was a
bird paradise where industry and nature existed
side by side. Meanwhile, the unique natural values
of this area are guaranteed in Urban Ecological
Structure (SES) described as ’wet pearl’ housing
many birds (Nature and Groningen Environment
Federation, 2016; DeStem, 2011).
Time went on in this region where nature had her
way. A nutrient-rich swamp with some open water
is now created, with riparian plants and reed beds
(Nature and Environment Federation Groningen,
2016). Especially migratory birds use the site of

the former sugar factory. Many waders can be
found in the mud of the old flow fields in search
for benthic animals. Additionally wintering birds
make use of the area, especially duck species
(Berens, 2011). Breeding birds like the avocet, the
black-necked grebe and little plover are can be
observed here as well (Huiskes, 2013).
With the closure of the sugar factory when the
process was cancelled, maintaining the former
natural value of this part of the terrain is difficult.
”With the disappearance of the dynamic, the flow
fields healed up and changes in water quality
took place.” (DeStem, 2011). The new design for
this dynamic landscape gives space to natural
development in some basins which can get grown
over time. Section 6.3.3.2 elaborates on this
topic further. Other basins are more sensitive
in maintenance in order to keep them open.
Management on regular basis must be applied here.
It is the alternation of open and close, wet and dry
which forms a very interesting habitat for various
species of plants, birds and fish (Borre, 2013). In
order to give a based indication of the possible
flora and fauna species that might be found on
the terrain of the design case in the future, an
inventory of the flora and fauna is done on the
case studies in the Netherlands. The outcomes
of this research can be found in the appendix.
In combination with the current state of ecology
on the site (appendix), this research and sources
of nature organisations, an indication for future
ecology can be given (figure 105).

fig. 104 Strooptocht through the former flowing fields
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6.3.2 City level

factory lacks in routes that link the area with the
city. On the north side a bike route is linked to
the A7 and embad the area in the city tissue. In
2015, part of a bike highway between Leek and
Groningen is opened (Fietsersbond, 2015). Called
’de Verbetering’ as the eponymous polder to the
Peizerweg (Westerkrant, 2015), the area now has
opportunities to be accessible via the south side.

The relationship between the restoration
and conversion of buildings or areas and the
improvement of the immediate environment
is one of the starting points in this design. The
investment in a building, or in this case an area is
an investment in the surrounding district (Nijhof,
2004). As a requirement from the municipality of
Groningen, this is included in the plan.

Wierum

Overzichtskaart wegen en fietspaden
gemeente Groningen

6.3.2.1 Accessibility: infrastructure
When it comes to working regionally, it is all
about the meaning and history of an area.
By maintenance of the infrastructure, new
opportunities are created for integration into
the tissue of the city (Asselbergs in Woestenburg
& Van der Bijl, 2004). When it comes to making
large industrial complexes or areas attractive
for the city, the possibilities of weaving in the
infrastructure of the complex into the existing
infrastructure of the city should first be explored.
The site should not become a ’corpus alienum’,
that is disposed of the city in the long run
(Asselbergs, 1995 pp. 16).
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Due to the scale of the area, 124 hectares, it
is necessary to have clarity on the site. The
perception of an area is best when a place is
arranged, and a route without many obstacles
and struggles (mentally for example searching for
the road) is availible. It should be reported that
overview is very important, but the surprise effect
is also very important for a positive experience of
a place (Lynch, 1960).
Located on only a 10 minute bike trip, a 4
minute journey by car or a 20 minute walk from
the Martini Tower in the city centre (figure
110), the design case is located in the urban
tissue. This plan will focus on the accessibility
by bike, since Groningen put a lot of emphasis
on its characteristics as being a cycling city
(Groningen fietsstad, 2015). Groningen already
has a stable infrastructure for the bike (figure
106). Nevertheless the area of the former sugar

Essen

Peizermade

Ter
Borch

fig. 106 strong bike infrastructure for Groningen Fietsstad

6.3.2.2 Accessibility: entrances
By developing infrastructure, by removing barriers,
it is possible to create a whole new district in an
industrial place, according to Asselsbergs in the
Blauwe Kamer (Woestenburg & Van der Bijl, 2004).
Barriers can be found in the form of the water of
the Hoendiep and the busy Westelijke Ringweg. In
order to make the site better accessible new routes
have to be added to the site. In the illustration on
page .. these routes can be found marked orange.
On the bike highway a route crosses the flowing
fields by a bridge over the traintrack, linking the
south and north district of the terrain. This route is
drawn along a historical buildings ribbon (lintdorp).



The bridge 5 meters above ground level, gives a
view over the whole area. By crossing the Hoendiep
nothern, a connection with a bridge is made to
ensure the connectivity with the city.

fig. 107 cycling path from Hoogkerk towards Groningen

Nevertheless, without entrances a good
infrastructure can not be used optimally. While
having a new entrance to the area on the north
and south side, on the eastern edge of the area
is good entrance is needed as well. Historically
seen the structure on the area was in line with the
direction of the Hoendiep. Before the realisation
of the Westelijke Ringweg, there was a connection
with the neighbourhoud ’Zeeheldenbuurt’. The
former corporate house of the director Savornin
Lohman was located in this neighborhood
(Anders, 2016). These days the contours of the
’Mayor country’ (Burgemeester landje) are visible
in the structure of the city.
These historical remains are also taken into
account in the design, by giving access to the
site from the city centre. This way the Westelijke
Ringweg (fig. 108) is a smaller barrier in the
area. Also western, near Hoogkerk an entrance is
created in order to reach the viewing hill. This not
only improves the spatial accessibility of the area,
but rather the social accessibility, because upon
entry the place get into visitors personal mental
map (Sauter, 2008).

fig. 108 Westelijk Ringeweg as barrier

fig. 109 map with infrastructure and new entrances
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fig. 110 distancess circle for traﬃc



6.3.3 Site specific
Reaching a strong, embedded relationship with
the city centre of Groningen on the regional scale
and the city level, sites specific interventions
give the area the opportunity to develop on the
short and long term into a place for the future.
Landscape characteristics of the industrial past are
leading in the interventions on the small scale level.
6.3.3.1 Dikes within the casco concept
”The history is not only the building, but just as
a body in the area where the building is located”
says Hélène Pattijn in the special edition of the
Blauwe Kamer in 2004 ‘Industrieel erfgoed als
nieuwe ontwerpopgave’ (Woestenburg & Van der
Bijl, 2004, p. 27). In this case the area where the
buildings are located are the flowing fields and
soil depot together with the paved surface of the
former factory.
The flowing fields have a the strong dike structure.
Learned from the case study Noorderbos and
Kristalbad in chapter 5, a strong structure helps to
reach legibility and coherency on an area (van der
Jagt, 2014). Together with strong a path structure,
the readability of a place can be improved (Lynch,
1960). The most logical and strong shape that can
be found on the site is the dike structure of the
former flowing fields and soil depot. This historical
characteristics have the power to become a strong
framework for development in an unforeseen

future (Luiten, 1992; Kerkstra, 1988).
The dike structure is already visible nowadays
and separates the basins from each other. Being
a bit heightened in the landscape one could
easily orientate themselves to this structure. The
framework of dikes is that strong that it does not
matter what happens inside the casco (Kerkstra,
1988; Sijmons, 2002).
The low-dynamic dike structure consisting out of
dikes with their own identity obtained by planting,
width and furniture takes a long development
time and needs rest and stability to optimal
develop themselves (Sijmons, 1992) (section
2.5.3). The divers range of dike profiles can be
found in figure 112. Lawns characterize the most
important infrastructure, rows of trees on the
dike ensure the north-south connection between
the soil depot and the flowing fields, where as
for example the horizontal dikes do not have any
vegetation in order to emphasize the feeling of
freedom.

9.
open view ’Kristal helder’

7.
5.
1.
6.

2.

3.
4.
8.

9.

1.

fig. 111 map showing the strong dike structure
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fig. 112 dike profiles: each dike has its own identity



6.3.3.2 Buildings (structures)
Besides the landscape structures that tell an
important story on the design case, building
structures in general helps the visitor to
understand the history of a site as can be
concluded out of the research. On top of that the
theory of Coeterier adds that landmarks are very
important in assessing the rezoning. Form, the
personal knowledge and involvement in buildings
is important for layman to understand the history
of a site (Sauter, 2008). Here we do not even talk
about the importance of buildings as landmarks to
orient themselves in a place (Lynch, 1960).
Buildings get more and more important in
transformation projects. ‘Until 10 years ago,
plans were rather one-dimensional: the fewer
buildings, the more park’, says Evert Verhagen,
project manager of the Westergasfabriek in the
Blauwe Kamer (Van Tilborg, 2004, p. 51). But the
problem arises that in a relatively small country
with scarce space and a high population density
and urbanization, reusing is not so obvious
(Nijhof, 2000). Specifically on industrial heritage
plots, a problem prevails on integral maintenance
of large industrial complexes. Often they are a
confusing labyrinth of built together elements,
courtyards or business streets as what we saw on
the Westergasfabriek. Separated from the outside
world by brick factory walls, punctuated by heavy
gates at the entrance what results in unworkable
areas in practice (Nijhof, 2000).

From the potential new conversion(s) point of
view, there are often no usable buildings.
This is also the problem in the case of the
former sugar factory in Groningen. After the
demolishment in 2009, only three buildings are
left of the factory (figure 113). The Zeefgebouw
(fig. 114), the chimney and the office building.
Nevertheless, the industrial history is still tangible
on the site. The collage in figure 116 shows the
atmosphere of the time the factory was in use
between 1913 and 2008.
To begin with the chimney dated from 1914,
this construction is not usable anymore (van der
Hoeve, 2011). Nevertheless factory chimneys are
a special category within the industrial heritage
as prominent elements in the image of city and
country and are of cultural and historical value as
a tangible symbol of the industrialization of the
Netherlands (Nijhof, 2008). The factory chimney
in Groningen is no longer intact. The top half was
demolished in 1977, because a new concrete
chimney was built (van der Hoeve, 2011). The
graceful pattern of yellow brick decorates this
landmark and makes it the eye-catcher of the
whole area.
Secondly the Zeefgebouw (also called the
Klontjesgebouw) is one of the few remaining
buildings on the site. Over the years, raised with
several floors, the building was increased in 1960

fig. 113 buildings and constructions on the site, also old structures shown on the map



with a sieve (van der Hoeve, 2011). The building
has a solid concrete structure on the ground floor
(van der Hoeve, 2011) and nowadays functions as
a place to host exhibitions and parties. In addition,
with the front side to the railway, the old office
building is the last remain of this factory. Built in
1914 (van der Hoeve, 2011) and now inhabited by
squatters.
Finally, there are three German bunkers intact in
the former flowing fields, dating from the Second
World War (fig. 115). First a concrete bunker at
the end of a dike in the former sewage fields and
two brick buildings, one along the Hoendiep and
the other few dozen meters away. The bunker
position is clear: it served to defend, but the
function of both brick buildings is unknown
(Berens, 2011).
Together, all of these buildings and constructions
contribute to the experience of the whole as it
used to be. An important trigger for consumers
and visitors concerning redevelopment projects
(Janssen, 2012).

fig. 114 Zeefgebouw

fig. 115 remains of a German bunker

fig. 116 collage former sugar factory: in use from 1913-2008 retrieved from book: De Wolkenfabriek (2008)



A building is always a knot or a part of an
environment, it always has a social and cultural
significance,” as stated by Asselberg in a
roundtable conversation in the Blauwe Kamer
(Woestenburg & Van der Bijl 2004, p.27).
6.3.3.3 Green structures
Together with the landscape structures and
constructions that can be found on the place
that is described in paragraph 6.3.3.1 and
6.3.3.2, green structures can tell a lot about
the original state of a site too. Working with
forest and planting are traditionally the main
design resources of a landscape architect
(Nieuwenhuijze, 2012). Add in water, and a
toolbox for a design task is complete. As explained
in section 6.3.1.2 the abiotic layer on this site is
one of the most important elements taken into
account in the new design. The combination of
the ground water levels, the soil types and the
landscape structures, a strong casco of trees can
emerge on the site as shown in figure 118.
Since there are different types of soil present
on the site, this given has been leading for the
sortiment choice. Because of the landscape
identity based approach used for this research,
three different sets of vegetation types have
arise for the former sugar factory (see figure 119

and appendix). Focussing on the flowing fields
and soil depots, the identity of the landscape
will be shown in the diversity of species of trees
and shrubs. This diversity in species in plants is
interesting for diverse animals (Brouwer, 2008).
Each type consists of a range of trees that can be
chosen: one set for the framework of vegetation,
and other species that can be used within this
framework on long term.
Besides the casco of trees and infrastructure,
in the long term more and more up growing
vegetation might occur on the property. Only after
50-100 years, structural landscape interventions
come to fruition in the landscapes build in the
Netherlands. Multiple layers of a rich past. ”In
good designs, including designs for forests, a
meaningful connection is always made between
past, present and future” (Nieuwenhuijze, 2012).
Concluded out of the research is that the site
nowadays lacks in complexity and mystery.
Alternating high and low vegetation, grasses,
shrubs and trees, and open and closed provides
more dynamics and makes the area attractive to
the visitor (van der Jagt, 2014). Since the midtwentieth century, the focus of the landscape
architect is on designing a forest focused on the
spatial composition. For the first time not only the

fig. 117 The design takes into account viewing lines on the landmarks in order to prevent its industrial identity.
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final image, but the development of vegetation
over time in an attractive manner, in time series
(50-100 years) distinguishes the art of the
landscape architect (Nieuwenhuijze, 2012). The
growth process is leading, so that the time factor
is included in the planning process.
’Designers are challenged to think about a clever
sequence of growth stages in the mosaic of
woodland parcels and the spatial effects of the
application of different thinning techniques and
types of end cutting down trees’ (Nieuwenhuijze,
2012, pp. 33).
A special type of vegetation in the form of a forest
can be found in the form of a birth woodland
(Geboortebos). In the Netherlands birth woodland
is an upcoming phenomenon and the municipality
of Groningen can improve its image by having
one as well. The purpose of the Geboortebos
is to bring expression in a symbolic way so that
each child should be able to grow up in a healthy
green world (Samuëls, 2014). After some years,
the individual trees are no longer recognizable in
the woodland of poplars. Annually placed plaques
with the names and birth dates of the children are
the personal birth monuments.
As learned from the case study the Noorderbos in
Tilburg, see section 5.2.2, transforming the former

flow fields to a forest is no problem. Certainly
not, because the soil on the grounds of the sugar
factory in Groningen is not contaminated in any
way (Eekhuis, 2015).
6.3.3.4 Handling uncertainties in time
The biggest question for this site in this design
is: ‘How how to get this site up and running?’ To
answer this question, the Blauwe Kamer spends
a whole edition on the topic of redeveloping of
industrial heritage (Woestenburg & Van der Bijl
2004) and refers to the power of the landscape
architect within the process of transformation.
The answer can be found in the factor time, as
already mentioned in paragraph about the green
structures on the site:
’The interplay between what will be built, what is
going to grow and the natural forces which have
an impact on the main design over a period of
time were researched in previous projects, too’
(Dooren, 2015).
Despite the flexibility of green and therefore time
needed, the topic of phasing must be addressed
in this thesis. During the research the project
’Uit de klei getrokken’ (’Moulded from the clay’)
of VISTA is used as inspiration. This innovative,
ambitious nature development plan for polder
landscapes in the Netherlands, forms the basis of

fig. 120 nature types within the green framework



the design for the former sugar factory.
VISTA started its project for approximately 500
hectares of an 1800-hectare site in 1995 in
order to come up with a sampling of adventures
landscapes (Jansen, 1996) behind a larger nature
development area for the Haarlemmermeer
Groen Project (Haarlemmermeer Nature Project).
The project integrates the use of contextual
elements, the alteration of the water systems, and
the application of various landscape strategies
over time, in order to create a dynamic, natural,
adventure landscape, according to Nolan (1999).
The development of the landscape in time is
positioned centrally in this study (Jansen, 1996)
and contains various possibilities for flexibility.
”It is a living entity where in particular change
and evolution determine attractiveness.” (Jansen,
1996)
6.3.3.4.1 arising nature types
The use of the strategies that VISTA came up with,
resulted in a patchwork of varied ecotypes. The
initially ’quick-start’ strategy of inundation, raising
the water to the surface level, is applied in the
project for all the landscape types on the first
place. After some time, nature will take over and
the following nature types will occur (Nolan, 1999;
Jansen, 1996), see fig. 120:

•

•

Forest: gradual lowering of the water levels
over time, where eventually the Ash-Oak
forest arises. First, after a decade a willow
thicket will arise, which is a paradise for birds
like the bluethroat and nightingale. The forest
lends itself to many forms of recreation such
as hiking, bird watching and building huts;
Park landscape: by lowering the water level
in combination with grazing creates a very
varied landscape park. A dozen Highland
cattle are admitted in the area after a few
years in. This natural way of managing makes
the area completely bushy over time. Special
management cannot prevent all tree growth,
thus resulting in a semi-open landscape.
The fauna of these landscapes is among the
richest in our country, where the walker and
equestrian can make use of;

•

•

•

Peat wetland: continuous flooding of the
ground surfaces allowing formation of peat
quickly. Due to the extremely wet forest
development of greenery will be limited.
Rare vegetation types as moors and birch
pants will emerge eventually. The marsh is
quite inaccessible;
Reed lands swamp: fluctuation of water
levels follow to reed and brushwood. In this
dynamic system of open nature of the cane
swamp remains interspersed with water.
Trees growth is inhibited in this way. In the
wet parts one could go canoeing or fishing
and in winter ice skating is possible;
Water reservoir: sustained increase in the
water levels, in order to store water in dry
periods, to support the city and the peat bog
or water intake or high quality. Rainwater
is collected here, to be used in the summer
when water shortage occurs. The reservoirs
are attractive to waterfowl, but also for
surfing, fishing and swimming.

6.3.3.4.2 the process: a phased implementation
A new forest or nature area is not build as a
house. After all, such an area is never finished.
The plan is not the final image, but the process
(Jansen, 1996). The strategy for the development
of nature and recreation in the Dutch polder
landscape marks a departure from traditional
forestry planting techniques. The concept
proposes strategies of nature development that
would augment nature’s own processes. Besides,
growth would be accelerated to achieve results
which appear random and natural (Nolan, 1999).
By applying this strategy VISTA, the designers
came up with the following possibilities According
to Nolan (1999), by applying such a strategy VISTA
came up with, the following possibilities occur:

•
•

use landscape strategies that ensure the
rapid development of nature areas;
devise methods of nature development
that are appropriate within the remaining



•
•

•
•

framework of farm settlements, while also
acknowledging lengthy processes of land
acquisition;
to create natural landscape typologies with
maximum diversity;
develop a design scheme that clearly
contrasts the rational layout of the polder
topography with the randomness of natural
landscapes;
propose a development plan that emphasizes
minimal ’green’ maintenance;
the concept realizes a rational combination
of recreation and water management for
neighbouring housing developments.

Figure 121 and 122 project visualizes what
happens over a range of 50 years, by showing
what happens after 5, 10, 20 or 50 years after
inundation. In the future the randomness of
natural development will contrast with the rigid
geometry of the flowing fields. This development
links to the period of a lifetime. From baby to
toddler, the teenager stage, mature period and
finally old age. Unlike a human is a stable forest
with older doom, and is rejuvenating itself for
centuries along as man will transfer the area to
her children (Jansen, 1996).

current situation



2 years

5 years

6.3.3.5 Programme and target group
All the above mentioned various structures that
can be realised in the course of time on the
former factory site, have one goal: attracting
visitors. The experience of beauty, opportunities
for temporality and creative self management
play a major role in the attractiveness of industrial
monuments (Janssen 2012). A challenge for the
landscape architect to bring together the cultural
meanings of existing qualities of a place with
the needs of society, and to translate this into
a design. These designs will become part of the
cultural heritage of the future. That is precisely
why it is important also to take the cultural and
historical component of a place in the concept
(Nieuwenhuijze, 2012).
From an industrial archaeological perspective
transformations rarely succeeded, because the
internal means of production often disappears
upon conversion to make way for new users
(Nijhof 2004). Groningen is no exception.
With the disappearance of the plant, a group
within the Groningen society felt apart as well.
In earlier times on the sugar factory there was
big solidarity between workers (van der Hoeve,
2011). On the sugar factory a sign above the
elevator showed: ’progressive by collectively’ (de
Jong, 2008). The feeling of togetherness among
the workers of which the factory was founded,
arose during the great socialist movement at the

10 years

20 years

50 years

fig.121 sequence of developmental stages vegetation

beginning of the last century.
This feeling of solidarity, together with the large
scale and variety of buildings, makes the ensemble
as a town which can accommodate atmospheres
and functions (Bayer, 2015), thus a new group
of users gets attracted: the creative middle
class (Sauter, 2008). Where one entrepreneur
wants to combine living and work, the others
are looking for a relatively cheap industrial space
for production activities, preferably a casco so
that they can develop their own program (Bayer,
2015). Only in some cases the former employees
are also the new users of the rezoned. That does
not mean that the old employees often have a
great affinity with the factory and they also find
it very important to preserve the factory (Sauter,
2008).
In order to attract a new group of users, table
7 shows the diversity of use in the plan. The
strong casco of dikes and trees (paragraph
6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.3) ensures the functions within
this framework can vary (Kerkstra, 1991). The
amount of money and maintance necessary,
together with the wishes of the farmer, inhabitant
and municipality (4.3.1-4.3.3) determines the
completion of the framework. These ideas have
been put in a matrix categorized on extensive,
intermediate and intensive use and show a glance
of a future for this place.

5 YEARS
reed marsh with a clear structure of trees to increase the legibility

10 YEARS
beginning birch and pine tree forest with potential for diverse ecology

IN 20 YEARS
young birch and pine tree forest

C U R R E N T S I T U AT I O N

IN 50 YEARS_FUTURE

open water body former flowing fields,
without any mystery, legibility, coherence or complexity

grown birch and pine tree forest

fig.122 sequence of developmental stages vegetation visualised



control over the plans (Zeeuw, 2011). As joint
venture comes to viable plans, the entrant will
have the right to realize (part of the area) at
market conditions within the framework of the
adopted process plan. The basis for the process
plan is developed in the joint venture. Cost of the
process and plant development are distributed
between the parties (Zeeuw, 2011). From 2010
this approach is used for the former sugar factory.
In 2011 and 2013 competitions for the area have
been organized this way (paragraph 4.4).

To conclude, a broad survey of the desired
program is necessary, starting at the phase of
redevelopment of a future plan. ‘It is always
important to start from the uniqueness of the
building and surrounding grounds and then
considering what functions and programs would
fit here’, says Bijhouwer in the Blauwe Kamer
(Woestenburg & Van der Bijl, 2004, p. 28) It is
not possible to make a blueprint for these types
of assignments. Not even an urban development
plan could be made (Bijhouwer in Woestenburg &
Van der Bijl, 2004). Flexibility in the future uses of
the area is neccessary. Further designs on smaller
scale elaborate on the broad range of possibilities
on this unique site (paragraph 6.4).

In extreme cases, it leads to an approach in which
an area of ’bottom-up’ is completed by a broad
coalition of (market) parties to propose organic
build cities and ’spontaneous’ developments. In
other words, without a thought out program,
process plan or business case on the beginning
of planning development (Zeeuw, 2011).
The ownership is in the hands of the people
and initiators on the plot. A very interesting
experiment, where the power is in hands of a
small number of initiators of the population,

6.3.3.6 Owner
For more security for the municipality as owner
of the area, under the influence of the crisis,
the joint venture light model is used (Zeeuw,
2011). Here the municipality has control over the
acquisition of the necessary land, administers
the land development and retains ultimate
table 7 user groups and intensity in use for the future of the site

intensive use

intermediate

extensive use

farmer



stadjer

municipality

rather than a big party like the municipality or
developer.
6.3.3.7 Process plan
Since the outcome of this research is based upon
a process-oriented plan, teste in a model (fig. 123)
the outcome will not be called a masterplan. A
masterplan captures a final image. Because it is
impossible to look into the future with unforeseen
developments taken into account, this thesis
cannot speak of a masterplan. Nevertheless, by
investments over time in first infrastructure, next
a strong framework of trees, within flexible, slow
filling of urbanisation can take place over time
(see fig. 132) In order to incentive spirit, a glance
of a possible future image will be given on the
following pages in fig. 124.

fig. 123 development tested by modelling
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ﬁg. 124 a possible future for the former sugar factory in Groningen



6.4 Local scale level
6.4.1 Detail 1: Suiker Strip

fig. 125 factory along the Hoendiep, 1946

Despite the unpredictable future and the
flexible process plan, the first detail that will be
discussed in this paragraph to inspire explores the
possibilities along the Hoendiep channel. Analysis
of the site, response on the questionnaires
and outcome of the mental mapping exercise,
underpin the importance of this area for the
former sugar factory.
Reverting to the history of this place, the channel
was the place boats unloaded of their sugar beets
before the adoption of trucks (van der Hoeve,
2011), see fig. 125. The typical appearance of the
canal zone, with its differences in heights, made
it possible for cranes to unload the boat into
wagons on rails. Most activities of the terrain until
around 1950 could be found along this waterfront.

fig. 126 inspiration Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord

fig. 127 staircase and tribune in one along the waterfront

fig. 128 multiple use of the Suiker Strip



These days the waterfront is only used by
fishermen. The transformation of this face of the
factory along the Hoendiep in the future, will help
to improve the image of the terrain. Staircases,
also usable as tribune (fig. 127), make the water
edge accessible, which emerged by this research.
The waterfront can be used as a path along the
strong water edge (fig. 128), de ‘Suiker Strip’,
from where sports and other games activities can
be enjoyed or participated in, such as rowing or
canoeing. Housing boats cannot settle along this
boulevard.
The current green image of this water edge will
remain. Alternation of open and closed spaces,
offers the visitor numerous of opportunities
to relax or recreate. Cultivated planting in
combination with the current available pioneers
planting such as willows, accentuated by diverse
green management, ensure this area of a square
feeling on a historical heritage site. Where in
previous years sugar beets were stored, waiting
fig. 129 map detail 1: de Suiker Strip
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for transportation to the factories hills of beets
emerged. Soil hills with hedges remain to these
elements of the past. At some points the water
can even be touched by added flowing platforms,
which will become lovely places for fishermen and
sports enthusiasts.
The iconic cranes, will function as landmarks of
this Suiker Strip. Moreover, they will get a new
function as well. Because the city of Groningen is
searching for a place to take away the pressure
on space for events in the inner city, this area
might be useful for this purpose. In high season,
temporary housing can be located on the terrain
of the former sugar factory. Supplied from the
water, residential units can be lifted from the
channel and distributed through rails on the
terrain. These rails have a historical value (130),
since these are the original rails preserved as
industrial relics of the time the factory was in
use. When this temporary housing is not needed
anymore, it can easily be moved to a storage
location.

fig. 130 special attention with planting and use train tracks

Behind the Suiker Strip is a lot of space for
temporary use. It is attractive to have markets
on these squares. Also outdoor events can take
place over here, such as the annual Timmerdorp.
Children from the city get in involved in the
possible transformation of the site in an early
stage. Even form a catalyst for activity on the site.
Toolbox:

fig. 131 current situation arial view



fig. 132 temporary activities, for example Timmerdorp
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fig. 133 sequence of occupation



6.4.2 Detail 2: the Sugar Heart

fig. 134 ’molgoten’ on the former sugar factory

Orientation on a place as large as the former
sugar factory of 124 hectares is essential. Learned
from the case studies in Germany, a scale model
can help the visitor to understand the area they
can explore. Especially in the case of the former
sugar factory in Groningen it is important to show
the relation of the paved factory location with the
hidden flowing fields and soil depot, in order to
fade the boarders between the several districts.
Currently not visible anymore, a huge round
plateau with a diameter of 79 meters was
centrally located in front of the Zeefgebouw. Now
only a vague differentiation in concrete remains of
this industrial element. During production this was
the centre of beginning of the process as location
where the sugar beets were blown by water, via
the ‘molgoten’ bathed in water, into the factory
(fig. 134). The first rough wash took place over
here. This round plateau will serve as a basis for
a corten steel scale model of the factory site (fig.
136). This way, a place with interesting history will
become experiencable again.
Train tracks from all directions will lead to this
central scale model as node (Lynch, 1960), that
functions for understanding and coherence on the
site, in order to improve the legibility of the place
(van der Jagt, 2014) while searching for a unity.
The train rails lead the visitor over the terrain (fig.
142). Without any other signs, only these tracks
can be seen as routing along historical relicts.

fig. 135 inspiration carcasses former buildings

fig. 136 a model helps to orientate



Several construction surround this round, central
element. None of them remain anymore. Luckily
some of the foundations of these constructions
are still visible. Without signs, in a minimalistic
way, the carcasses of these buildings can be
rebuild (fig. 135). Corten steel will fit with
the industrial atmosphere on the terrain (fig.
138, 139). These stable, upright structures are
easy to use, for example temporary events or
performances can use these constructions as a
backdrop for art. By the addition of a rail system
fig. 137 map detail 2: de Sugar Heart
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on which curtains can be hung, flexible rooms
can be created within the carcasses. A different
material on the floor accentuates the presence of
earlier buildings. Planting rubs against the edges
of the structures, accentuating the contrast ast
that arises in this way is a valuable result from the
research and applied in this way.

fig. 138 inspiration Paul Green church

fig. 139 inspiration Tilburg corten steel construction Moerenburg

As shown in the visualisation the central square
can become a blooming attraction on the site
as a clear entrance for the former sugar factory
in Groningen. Functions as the Wolkenfabriek
(restaurant) can be maintained in the industrial
heritage Zeefgebouw and the landmark relict in
the form of the chimney could get a new function,
as for example climbing tower. This way the iconic
landmark remains, functioning as orientation
point (Lynch, 1960).
With the end of the use of the sugar factory,
knowledge of many workers with local experience,
stories and anecdotes is lost (Sauter, 2008). It
is a shame to lose this valuable information,
therefore, sentences found in old literature of
people who worked here will be incorporated in
the asphalt. Some old machines that have been
preserved, will be spread out over the terrain as
industrial remains to accentuate the identity of
the area.
Toolbox:

fig. 142 train track dubbel use

fig. 141 old sentences or words in concrete



fig. 142 visualisation possible future carcasses old buildings

fig. 143 current situation visual above



6.4.3 Detail 3: on Strooptocht
Aside from the former paved part of the factory,
the flowing fields are suitable for transformation
as well. As stated before, this is the part the
landscape architecture profession is based on,
namely designing by natural processes. A big role
for the characteristic identity of the former sugar
factory can be found in the terrain consisting of
marsh and wetlands.
fig. 144 sugar factory seen from the flowing fields, 1990

fig. 145 inspiration corten steel bridge Moerenburg, Tilburg

fig. 146 inspiration watch tower on dike Kristalbad, Enschede

fig. 147 inspiration dikes surround by basins Kristalbad, Enschede



After doing research, conclusion have been drawn
on how to deal with the industrial past of a place.
Several ways to make this visible again in a new
design are put forward by the design tools. The
role of planting is hereby cited as of great value.
Therefore, it is essential to also look deeper in
how staged design works with a natural landscape
that arises in the course of several decades. ”After
all, a new forest or park cannot be built as a
home, such area is never finished” (Jansen, 1996,
p.45).
It is important that connections are made with
the regional scale on one hand while making plans
for woodlands, and the scale at which particular
implementation details come into view on the
other hand (Nieuwenhuijze, 2012). Hereby the
past is translated into a design that is consistent
with the current objectives, which also forms
a link between the various scales. These arise
as plans that will be widely accepted by society
(Sijmons, 2002).
Therefore, on a regional scale level connections
are sought with the surrounding landscape. Lanes
of trees are the most typical form. On a local
scale, interventions are being done to enhance
the readability of the landscape. Where the
dikes meet each other at crucial crossroads, the
nodes (Lynch, 1960) reinforce concrete bridge
element the pathways on the dikes. This way the
legibility of the place will increase (van der Jagt,
2014). Inspiration is gained from the case study
Noorderbos. A characteristic furniture is designed
especiallly for this site as well, in order to provide
coherence.
fig. 148 map detail 3: on Strooptocht
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levels and the selected maintenance strategies.
(Nolan, 1999; Korten, 2000). The flexible
alternation of high and low vegetation, dense and
open planting, creates more mystery on the place
(van der Jagt, 2014). The carefully chosen species
contribute in the experience of the various
seasons. The alternation of wet and dry in the
flowing fields and the soil depot provides a bird
paradise. The original silty nature of the shallow
basins is restored in some places, appealing
to birds of the pioneer habitat. This creates a
valuable place where the feeling of freedom is
ensured in the middle of the city.

fig. 148 current situation flowing fields looking to Groningen

Because of this ecological hotspot several severing
habitats, the area is mainly maintained through
grazing by Scottish Highland cattle in order to
minimalize disturbance of the nature areas. The
interventions done in the former flowing fields are
financial feasible (Nolan, 1999). The management
vision that is prepared has a validity of 10 years.
In addition, a management plan exists specific
to each area in which it is possible to bring the
potential of the region into focus.
To conclude, the interaction between the site
and its visitors is accentuated, as well as the
understanding of the transforming landscape.
Visitors can observe the relationship between
the water and surface of each of the nature
islands, since the whole site is accessible through
corduroy bridges that interconnect the different
islands (Nolan, 1999). An observation platform
is added to the place which offers the visitor a
bird’s-eye view of the area (Korten, 2000).

fig. 149 inspiration Noorderbos, Tilburg accentuate dike crossings

Furthermore on a local scale, the various stages
of development of the vegetation within the
framework for expansion of the dikes can be
found. Several nature types can develop in this
existing man-made flowing fields, by diverse
layout measures. Diverse nature types are
determined by the availability of nutrients in the
soil, the manipulation of water levels and soil



fig. 150 detail furniture line for the former sugar factory
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roach, bass, bream, carp, white bream and pos.
The additional turbid water plant kingdom attracts
roach, bream, carp, eel, pos and zander. Other
vegetation might be found in the annual seasonal
growing or permanent green- and blue algae
growth. With a average depth of 10 to 40 cm
plants will grow here and floating leaf plants are
present, with an occupancy of up to 10% (fig. 152).

fig. 151 inspiration Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam

6.4.4 Detail 4: de Paaibaai
The last possible intervention elaborated in this
research, is the realisation of the ‘Paaibaai’.
A deep basin is located on the site, near the
edge of the flowing fields with the paved area.
Till 2008 this basin had an open connection with
the Hoendiep and the cleanest waste water was
dumped here, flowing off in the Hoendiep. After
closing the open connection with the Hoendiep,
the water quality of this basin decreased (van der
Hoeve, 2011). By opening this pool again, fresh
water of the Hoendiep can be exchanged with
water in the basin again.

With the realization of two floating islands,
different birds and other animals will give peace
and protection to predators. The natural-looking
islands let the visitor forget that everything on this
site is artificial and offer plenty of opportunities
for recreation. One can fish here quietly. Not
only this fish is attractive to human visitors, there
is also plenty of food for birds. Lovers of sport
fishing can fish on carp on the paid ponds.
Visitors can reach the area through a wooden
deck. This follows the shapes of the original
round basins, inspired by an example in the
Westergasfabriek (fig. 151). The water edge can
be reached this way and interaction can take
place.
Toolbox:

As stated in paragraph (6.3.1.1 water) migrating
fish from the Lauwersmeer pass this terrain and
miss a place to rest and for spawning. By opening
up this basin, the ecology gets a boost in the
former flowing fields by giving place to fish as

fig. 152 cross section diverse stages riparian vegetation



fig. 153 map detail 4: de Paaibaai
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7. Conclusion,
discussion &

recommendations
Looking back on the research and process, the
final chapter of this research shows the main
conclusions that can be derived from the design
thesis as a whole. The main conclusion drawn
after this research will be elaborated and after
a critical reflection on the research and design
discussion points arise on both the theoretical
point of view and on the methods used in this
research. Finally, this chapter will conclude
with recommendations for further research
on the topic of industrial heritage seen from a
landscape architectural point of view, especially
for the terrain of the former sugar factory in
Groningen.

7.1 Conclusion

This thesis proposes a design solution for the
industrial heritage site of the Friesch-Groningsche
Beetwortelsuiker factory in the city of Groningen
through design principles that improve the
experience of accessibility, based upon a in depth
research on former industrial sites transformed
in the past decades. Learning from these case
studies, together with interviews with the
municipality and questionnaires and mental
mapping, the focus of the problems on the design
case can be described as uncertain developments
in terms of money, owner and future. Together
with the quest of spatial characteristics of
industrial heritage that can be influenced by the
landscape architect, the following main research
question arises: ’In what way can the design
by a landscape architect challenge unforeseen
developments while preserving landscape identity
of industrial heritage in the case of the FrieschGroningsche sugar factory in Groningen?’.



Three sub-questions helped to give an answer
spatial elements of an industrial heritage site
that help to provide the identity of the history of
the place (1), the viewers perspective on such an
industrial heritage site (2) and designing with an
uncertain future (3) in order to get an answer on
this main question based on research for design
(SQ 1 and SQ 2) and on research on design (SQ 3).
First conclusion of this research is that the
role of the landscape architect is important in
cases of former sugar factories in particular,
since the process of producing sugar develops
landscape structures that are of importance of the
understanding of the former factory. In this case,
not only the buildings are essential to experience
the history of this type of industrial heritage.
Secondly, by investigating the topic of landscape
identity, rezoning and flexibility, the impact
a landscape architect can have on a site is
inseparably involved with transformation of
industrial heritage. Namely, the landscape
architect has the power to influence the physical
landscape structures as having the role of the
artist (Zangwill, 2007), by designing on the
physical (nonaesthetic) structures consisting
out of landscape structures and distinctive
elements (Lynch, 1960), in order to influence
the substantive aesthetic properties of the user,
resulting in evaluative aesthetic properties
affected. This way human interaction with the
environment by influencing people’s personal
and spatial perception and meaning of landscape
experience, as explained in the landscape
identity circle by Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011).
Landscape aesthetics in terms of coherence,
complexity, legibility and mystery (van der Jagt,
2014) considers ”the aesthetic response from
the interplay between the objective, quantifiable
landscape features and the subjective appraisal
of these attributes” (Daniel & Vining, 1983;
Parsons&Daniel, 2002), which can be influenced
by the landscape architect. Besides landscape
structures, distinctive elements such as paths,

boundaries, districts, nodes and landmarks (Lynch,
1960) can be taken into account while designing
in order to affect people’s experience on a site.
Other spatial design tools that have an effect
on the public’s view on landscape identity
of industrial heritage are retrieved from the
qualitative research done by a triangulation
of methods. Questionnaires, mental mapping,
literature review and map analysis were the
methods used within this research on design in
the case of five case studies done in both the
Netherlands and Germany. Research-throughdesign by implementation of the set of design
tools make the landscape architect challenge
the unforeseen developments while preserving
landscape identity of industrial heritage on the
case of the former Friesch-Groningsche sugar
factory. The process plan (design) is a test of the
design principles, tested by modelling.
Diverse wishes of involved parties as the
municipality of Groningen, farmers and
inhabitants are used in the design in order to give
new input of future development of the area.
This process plan fits on regional scale level, as
well as connecting the site of the former factory
on city scale and even gives an insight in detailed
solutions, fitting with the sits its industrial identity.
To conclude, the outcomes of the research are
rather traditional, because the approach used to
provide flexibility for the unforeseen future on
the site is the strong casco structure of dikes and
trees, while giving room for flexible developments
within this framework depending on money,
owner and wishes of the users. The aspect of
planning arises as being of most important.
Nevertheless, the hypothesis stated prior to
this research that an adaptive design, consisting
out a strong framework, can adapt to uncertain
developments in the unforeseen future, remains
standing and results in a process plan.
To conclude, this research in particular is relevant

for the field of work of landscape architecture,
because within industrial heritage it is not only
about the buildings. Post-industrial heritage
sites are sometimes being characterised by the
surrounding landscape. Remaining landscape
structures in the surrounding landscape gain
value to such a place (Franzen, 2014). Together
the landscape, as well as the (remains) buildings,
tell the story of industrial heritage and let the
visitor experience the history of the place again
(Lowenthal, 2003).
To summarize specific answers can be given on
each sub-question.
SQ 1. Spatial elements that support the identity of
industrial heritage:

•
•
•

buildings have a large share in the spatial
experience of industrial identity of a place;
physical landscape structure is the remaining
characterizing element for this industrial
heritage;
personal-spatial identity of a place is
perceived through landscape structures and
distinctive elements as landmarks, paths,
boundaries, districts and nodes referring
to Kevin Lynch: the landscape architect
can influence these distinctive elements
(Zangwill, 2007).

SQ 2. Crucial elements of transformed industrial
sites experienced by the visitor:

•
•

besides buildings, the physical landscape
structure supports the orientation of the
visitor;
in addition substantive aesthetic properties
as well as evaluative aesthetic properties
influence the way the visitor perceives
industrial heritage.

SQ 3. Adaptive design strategies that deal with
unforeseen developments while preserving the
landscape identity:



•
•

•

•
•

uncertainties in financial resources, visitors,
functions can be tackled by a spatial
framework;
planting has the ability to strengthen the
spatial framework as a way to establish
complexity, coherence, legibility and mystery
on a site;
a spatial framework gives the possibility
to decide in a later stadium what the use,
design, function will be, while already being
attractive for visitors in the meantime;
the design proposes long-term, phased
investments instead of large investments that
are not adaptable to the future;
the municipality is offered a process plan that
includes strategic investments on the short
term that can last decades.

7.2 Discussion

There are several factors which are essential in
the discussion and interpretation of the results of
this research.

7.2.1 (Potential) weaknesses in the research
The first discussion point about the validity of
the research are the selected case studies in this
research. The selection criteria were to select
cases in the Netherlands that link to the industrial,
though, redeveloped in the past decades in order
to tell the history of a place to the current visitor.
Other selection criteria would have given different
case studies and different outcomes might have
emerged. For example in size, materialization, or
use.
The second discussion point is about the methods
used for the aesthetic analysis of the cases
investigated. By using the method of mental
mapping in combination with a photo analysis
only the visual, not sound nor smell or sense
are taken into. Besides, the research did not
consequently made use of the same methods
for all the case studies. Due to time limits and
the amount of people visiting the places, it was
not doable to collect and comparable amount



of participants for all case studies. This way the
personal view and opinion of the researcher about
the areas might have influenced the research.
Nevertheless, the personal view was transformed
to design knowledge, tested to existing theories in
the conceptual framework.
Some assumptions within this research are done,
which are not based on academic literature.
There has to be mentioned that in this field of
research, there is little literature available in
which landscape architecture is seen as art and
the landscape architect is seen as artist (Zangwill,
2007). Diverse factors influenced the authors of
the used sources and reflect in their view upon
the topic. This would have been different in
another (academic) atmosphere and could have
resulted in different judgements.
In the absence of academic literature this research
made use of other sources that have been subject
to a strict selection. The selection took place on
certain factors which literature from the world
of landscape and colleges have been leading.
Examples of inspiration within the field were
found to be: Joks Janssen and Dirk Sijmons, seen
as the founder of the casco-concept. However, the
basic models and theories are well underpinned
with peer reviewed papers and other academic
literature.
Besides that the selection of participants in
this research is not an average selection of the
population. An important footnote that has to
be made is that for a more objective view, more
participants for the questionnaires and mental
map methods were needed. Though, with help
of social media, public in its broadest sense was
asked to join the research.
More questionnaires probably would have led to
more insights in the theory. Though, based upon
a certain amount of time, a decision was made
to work with a selected amount of interviewees.
Furthermore respondents on the questionnaire in

Groningen were no landscape architects. They will
reflect their opinion on the place differently than
in the other cases, because those respondents
were landscape architect students. These
respondents had a less technical view of the
project, therefore interpretation of the researcher
was needed. Nevertheless, their answers are
valuable for this research as a basis for designing
regardless their background.
It is a shame not all the participants send in a
photo, which finally is one of the downsides of
this research. Nevertheless, the results of the
photo study for both cases is discussed here.
Another discussion point is about the
interpretation of the outcomes of this research.
Since flexibility is a broad concept, decisions and
assumptions made in the first step of the chosen
design locations took a certain flexibility from the
project. This was inevitable, since researching
demands for a selection of projects to be made.
The assumption was made that the municipality
will stay the owner of the property for over 20
years, in order to have stable starting point for the
design.
Furthermore the theory used to define landscape
architecture as art might be a point of discussion.
The goals of design for the landscape architect
are partly determined by others, the stakeholders,
because the design created must fulfil some
practical purpose in the wider (academic)
world. This is not the case in art, there the artist
determines own goals to reach. Freedom for the
artist can derived because their creation, artist
do not aim for any practical application (Zangwill,
2007). Though, this thesis sees the landscape
architect as artist, striving for influencing the
feeling or thinking of an audience.

Remarks on the available knowledge of the design
case:
• The financial strategy of the sugar factory
development is taken into account, though
with the assumption that the municipality
will indeed invest in the area;
• There was limited material available about
the area between 1980 and 2009, this
resulted in more assumptions about the state
of the site in that period;
• The assumption was made that the area
is not polluted, though the municipality
speculates about this fact. There is no
evidence to support that speculation.
• This design thesis adds value to the current
discussion by focussing on a process plan
for the flowing fields instead of yet another
masterplan for the build area.

7.2.2 Theories - casco concept
The use of the casco-concept can be seen as
a planning tool, which is used as a design tool
within the design case. First, the conceptual
framework offered by the approach is often seen
as too rigorous to be applied in real-life planning,
especially in intersectoral planning processes.
Secondly, it lacks in theorization about what to do
in an urban planning process after having done
the analysis using the layers approach. Although
deemed valuable for spatial analysis, the layers
approach may be “not of value” to create a spatial
plan. Nevertheless, the layers approach offers
possibilities for interdisciplinary and intersectoral
planning processes (Kerkstra, 2011).
Furthermore, Stobbelaar and Pedroli are no
landscape architects, their theory is approached
as social scientists. Therefore concepts in their
theory first have to be translated to spatial
concepts, before usable within the field of
landscape architecture.
To conclude, this thesis combines diverse theories.
Each individual theory is accepted as added value,
but the combination of theories is speculative.



7.2.3 Design
The design outcome of this research is not a
fully elaborated masterplan, but a process plan.
Point of discussion might be that the details
and explanation of the process plan might look
defined. Nevertheless, the method used as
research-through-design illustrated a possible
future approach in order to design a likely
plan. Visualisations used in order to illustrate
possibilities in the future might give a wrong
impression of the unforeseen future. Within this
plan, they may function as sources for discussion
and inspiration, rather than fixed views on the
future of the area.

7.2.4 Process
Personally, this thesis was a learning moment in
all ways. This thesis made it possible to limit and
consider every step took in order to follow the
main topic. One of the things that was a personal
struggle during the whole process.
I dived so deep in this subject that at a given
time, in my enthusiasm, I was so focussed on my
personal view that supervisors advised me to take
a step back and consider every step I took from
a distance. This was the moment a break came
into the process, to complete step away from
the whole thesis work. After five months it made
me coming back and look with a fresh view to
the topic, choices I made, underpinnings and the
design itself. Eventually I am happy Paul Roncken
advised me to go on a ’retraite’. Definitely I think
it made this thesis more ’finished’ in a way that a
lot of ’logical’ steps I made in my head, are drawn
and written down on paper now. Besides I was
able to skip a lot of side and distracting knowledge
and other (text) elements after a while. Something
that was not possible before from my point of
view.

7.2.5 Own opinion
The design that followed after the research is not
tested to the public and only influenced by my
own opinion as being the artist (Zangwill, 2007). A
reflection and feedback of the public would have
strengthened my design.



When starting the project on the terrain of the
former sugar factory the involvement of the
municipality was big. Nevertheless, after the first
meeting, both people I talked did not answer
their email anymore and there appeared a kind
of mysterious atmosphere around the project.
Furthermore contact with the developers and
managers of the sugar terrain, Ploeg Dd3 (Dick
Janssen, Paul van Bussel, Hein Braaksma) did not
respond on calls, mails and even did not opened
the door for me after visiting them. Initiators on
the terrain told me the contact with Ploeg iD3 was
harsh and stiff.
Here I discovered a tiredness in the area and
projects involved. Nevertheless during the
process I stayed focussed and enthusiastic, partly
motivated by the energy of the initiators on the
terrain. Though, the stiffness and restraint made
me finding my own way during the process and
blocked some ways, such as a discussion session
and feedback moment of the municipality and
other involved stakeholders.
On the other hand I was surprised by the
easiness I got in contact with participants on
my questionnaire and mind map exercise. On
the first glance I was quite sceptical about the
amount of participants I thought I would connect
with, because the terrain (and Wolkenfabriek
restaurant) was closed in August due to building
work for several festivals. Nevertheless, I got
in contact with construction workers and even
passers-by were interested in helping me. My
call on Facebook did not attract that many
respondents as I wished for.
The fact that I did not had a chance to check
and reflect my ideas and plans with stakeholders
switched this research partly more to a focus on
the user of the area. I think it made my research
stronger and more fitting within my constructivist
worldview: the role of the landscape architect as
designer of the outdoor space for the user.

7.3 Recommendations

If we manage our heritage in a good way,
deprivation as what happened on the site of the
former sugar factory in Groningen cannot arise.
There should therefore be consciously striven for
an integration of old and new. This requires good
coordination of heritage conservation, aesthetics
and architecture policy (de Boer, 2015). Also our
industrial heritage deserves a place in our society
as a part of our history and our identity since
the industrial revolution. Therefore acquisition,
redevelopment and restoration are instruments
of the government instruments to be deployed
alongside government regulations where the
landscape architect could begin to work on. Yet,
the effect of private parties is also becoming
larger and the private investor increasingly
operates as a principal.

Moreover, this thesis shows an integrative plan by
the design that is aimed to open up the impasse
through a completely different approach upon
the design of the outdoor space, including the
flowing fields than any of the parties has done so
far. By doing so, this design might inspire to think
differently on the current disagreements and
uncertainties and at the same time it can serve as
a showcase to prove how these design principles
can lead to a flexible and integrative design.
The main recommendation is thus to use the
design principles as mentioned in chapter 5, and
use those to get towards a common vision of the
area, supported by the design of this thesis.

However, there in many cases the significance
of an attractive public space is yet not been
penetrated by the investors. Precisely the
municipality can play an exemplary role in this
process. After all, an attractive public space
attracts new investors. Investing in the public
domain at an early stage which often involves
large sums of money, let other investors know
that the government has confidence in the project
and place, otherwise she also had not rudely
invested (Laing, 2015). Investing in the public
space thus bearing fruit.
This thesis contributes to a solution for the
undeveloped area of the former sugar factory
in Groningen in two ways. On the one hand this
research searched to the characteristics, the
identity of this particular sugar factory and on
the other hand this research adds an overall
layer to the project of searching for a solution
for the site. Where earlier the solution ended up
in several little possibilities of smaller investors
and stakeholders with particular, relatively small
interventions, this research gives a broader view
upon the whole area.
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